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Preface
Computational syntax and computational semantics have been at the core of natural
language processing technology since its inception in 1960s, and have always been
considered a classical research field in computational linguistics. However, these
fields continue to be actively developed. While computational syntax can be
considered a well-understood area, computational semantics is still to find its way
towards reconciling expressive power with technically affordable ways of text
analysis.
Recent decades have seen a strong trend of moving away from rich text
representations, in favor of simple, or even simplistic, modeling of texts as feature
vectors. Such simplistic representations have two advantages: on the one hand, they
are relatively simple to obtain from real-life texts with all their inconsistencies and
grammatical peculiarities, and, on the other hand, they permit very complex and
efficient processing algorithms, specifically, machine learning-based classifiers
ranging from support vector machines to modern-day deep neural networks.
Generalizing such machine-learning algorithms to text representations richer than
feature vectors is non-trivial.
However, a disadvantage of purely statistical machine-learning methods based on
feature-vector text representation is their inability to support complex reasoning,
which has been long considered the basis of human language understanding and a
necessary pre-requisite of any program aimed to flexible and reasonably complete
natural language understanding.
It is thus on the agenda of natural language processing research now includes the
search of ways of combining the advantages of the two worlds: the flexibility and
efficiency of machine-learning methods and the power of logical reasoning over
structured text representations. I see two ways to do it: first, extracting more complex
features, such as recently introduced syntactic n-grams, from structured semantic
representations, and feeding these features into machine-learning algorithms;
secondly, and more interestingly, using machine-learning algorithms for decisionmaking in graph- and network-based logical reasoning algorithms.
This justifies a closer look at syntax and semantics of natural language, as well as
on their applications in various tasks of natural language processing, such as question
answering and machine translation.
An important and still unresolved issue in natural language processing technologies
is the addressing of languages outside the major European languages. This includes
attention to languages typologically quite different from Germanic and Romance
languages, which have received most of attention in computational linguistics. This
also includes looking at European languages from the perspective of a grammar
tradition outside of the Greek-Latin mainstream. Accordingly, I selected for this issue
some papers devoted to Arabic and two Turkic languages, as well as one paper
devoted to the description of English grammar within a Sanskrit-based linguistic
tradition.
The papers included in this special issue were selected basing on a double-blind
review procedure, with participation of 126 leading experts in the topic from 38
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countries. A list of international reviewers that participated in the selection process is
given at the end of this volume.
This special issue will be useful to researchers, students, and engineers working in
natural language processing and computational linguistics, especially in the subfields
of computational syntax and computational semantics as well as their practical
applications.
November 2016
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Alexander Gelbukh,
Guest Editor
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Analyzing English Phrases
from Pān.inian Perspective
Akshar Bharati, Sukhada, and Dipti M Sharma
Language Technologies Research Centre,
IIIT Hyderabad, Telangana 500032, India
sukhada@research.iiit.ac.in
dipti@iiit.ac.in

Abstract. This paper explores Pān.inian Grammar (PG) as an information processing device in terms of ‘how’, ‘how much’ and ‘where’
languages encode information. PG is based on a morphologically rich
language, Sanskrit. We apply PG on English and see how the Pān.inian
perspective would deal with it from the information theoretical point of
view and its effectiveness in machine translation.
We analyze English phrases defining sup (nominal inflections) and tiṅ
(finite verb inflections) and compare them with the notion of pada (an
inflected word form) and samasta-pada (compound) in Sanskrit.
Sanskrit encodes relations between nouns and adjectives and nouns in
apposition through agreement between gender, number and case markers, whereas English encodes them through positions. As a result, constituents are formed. It appears that an English phrase contains more
than one pada, hence, cannot be similar to a pada. However, we show the
linguistic similarities between a pada, samasta-pada and ‘phrase’.

1

Introduction

Languages encode linguistic information in terms of explicit markers or positions
of the words. This inspires us to analyse how a source language syntax encodes
linguistic information, so that it can be transfered to target language. Pān.inian
Grammar (PG) gives insights to explore ‘how’, ‘how much’ and ‘where’ languages
encode linguistic information [6]. In this paper, we use concepts from PG and
apply them to English and show how it can help in machine translation (MT).
PG analyses a word as a combination of ‘root’ (prakr.ti ) and ‘suffix’ (pratyaya)
[9]. Pān.ini uses the term pada for the words that are ready to participate in a
sentence. A pada contains explicit information about a word’s semantic relation
with other words in a sentence.
The word derivation process in PG takes a nominal stem and/or a verbal
stem as the basic input and terminates the process with the derivation of pada
[22]. Since a pada is formed with respect to an actual sentence structure, it is
called the highest derivative and is a syntactic unit rather than a morphological
unit in the Pān.inian system [22].
pp. 9–22; rec. 2016-02-07; acc. 2016-03-11
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Sanskrit uses two different terms, śabda and pada, both of which are roughly
translated as ‘word’ in English. In Sanskrit, śabda is used for linguistic expressions ranging from an individual speech sound to an utterance [23], whereas, a
pada is a primary syntactic unit that appears in a sentence. In other words, the
difference between a śabda and a pada is that of a ‘word’ and its ‘fully inflected
forms’ [18]. A śabda/word is a language unit such as lexeme, word or word form
whereas a pada is a word form that has inflected to mark its semantic relation
with other words. Pān.ini categorizes a pada into two classes: 1) subanta and 2)
tiṅanta [21, 8].
1. Subanta: A subanta class includes the participants of a sentence which inflect
for marking various semantic relations. A subanta is formed by suffixation
of nominal inflections called sup 1 .
The subanta class includes all nouns, pronouns, adjectives and adverbs etc.
in it. Since, adverbs are indeclinables, they do not inflect for any case. That
is why adverbs do not seem to carry any sup on surface. The sūtra (A.2.4.84)
deletes the inflections attached to the adverbs. It suggests that at some point
of time, adverbs also had been inflecting like other nominals. Hence, adverbs
also fall in the subanta class.
2. Tiṅanta: This class includes words which mark some semantic relations and
finiteness of the verb. In Sanskrit, verbs take tiṅ 2 suffixes to express tense,
number, person, mood and voice. Similarly, in English, the auxiliaries and
modal verbs when attached to a verb express tense, number, etc. hence
correspond to tiṅ.
The primary objective of analyzing a sentence is to identify what role each
part is playing. The role of the finite verb becomes important with relation to
other participants. Therefore, Pān.ini takes only two classes.
Though this classification is mainly based on the surface realization of the
words in Sanskrit, Pān.ini’s concepts of grammar are not specific to Sanskrit.
The concepts are rather generic and can be applied to other languages. The
major theoretical concepts from PG would directly apply on other agglutinative
languages, languages similar to Sanskrit. However, they can be extended to other
languages as well.
In Sanskrit, the nominal inflections sup and the finite verb inflections tiṅ
are realized through suffixation. However, the syntactic mechanisms for marking
the semantic relations across words in a sentence might be different in different
languages. Some languages such as Persian might have prepositions, some might
have other kind of syntactic devices. For example, in Hindi, the relations of a
noun to the verb or other nouns are marked through postpositions. From the
Pān.inian perspective, a pada in Hindi would be ‘noun+postposition’ [5].
1

2

Sup is the acronym formed from the first and the last phoneme of the list of nominal
suffixes.
Tiṅ is the acronym formed from the first and the last phoneme of the list of verbal
suffixes.
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Sanskrit has a grammatical rule apadaṁ na prayuñjı̄ta [11] which says: “a
word which is not a pada should not be used in a sentence” [8]. Sobin’s statement
that “only phrases may be sentence fragments” [24] imposes a constraint similar
to the statement apadaṁ na prayuñjı̄ta for English. It is alluring to compare the
two concepts pada of Sanskrit and ‘phrase’ of English.
Application of PG to other languages and finding out its effectiveness for
machine translation (MT) is the task on hand. In this paper, we look at English
from the Pān.inian perspective. We investigate equivalent mechanisms of sup, tiṅ
and pada in English phrases and compare them with the notions of pada and
samasta-pada (compound) in Sanskrit.
We talk about the related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes the necessary
conditions for pada formation according to PG. Section 4 defines sup, tiṅ for English and compares English phrases with the notions of pada and samasta-pada
in Sanskrit. Section 5 shows a continuum between phrases and compounds. Section 6 shows how complex phrases are handled using the Pān.inian perspective.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Gangopadhyaya has analyzed noun phrases in Bengali and studied assignment of
role and the kāraka theory following the Indian grammatical tradition. According
to her: “The term phrase corresponds to the term pada in its minimal form
but not in its expanded form, i.e. when a phrase is understood as a syntactic
constituent consisting of more than one word.” According to her, a single word
phrase corresponds to a pada but a phrase that consists of more than one word
does not correspond to a pada [12].
Gangopadhyaya does not account for phrases which consist of multiple words
such as “brave soldiers”, “very intelligent boy”, etc.
According to Apte [2], the expression of a single idea is a word (pada) and
the aggregation of two or more words without a subject or predicate is a phrase
(padasamuccaya).
Apte calls a phrase as padasamuccaya, but does not give any linguistic account for it. He looks at Sanskrit from the English perspective, and therefore
interprets a phrase as a group of multiple padas. But if we look at English from
the Pān.inian perspective, we find that a minimal/simple phrase corresponds to
a pada or a samasta-pada. And, a complex phrase that is composed of two or
more phrases corresponds to a padasamuccaya.
Local Word Grouping (LWG) [5] is a notion similar to pada found in literature. In LWG, word groups are formed on the basis of local (adjacent) word
information for Indian languages.
Our assessment is based on flow of information where word groups are formed
on the basis of neighboring syntactic inflections called sup and tiṅ for any language. This is grammatically more precise and also allows to find out syntactic
elements that unite the words of a sentence into a meaningful unit.
11
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To the best of our knowledge, we have not found any work that analyzes
English phrases from the Pān.inian perspective.

3

Samartha Theory of Pān.ini and its Relation to Pada
and Phrase Formation

Pān.ini’s samartha theory stands as a fundamental principle for any semantic
and syntactic operation. According to Pān.ini, no grammatical operation can
take place, be it pada formation or sentence formation, until and unless they
qualify the condition of being samartha [21]. Thus the concept of sāmarthya 3
is a fundamental principle for any grammatical operation in a language string.
The word samartha is used in the following two meanings:
1. Ekārthı̄bhāva sāmarthya: It says that ‘formation of a pada depends on unity
of meaning’ [26]. In this case, the padas having direct semantic relation become one pada as in compounds and primary and secondary derivatives. Here
the word samartha means “organized together” (saṁgatārthaṁ samarthaṁ)
and “fused together” (sam
. sr..s.tārthaṁ samarthaṁ) [17]. The objective of
ekārthı̄bhāva sāmarthya is to present compounds as one pada (ekapada) or
one unit.
2. Vyapeks.ā sāmarthya (meaning-interdependence): It says that “any operation pertaining to padas takes place if and only if the padas have direct
semantic connection” [26]. In this case, samartha means “seen together”
(sampreks.itārthah. samarthah.) and “bound together” (sambaddhārthah.
samarthah.) [17]. For example, subject, verb, object etc. are seen bound together in a sentence. The objective of vyapeks.ā sāmarthya is to show sentence
as one unit. Padas seem to carry diverse meanings but a sentence indicates
a single meaning.
For a word to stand in a syntactic structure, it is necessary to pass through
one of these sāmarthyas.
Let us take the Sanskrit sentence (1) and examine how Pān.ini captures the
flow of information through his grammar.
(1)

Vı̄rāh.
sainikāh.
des̀am
raks.anti
.
brave.PL,NOM soldier.PL,NOM country.SG,ACC protect.PR,3,PL
‘Brave soldiers protect the country.’

In (1), the word raks.anti is a tiṅanta pada. It is composed of the verbal base
raks. and a tiṅ inflection namely -anti. A tiṅ inflection is assigned to a verb with
respect to its compatibility (sāmarthya) with the doer/agent or theme/patient
of the action. In the active voice, the tiṅ suffixes express the doer/agent of the
action through agreement. The suffix -anti denotes active voice, third person,
plural. When the doer is expressed by a tiṅ suffix, the sūtra (A. 2.3.46) [27]
assigns nominative case (prathamā vibhakti ) to the doer to express nominal stem
3

The words samartha and sāmarthya are used interchangeably in Sanskrit grammar.
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meaning (prātipadikārtha), gender (liṅga), or number (vacana) etc., of the doer.
This also makes the nominal a subanta pada.
In (1), the words sainikāh. and vı̄rāh. are marked with nominative case
(prathamā vibhakti ) and plural number. The agreement between the verb raks.anti
and nominal sainikāh. (soldiers) indicates that the pada sainikāh. plays the role
of the doer/agent of the action raks.anti (protect).
Having the same vibhakti, the words sainikāh. and vı̄rāh. express the modified
and modifier relation between them and also confirm semantic compatibility
(sāmarthya) among them.
The theme/patient des̀am
. (country) is marked with the sup, -am (accusative
case, singular number). It makes des̀am
. (country) a subanta pada.
From the above description, it is clear that a pada is a syntactic unit that
takes a nominal or a verbal inflection called vibhakti, which explicitly marks the
semantic relation of a word with another participant. In some cases, the vibhakti
can also be NULL (zero) but it has to be present.
3.1

Sāmarthya and Phrase Formation

While looking at samartha theory and the concept of phrase in English, we
observed that both the theories capture the same aspect of language but in
slightly different ways. They both capture the coherence of words together in a
well formed syntactic structure. As per English grammar, a phrase is a sequence
of words or sometimes a single word that functions as a single unit within a
sentence [19, 16]. The words that are closely related to each other form a syntactic constituent. As per samartha theory, for a word to become a pada or to
form a word group with other word/s such as in compounds, it has to have
direct semantic relation with the other words in the sentence. This relates to
the semantic relation among padas in a sentence and between the members of a
compound.
According to the sūtra samarthah. padavidhih. (A. 2.1.1), any operation concerning to inflected word form/s (pada/s) i.e. padavidhi takes place if and only
if there exists a semantic connection. So is true for constituent formation. Words
in a sentence do not occur in isolation rather they form groups on the basis
of their relationship with other words. Thus, the notion of pada, though developed for Sanskrit which has a rich inflectional and derivational morphology,
can be applied to any language. If we apply it to English which is morphologically not so rich, we have to analyze English sentences from the Pān.inian
perspective, especially in terms of sup and tiṅ and pada and samasta-pada or
ekārthı̄bhāva sāmarthya (single integrated meaning) and vyapeks.ā sāmarthya
(meaning-interdependence).

4

Subanta Pada and Tiṅanta Pada in English

In Sanskrit, sup carries information of number and the case marker. However,
English has different sets of morphemes for marking number and case information. In English, the number information is marked through a suffix ‘-s’ for
13
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plural and ‘-0’ (NULL) for singular and the case is realized through prepositions
or through ‘generalized vibhakti ’ [3, 4] in terms of the position of the subject or
object [1]. For example, in “to the boy” and “to the boys”, the preposition “to”
marks case information and the inflection “-s” marks number information.
In English, the tiṅ inflections are realized through auxiliaries and modal
verbs. The tiṅ suffixes also express the role of one of its participants through
agreement.
Attachment of a nominal or a verbal inflection to a nominal or verbal entity
makes it a subanta or a tiṅanta pada respectively.
Let us take the English sentences in (2) and analyse it using Pān.inian primitives such as sup, tiṅ and pada.
(2)

She gave books to Mohan.

Figure 1 shows the constituency tree diagram for sentence (2). The prepositional
phrase “to Mohan” carries preposition “to” as a sup, hence, it corresponds to a
subanta pada. The verb gave has -ed as a tiṅ suffix, hence it can be considered
a tiṅanta pada.
The words “She” and “books” are the subject and object respectively and
do not seem to have any explicit case marker. Bharati et al (1996,1998) have
shown that English has the notion of ‘generalized vibhakti’ which corresponds to
the sup suffixes in Sanskrit. The ‘generalized vibhakti’ is realized either through
subject4 or object positions or through prepositions. Thus in sentence (2), She
occurring at the subject position seems to carry no sup, but according to Bharati
et al. (1996,1998), since it occurs at the subject position, it carries a generalized
vibhakti in terms of subject position, hence, it is a subanta pada. Similarly, the
object “books” carries a generalized vibhakti in terms of object position, hence,
it is also a subanta pada. See Figure 1, where each box represents an independent
pada.

Fig. 1. Pada information in tree diagram for (2). In this figure GV stands for ‘generalized vibhakti’
4

In linguistics, the notion of subject in ILs is much debatable [7].
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In sentence (2) each phrase consists of a single lexical item, therefore, we
can say that a phrase with a single lexical item corresponds to a pada from the
Pān.inian perspective. But a phrase is not always a single word.
A phrase is defined as a word or a sequence of words that functions as a
single unit within a clause/sentence [16, 19]. Given this definition, how would
PG handle a phrase that consists of more than one word? For instance,
(3)

Four things scientists have been exploring about the incredibly awesome
moon.

In sentence (3), the word group “four things”, and “scientists” are NPs; “have
been exploring about the incredibly awesome moon” is a VP which consists of
a finite verb group, and a prepositional phrase. From the above description,
one can say that the NP, “scientists” being at subject position carries a sup in
term of subject position. So, “scientists” is treated as a pada. The verb group
“have been exploring” contains “explore” as a verb and “have been ing” as a
tiṅ. So, “have been exploring” is treated as a tiṅanta pada. But what about
the NP “four things” which consists of more than one word and does not have
any preposition to mark it a pada? And, what about the prepositional phrase
“about the incredibly awesome moon” which though has a preposition/sup but
at the same time contains one more phrase in it, the adjectival phrase (ADJP)
“incredibly awesome”? How many padas should we consider in the constituents
“four things” and “about the incredibly awesome moon”? In order to resolve such
issues, let us first look at the characteristics of Sanskrit compounds (samastapada).
4.1

Four Characteristic Features of the Compounds (samasta-pada)

A Sanskrit compound has following four characteristic properties:
1. Sublopa (elision of internal sup/vibhakti ): Elision of internal sup as opposed
to an asamasta-pada (sentence) takes place in a samasta-pada. An uncompounded word group is also called vākya (sentence) in Sanskrit. Only the final
element receives case inflection in compounds. For example, the genitive case
marker (s.as..thı̄-vibhakti ) is deleted in the samasta-pada rājapurus.ah. (kingman), whereas in the uncompounded word group rājñah. purus.ah. (king’s
man), the genitive case marker is not deleted.
2. Avyavadhāna (no intervention by other word (pada)): Intervention by any
other word (pada) does not take place in a samasta-pada but in an uncompounded word group it can take place. For example, one can say rājñah.
r.ddhasya purus.ah. (man of a rich king), where rājñah. purus.ah. has been intervened by r.ddhasya a modifier of rājñah., but in a compound, r.ddhasya
cannot modify rājñah.. One cannot say *rāja-r.ddhasya-purus.ah..
3. Niyatapaurvāparya (fixed word order): The words in a samāsa occur in a
fixed order. But in a sentence the padas can occur freely; rājñah. purus.ah. or
purus.o rājñah.
15
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4. Aikasvarya (accent/stress): All the words in a samasta-pada have only one
accent/stress. For example, in rājapurus.ah. the stress is on the final vowel
/ syllable, but in a sentence, rājñah. purus.ah., both the words are stressed
independently.
Having looked at the characteristic properties of samasta-pada (compounds),
let us now look at the English phrases and see whether they are comparable with
samasta-pada or not. Most phrases have all the four properties listed above. We
will examine them one by one. For example,
No internal preposition/sup is present between the words in the phrase “four
things”. Thus, the absence of a vibhakti suggests that the internal preposition
must have been deleted. So, there is a sublopa.
No other phrase can occur within a phrase, i.e. we cannot say “*four to
explore things”. So, the phrase has avyavadhāna feature of compounds.
The words have fixed order. One cannot say “things four”. So, they follow
the principle of niyatapaurvāparya.
In English, stress is on the first word in common phrases and on the noun in
descriptive phrases. Table 1 shows stress variations in common and descriptive
phrases. The words in bold have stress in these phrases5 .
Table 1. Showing stress variations for common and descriptive phrases.
Common phrase Descriptive phrase
a sports car
a small car

In our example, in the phrase “four things”, the stress is on ‘things’, ‘four
things’. So, there is aikasvarya.
Being able to see the similarities between a phrase and samāsa/samasta-pada
(compound) only tells us that the components of a phrase have some semantic
relation among them. But, even for a compound to participate in a sentence, it
has to become a pada. It should have some vibhakti to express its relation with
other participants of the sentence.
It seems that the phrase “four things” neither has any overt vibhakti nor any
generalized vibhakti. Then, how would it pass the test of being a pada?
In (3), the verb “explore” has two arguments. One argument is represented by
the subject “scientists”. But the second argument represented by “four things”
is not at the object position. It has moved leftward to the initial position of
the sentence for topicalization [16]. The NP “four things” originated at the object position of “explore” leaves a trace at object position which encodes the
relation of the moved element. To put it in other words, the topic position also
assigns vibhakti to the topicalized constituent. Thus, the NP “four things” has
its generalized vibhakti in terms of topic position and that is why it is a pada.
5

See
“Learn
English
with
Speak
www.speakmethod.com/syllablestresssetphrases.html”
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In the PP “about the incredibly awesome moon”, it is not the case that
an external element/phrase “incredibly awesome” has intervened between “the”
and “moon” hence, there is a violation of one of the compounding characteristics
called avyavadhāna. Rather, it is an example of embedded compounding. Here,
first the words “incredibly” and “awesome” form a compound and then the
compound “incredibly awesome” forms another compound with the words “the”
and “moon”. After that, the compound “the incredibly awesome moon” takes
the preposition “about” as a sup which makes it a pada.
To summarize, we can say that the constituent “scientists” in sentence (3)
occurs at the subject position, hence, as stated by Bharati et al. (1996,1998), it
carries a ‘generalized vibhakti’ in terms of subject position. The NP “four things”
gets its sup inflection from its trace at object position. Also, if the constituent
“four things” occurs in a prepositional phrase, both the words take only a single
preposition as in I gave you money for four things. Therefore, the whole group,
“four things” will be treated as a single subanta pada. The phrase “about the
incredibly awesome moon” can also be taken as a subanta pada which carries
the preposition “about” as a sup.
From the above observations, we can say that complex English phrases come
close to compound constructions in Sanskrit, except that in Sanskrit, a compound becomes a single word whereas in English, the phrasal components maintain multiple word status. This hardly matters. Because, compound constructions in English cover a whole range of written styles such as one word as in
“milkman” (man who delivers milk), hyphenated as in “milk-fever” (disease
caused by lack of the calcium contained in milk) and with white space as in
“milk bottle” (bottle for containing milk). Hence unlike Sanskrit, ekapadı̄bhāva
[20] ‘becoming one word’ of more than one words is not a characteristic property of English compounds. In fact in [14] and [13], Giegerich argues that the
distinction between compound and phrase is neither necessary nor possible in
English. Therefore, simple English phrases can be treated as padas.
So, we can say that English phrases share the properties of a compound to
some extent. However, unlike Sanskrit compounds, they maintain more than one
word status. Thus, they are not compounds in the strictest sense. Therefore, we
call them ‘quasi-compounds’ (ardhasamāsa).
We have already seen that in (1), the modifier and modified relation between
vı̄rāh. (brave) and sainikāh. (soldiers) is expressed by attachment of the same
case marker to both the words. Similarly, if the head sainika takes some other
case marker to express its relation, the modifier vı̄ra also takes the same case
marker such as vı̄rān sainikān (to brave soldiers), vı̄rebhyah. sainikebhyah. (for
brave soldiers), vı̄rān.ām sainikānām (of brave soldiers) etc.,. On the other hand,
English attaches a single preposition to all the members of the constituent “brave
soldiers”: “by brave soldiers”, “for brave soldiers”, “of brave soldiers”. As a result
the positions of the constituent members get fixed and phrases are formed.
As explained in Section 1, a tiṅanta pada is formed by adding tiṅ inflections
to the verbal bases.
17
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As mentioned in Section 4.1, intervention of any external word/pada is not
allowed in a samasta-pada but the finite verb groups are exceptions to this
condition, where an adverbial phrase can intervene in a finite verb group. For
example, take the expression in (4):
(4)

‘have been slightly changed’

In (4), the adverb “slightly” is embedded in the tiṅanta pada, “have been changed”.
But then, since a tiṅanta pada is not a compound, other words can intervene.
It should be noted that except adverbs, no other words can intervene in
a tiṅanta pada. That is why, the expressions like: “*have to operate been
changed”, “*have been to operate changed”, ‘*have been to Paul changed”,
etc., become ungrammatical.
Identification of tiṅanta padas helps in forming a verb group whereby translation of verb and its suffixes can be handled properly.

5

Spectrum of Flexibility in Compounds

If we look at the various types of expressions, there appears to be a continuum
from ‘flexible’ expressions to completely ‘fixed’ expressions in compounds. For
example, in Sanskrit, janus.āndhah. (blind from birth, born blind), alpānmuktah.
(loosed from a little distance), vācoyuktih. (appropriate speech) etc., are some of
the expressions where there is no deletion (lopa) of the internal sup vibhaktis and
the compound meaning is similar to that of the canonical phrasal paraphrase
(vigraha-vākya) [15].
Presence of a vibhakti expresses the relation between words. In compound
expressions, internal vibhaktis and number information are not so important
[2, 25, 26]. The relations among members of a compound are expressed through
positions of the words. That is why vibhaktis can vanish. Even in expressions like
stokānmuktah. (loosed from a little distance), gos.ucarah. etc., where the internal
vibhakti is not deleted, we use the same expression stokānmuktah., even if we
wish to say stokābhām
. muktah. (dual) or stokebhah. muktah. (plural) [26].
In rājapurus.ah. etc., even after deletion of the internal sup, the potency
of the sup takes place by pratyayalaks.an.a (A.1.1.62), that is, the operations
pertaining to a suffix take place even after deletion of the suffix [27]. Therefore, the component rājan is treated as a pada for morphological operations,
as a result elision of the letter n by (A. 8.2.7) can be seen on the surface.
Expressions like brāhman.akambalah., yūpadāru etc., also undergo similar operations but no effect of the internal sup can be structurally seen on the surface. In such expressions, the compound meaning is similar to their components
and one can construct synonymous compounds using synonyms. For instance,
rājabhr.tyah. is the paraphrase of rājapurus.ah. and dvijakambalah. is the paraphrase
of brāhman.akambalah..
On the other hand, there are expressions like kr..sn.asarpah. which are completely inflexible. These expressions have all the characteristics of compounds
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Table 2. Showing flexibility spectrum in Sanskrit expressions
aluksamāsa
samāsa
nityasamāsa
vācoyuktih. (appro- rājapurus.ah. kr..sn.asarpah.
priate speech)
(king-man) (cobra)
sup-deletion (sublopa)
x
X
X
un-interruption (avyavadhāna)
X
X
X
fixed order (niyatapaurvāparya)
X
X
X
one accent (aikasvarya)
X
X
X
one word
X
X
X
paraphrasing
X
X
x

but irrespective of the meanings of the words involved in compounding the expressions give a more specialized meaning. In our example, the compounding
words kr..sn.a (black) and sarpa (snake) leave their meanings and give the special
meaning “cobra”. Paraphrasing is also not possible in such cases. Such compounds are called nityasamāsa (completely fixed expressions). Table 2 gives an
overview of spectrum in Sanskrit compounds. It illustrates the four afore mentioned compound properties plus ‘one word’, ‘multiple word’ status and ‘paraphrasing’ with examples where, you will notice that as one moves from left to
right the degree of flexibility of the expressions varies.
5.1

Flexibility Spectrum in English Compounds

We claim that all languages including English have flexibility spectrum in compounding. In English, the level of variation is similar to Sanskrit or even higher.
We have already seen that English phrases fall under ‘quasi-compound’ class.
The ‘quasi-compounds’ show the highest degree of flexibility in English.
Instances of aluksamāsa are also found in English. For example, in “kinsman” (a blood relative, especially a male), marksman” (a person who is skilled
in shooting at a mark) etc., the compound members “kins” and “marks” are
possessive forms “kin’s” and “mark’s” [10]. The possessive suffix “-’s” does not
vanish in compound forms.
The compounds like “blackbird” denoting a bird of a particular species [10]
fall under nityasamāsa class because such compounds give a very specialized
meaning different from the compound members.
Table 3 shows the flexibility spectrum in English compounds.

6

Handling Complex Phrases from The Pān.inian View
Point

After finding evidence for simple phrases, it is time to move towards more complex phrases such as “the symbol of mature wisdom”, where the phrase is composed of two different phrases: an NP “the symbol” and a PP “of mature wisdom”. Or other complex phrases such as “the boy who came from Delhi yesterday”, where the noun phrase is composed of an NP and a relative clause. The
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Table 3. Showing flexibility spectrum in English expressions
ardhasamāsa aluksamāsa
samāsa
nityasamāsa
a good boy
kinsman,
lawn tennis, blackbird
marksman bird-cage,
football
sup-deletion (sublopa)
X
x
X
X
un-interruption (avyavadhāna)
X
X
X
X
fixed order (niyatapaurvāparya)
X
X
X
X
one accent (aikasvarya)
X
X
X
X
one word
x
X
X
X
multiple word
X
x
X
x
paraphrasing
X
X
X
x

clause in its turn has multiple phrases in it. As shown above, all the member
phrases of a complex phrase fall under the subanta or tiṅanta pada class.
The PP “of mature wisdom” has a direct semantic connection with the NP
“the symbol”.
The minimal phrases forming a complex phrase are seen bound together.
That is why the tests like movement and substitutions etc. apply to the entire
complex phrase and as a result the whole phrase moves bound together or is
substituted as a whole and represents a single meaning which we call ekārtha. The
fact that the entire complex phrase comes under the scope of a single preposition
(sup) suggests that the entire complex phrase represents one unit.
Since a complex phrase is composed of two or more phrases/padas and all
the padas maintain their padaness i.e. the subantaness (subantatva), one can not
say that a complex phrase is a pada. The name we’ve given to such phrases is
subantamukhyaviśes.yaka-ekārthaka-padasamuccaya. It means a group of phrases
(padasamuccaya) which has a single meaning (ekārthaka) where a subanta pada
is the head of that particular complex phrase (subantamukhyaviśes.yaka). The hierarchic organization (internal phrasal structure) within a sentence also supports
the subantamukhyaviśes.yaka-ekārthaka-padasamuccaya view.
The concept of vyapeks.ā sāmarthya in Pān.ini is a general principle to capture meaning interdependence in a sentence. It not only captures the meaning
interdependence among nominals but also connects the subanta padas with the
tiṅanta pada. This generality of vyapeks.ā sāmarthya might seem to be overcovering the VPs also but the element subantamukhyaviśes.yaka in the term subantamukhyaviśes.yaka-ekārthaka-padasamuccaya restricts it only to the subanta
padas.
Identification of padas helps in the demarcation of syntactic units in a sentence. Once the syntactic units are identified, source language to target language
generation becomes easy, especially, when target language is morphologically
richer than the source language, such as Hindi and English. Similar to English,
Hindi also has ‘quasi-compounds’ phenomenon. For instance, let us take the
expressions in (5).
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(5)

a.

b.

acchā
baccā
good.SG,DIR child.SG,DIR
‘good child’
acche
bacce
ke liye
good.SG,OBL child.SG,OBL for
‘for the good child’

In (5-a), neither of the words has any case marker, therefore, both the words are
in direct case [5]. But in (5-b), the head baccā (child) has the case marker ke
liye attached to it. So, the head baccā (child) is in oblique case. Since no covert
case marker is present after the adjective acche, it should be in direct case. But
that is not true in this case. But if we consider it to be a ‘quasi-compound’, we
can say that sublopa (elision of internal case marker/sup) has taken place in this
expression. And, by the principle of pratyayalaks.an.a, the operations pertaining
to sup takes place. Hence, the modifier acche is in the oblique case.
Identification of syntactic units is also helpful in reordering partially free
word order language [8].

7

Conclusions

We have analyzed English phrases based on the Pān.inian perspective. We have
defined nominal inflection sup, and finite verb inflections tiṅ for English and
compared English phrases with the notion of pada and samasta-pada in Sanskrit.
We have shown that a single word phrase directly corresponds to the concept
of pada in Sanskrit and a complex English phrase (a phrase consisting of more
than one word) corresponds to compounds. The study shows that the insights
from Pān.inian Grammar can be used to analyze any language from information
theoretic point of view. We have also briefly shown its effectiveness in machine
translation.
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Abstract. For almost a half century Earley parser has been used in the
parsing of context-free grammars and it is considered as a touch-stone
algorithm in the history of parsing algorithms. On the other hand, it is
also known for being expensive from its time requirement and memory
usage perspectives. For huge context-free grammars, its performance is
not good since its time complexity also depends on the number of rules
in the grammar. The time complexity of the original Earley parser is
O(R2 N 3 ) where N is the string length, and R is the number of rules. In
this paper, we aim to improve time and memory usage performances of
Earley parser for grammars with a large number of rules. In our approach,
we prefer radix tree representation for rules instead of list representation
as in original Earley parser. We have tested our algorithm using different
number of rule sets up to 200,000 which are all learned by an examplebased machine translation system. According to our evaluation results,
our modified parser has a time bound of O(log(R)N 3 ), and it has 20%
less memory usage regarding the original Earley parser.
Keywords: earley parser, computational linguistics, natural language
processing

1

Introduction

Grammar parsers first revealed with programming languages. Until Earley’s
algorithm, the previous algorithms had been able only to parse unambiguous
grammars, or subsets of context-free grammars. Revealing his general contextfree grammar parser, Earley made a breakthrough. His algorithm became prior
to others because it was able to parse left-recursive grammars, handle empty
strings in grammars, and work in both ways as top-down and bottom-up. We
analyze the details of his algorithm in Section 2.1. Although Earley parser looks
good enough to parse every context-free grammar, an attempt to parse a natural language’s grammar has not occurred even after years since his algorithm.
Some only tried to parse a partial grammar. While parsing a huge grammar with
thousands of rules, Earley’s algorithm is ineffective due to following reasons:
– It is not good in memory usage:
pp. 23–35; rec. 2016-02-08; acc. 2016-03-09
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– Grouping the similar rules is not a part of the algorithm. The same rules
may be stored over and over again unnecessarily resulting to consume
the memory.
– It is slow in that it may take even days to parse with a big grammar:
– The algorithm’s mechanism for handling empty string rules in a grammar
is not an ideal solution because it is too costly. Earley’s solution required
an extra data structure that needs to be dynamically-updated for this
step.
– Earley used linked-lists as data structures in his work. In linked-lists,
time-complexity of getting an item equals to O(n), where n is the number of total item count in the list. For such an expensive algorithm considering time bound, O(n) is really huge. Our plan is to store hundreds
of thousands of rules in our data structure. Considering this it would not
be plausible to prefer lists here.
The performance evaluation of the Earley’s algorithm is handled in Section 2.2.
As seen from the list above to parse a huge grammar, a modified Earley
parser is needed. We put the choice on a regular basis:
– We do not use look-ahead tables in our algorithm to get performance. The
details about not using look-ahead is examined in Section 3.1.
– For empty right-hand sides (empty strings) we prefer to use a slightly different version of Aycock and Horspool’s well studied work[1] which is explained
deeply in Section 3.2.
– As a data structure we prefer to use a modified radix tree over a list. All
rules are carried in the tree, so we believe we build an easily comprehensible,
memory efficient, and less expensive in time-complexity system as explained
in Section 3.3.
– Two natural language grammars are used for evaluation: Turkish, and English. The rules that we use to parse are all coming from an example-based
machine translation system [2, 3]. A variety of rules obtained from different
data sets with example-based machine translation are parsed in tests, and
we get encouraging results.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
information of language theory, e.g. context-free grammars (CFG), and contextfree languages (CFL). The necessary information can be found in [4, 5]. Paper’s
flow is as it follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the standard Earley parser,
and its performance. We give the details of our modified parser including radix
tree usage in the rule representation in Section 3. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the modified Earley parser, and in Section 5 we examined the related
work before us.
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2
2.1

Earley Parser
Earley’s Algorithm

Earley’s algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm and a chart parser which
resembles Knuth’s LR(k) algorithm [6]. Given an input string S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn (n
refers to the length of string), the algorithm scans it from left to right. After
each symbol Si is scanned, a state set Ei is generated for it. These sets are
mostly called as Earley sets, so we named it as E. The state of the recognition
process is monitored from state sets. On each set Ei , there are productions to
show which rule of the grammar is scanned. Each production has one dot (•) to
mark the place that is recognized so far from the right-side of the production.
Also, productions include a state reminder j to identify from which state this
production is composed. Earley’s algorithm has three main phases:
SCANNER. This operation takes place if there is a terminal after dot in a state,
e.g. [T → . . . • a . . . , j]
PREDICTOR. This operation starts when there is a nonterminal after dot in
the state, e.g. [T → . . . • P . . . , j]
COMPLETER. The COMPLETER is applicable if in a state the dot is at the
end of the production, e.g. [T → . . . aP •, j]
2.2

Performance Evaluation of the Standard Earley Parser

Earley’s algorithm has a time bound of O(N 3 ) for ambiguous grammars in worstcase where N is the number of characters in the input string [7]. Another important criterion to determine time complexity, however, is the size of the grammar,
i.e. the number of rules in the grammar. Earley states that there is a constant
C depending on the size of the grammar, and not depending on n [7]. This
information leads to the time complexity proportional to CN 3 .
Although Earley does not discuss the properties of the constant C in his work
any further, our experiments in Fig. 1 shows that C results a cost of O(R2 ) where
R is the number of rules in the grammar. That makes the overall complexity
of Earley’s algorithm O(R2 N 3 ). In other words, when we double the size of the
grammar, the time required to parse a string is multiplied by a factor of four. Our
point here is for very large grammars, e.g. a natural language’s grammar, using
the standard version of Earley parser is not feasible because parsing operation
would take very long time.

3

Modified Earley Parser

We examined Earley’s parser from three points of view. First two points cover
algorithmic approach, and third one is a structural approach. Our goal is both
to accelerate the algorithm, and to use the memory more efficiently.
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Fig. 1. The running time of the standard Earley parser relating to the number of rules
in the grammar

3.1

Look-ahead

Look-ahead principle was one of the features Earley derived from Knuth’s work
on LR(k) grammars [6, 7]. Earley suggested using look-ahead on COMPLETER
step of his algorithm [7]. In time there arose controversy about look-ahead’s usage. A research conducted by Bouckaert et al. showed that look-ahead best fit
to PREDICTOR part [8]. McLean and Horspool indicated look-ahead slowed
down the Earley parser [9]. Later Aycock and Horspool stated look-ahead’s necessity was controversial [10]. Because we seek for speed, we decide not to use
to look-ahead which defines our parser as an LR(0) parser.
3.2

Empty Sequence () Rules

In formal language theory, the empty sequence is a sequence with length zero,
and represented by . If a grammar includes rules with empty strings, parsing
the grammar using Earley’s algorithm is inefficient. Since Earley parser process
items in a particular set of order, encountering an  rule creates problems.
Consider A →  as a rule in the grammar. When A is called in state Ei ,
it remains without consuming any terminals in Ei . Its staying the same delivers problems, because at this situation COMPLETER will assume i = k.
However, COMPLETER needs to evaluate the full set of Ek to parse the input
correctly. Fortunately, this is a solvable problem. There was some suggestions to
fix it including Earley himself [11, 7, 4, 12], yet being either so expensive in timecomplexity, or not memory friendly. We prefer to apply Aycock and Horspool’s
method [1], this simple but effective method explained in Fig. 2.
Although the algorithm in Fig. 2 looks expensive especially considering its
first part, it is not a complex operation. Aycock and Horspool didn’t present a
specific algorithm for this part in their work [1]. Our algorithm for handling the
first part (determining all nullable nonterminals in the grammar), doesn’t involve
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i Determine all nullable nonterminals in grammar G, e.g. for a nonterminal A:
A ⇒∗ 
ii Modify the algorithm of the PREDICTOR as follows:
for each item [A → . . . • B . . . , j] in Ei
for each rule [B → β]
add [B → •β, i] to Ei
if B is nullable
add A → . . . B • . . . , j to Ei

Fig. 2. Aycock and Horspool’s algorithm to deal with empty sequences

a loop checking every symbol in the grammar, both terminals, and nonterminals.
Because terminals doesn’t have a chance to be empty right-sided, we skip all
terminals in a grammar while searching epsilon rules. This approach not only
decreases the count of the loop, but also reduces the time-complexity of this
part. Additionally, the first part is run only for once at the beginning of the flow
as a preprocessing step.
3.3

Modified Radix Tree

In our application, we prefer to use radix trees which are slightly different forms
of PATRICIA trees [13]. In fact, a radix tree is a special PATRICIA tree with a
radix value of 2. Our reasons to use radix trees are:
– Memory efficiency. While working with so many rules and huge grammars,
efficiently used memory becomes a priority. The space-complexity of a radix
tree is O(CN ) in that C is the average length of rules, and N is the number
of rules in a grammar. One of the best properties of radix trees is its ability
to group similar rules. This is an important feature for both memory usage,
and compactness of the application.
– Fast prefix search. Radix trees’ search time-complexity is O(N ).
– Low insertion complexity. The insertion complexity of a radix tree is O(log(N )).
If it were more expensive than that, we may not be able to construct a
structure for hundreds of thousands rules.
The evaluation proof of the radix tree’s performance can be seen in Section 4.
We do not cover the deletion of strings from the radix tree here since it is not used
by our application. Note that the radix tree structure is generated only once,
when the grammar rules are loaded to the parser. After the rules are loaded to
the parser, no rule is deleted, so we do not need the deletion operation.
The developed EBMT (Example-Based Machine Translation) system [2, 3]
learns translation rules from translation examples between English and Turkish
as in Table 1. The learned translation rules can be seen as two natural language
grammars. We use modified radix tree to store and benefit our rules learned
with our EBMT system. Because we use modified Earley parser in a machine
translation environment, radix tree comes in handy both parsing the examples,
and matching them for appropriate templates.
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Table 1. Learning phase of translation rules
Consider the following translation pairs, in this example there are similar parts in both
languages (car and araba, respectively), and also there are differing parts (black-siyah,
and red-kırmızı).
black car ⇔ siyah araba
red car ⇔ kırmızı araba
Our EBMT system replaces differing parts with variables to create translation template below:
X 1 car ⇔ Y 1 araba
if X 1 ⇔ Y 1
Using translation template above, the EBMT system learns the templates below:
black ⇔ siyah
red ⇔ kırmızı

A sample context-free grammar and radix trees between English and Turkish
languages are given in Table 2. The specified context-free grammar is composed
of learned translation rules. The words between brackets (e.g. S→ black [siyah])
refers to the translation of the source sentence. Since we concern context-free
grammars, the presentation involves only a single nonterminal (S) on the lefthand side of all rules. There might be terminals and/or nonterminals on the
right-hand sides of the rules. No type information is used in Table 2 to make it
more intelligible.

Table 2. Example context-free grammars and radix trees of English and Turkish
phrases

S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→

English to Turkish
black [siyah]
black [kara]
red [kırmızı]
red [al]
black hair [siyah saç]
black hair [kara saç]
black car [siyah araba]
black car [kara araba]
black car comes [siyah araba gelir]
black car comes [kara araba gelir]

S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→
S→

S
black
hair

siyah

red

saç

car

kara

araba
gelir

comes
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Turkish to English
siyah [black]
kara [black]
kırmızı [red]
al [red]
siyah saç [black hair]
kara saç [black hair]
siyah araba [black car]
kara araba [black car]
siyah araba gelir [black car comes]
kara araba gelir [black car comes]
S
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Input: black car
State 0 S (0)
Chart 0
State 0 = • black car
State 1 black (1) red (2)
(1) &→ • S
(radix pointer 0)
(starter rule)
State 2 hair (3) car (4)
(2) S→ • black (radix pointer 1)
(predicted from 1)
(3) S→ • red
(radix pointer 2)
comes (5)
(predicted from 1)
Chart 1
State 1 = black • car
(4) S→ black •
(radix pointer 1)
(scanner from chart 0 item 2)
(5) S→ • hair
(radix pointer 3)
(completed from chart 0 item 2 by 4)
(6) S→ • car
(radix pointer 4)
(completed from chart 0 item 2 by 4)
Chart 2
State 2 = black car •
(7) S→ car •
(radix pointer 4)
(scanner from chart 1 item 6 )
(8) S→ • comes
(radix pointer 5)
(completed from chart 1 item 6)
(9) &→S •
(radix pointer 0)
(completed from chart 0 item 1 by 7)
Fig. 3. Modified Earley parser states and radix tree pointers with assigned integer
values

The significant points of the modified Earley parser are:
– For each node of the tree we use a vector to carry all the rules belonging to
the specific node to be used on translation.
– When building radix trees of grammars, a list of a radix tree pointer is
generated for the nodes of tree. Radix tree pointers are used to access a
specified node, and its child nodes. Also, integer values are assigned to
radix tree pointers to represent these pointers in Earley charts.
– When parsing algorithm gets to PREDICTOR, SCANNER or COMPLETER
steps, standard Earley parser adds all rules to the chart according to dot
position, yet we don’t add rules having the same prefix. Instead of adding
all rules to the chart, we add only one rule which contains radix tree pointer
relating to the dot position.
– When parsing algorithm gets to PREDICTOR step, radix tree returns the
set of rules to make the parsing process faster.
– When parsing algorithm gets to COMPLETER step, the radix tree pointers
help to find child nodes to add chart for next dot position.
Similar to the standard Earley parser, we also have parser states and state
items in our modified parser. Its internal structure is, however, slightly different
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compared to the standard Earley parser. In Fig. 3 modified Earley parser’s states,
and radix tree pointers with assigned integer values are shown. Integer values of
the radix tree pointers are represented in brackets. Parsing the input black car
is demonstrated according to the given grammar in Table 2.

4

Evaluation

To build various sizes of context-free grammars for evaluation purposes we benefited translation databases that were created by Informatics Association of
Turkey (TBD). These databases include about 40,000 of translation pairs. We
used different amount of translation pairs from these databases to extract translation templates, and we obtained 200,000 translation templates when all translation pairs are used in the learning phase. The prepared English and Turkish
grammars are created from these extracted translation templates. Each grammar includes 200,000 rules and there are approximately 1,080,000 words in each
grammar. The average length of the rules for each grammer is 5.4 words and the
number of words in a rule is between 1 and 17 words.
The sizes of these grammars vary from 10 rules to 200,000 rules. All the
strings used for evaluation are in a language defined by the context-free grammar,
i.e. Turkish and English. In order to translate these strings, we parse them by
using the standard Earley parser as well as the modified Earley parser. We
evaluated average parsing time and memory usage of parsers with randomly
selected strings in these datasets. Note that our parser’s code is written in Java
1.8, and our evaluation results were taken on Intel i7 processor with 16 GB RAM.

Grammar Tree Generation Time (msec)
8000

6505

6000
3210

4000
2000

30

311

1000

10,000

0
100,000

200,000

Fig. 4. Complexity of the radix tree generation in relation to the number of rules in
the grammar

First, our proposed method requires the generation of the radix tree corresponding to a given context-free grammar. The time-complexity of the radix
tree generation for the grammar is O(N ) as it is shown in Fig. 4. Generation
of the radix tree for a grammar of 10,000 rules takes 311 milliseconds whereas
the generation of the radix tree for a 10 times larger grammar of 100,000 rules
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takes about 10 times longer, 3210 milliseconds. The generation of the radix tree
is required to be performed only once and furthermore even for a grammar with
200,000 rules it takes slightly longer than 6 seconds. It is definitely feasible.
Another important concern is memory efficiency. In order to evaluate memory
efficiency of the approaches, we measured total memory usage of the approaches
for different size of grammars. According to the results, standard Earley parser is
quite conservative in terms of the memory space required for the data structures
since all it does is to store the grammar rules in a list. Therefore, in terms of the
size of the data structures, the standard Earley parser looks like the most efficient
one in our data set as it is shown in Fig. 5. During parsing, however, the standard
Earley parser seems to allocate more memory space than our approach, and
uses about 64% more memory space than the modified Earley parser. In Fig. 5,
standard Earley working set refers to the space requirement of the standard
Earley parser for storage of rules, and charts at run time. In the figure the
storage requirement of the modified Earley parser is given for both storage of
rules and charts. Our approach, the modified Earley parser, uses about twice as
much memory as the standard Earley parser to store the rules of the grammar.
During parsing our approach uses about 39.25% less memory space than the
standard Earley parser. Generally, we think it is fair to say that ours is more
efficient in terms of memory usage, compared to the standard Earley parser since
we are generally interested in the memory usage patterns during parsing.

Comparison of Memory Usage(KB)
Standard Earley Data Structures

Standard Earley Working Set

Our Approach

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1000

10,000

100,000
10,000
12.23

200,000

Standard Earley Data Structures

1000
1.211

100,000
124.6

200,000
246.13

Standard Earley Working Set

3.408

36.84

375.24

750.84

Our Approach

2.18

22.405

222.604

445.305

Fig. 5. Comparison of the memory usage of the standard Earley parser’s data structures, standard Earley parser’s working set on running, and our modified Earley parser

The last crucial subject is the running time of parsing. To evaluate running
times of the approaches, we measured average running time of the approaches
for different size of grammars. According to the evaluated results, the modified
Earley parser is significantly faster than the standard Earley parser for very large
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grammars. We have shown that the time-complexity of the standard Earley
parser is O(R2 N 3 ) where R is the number of rules in the grammar and N is
the string size. The time-complexity of the modified Earley parser, however, is
O(log(R)N 3 ) where R is the number of rules in the grammar (Fig. 6). Therefore,
the modified Earley parser is asymptotically faster than the standard Earley
parser. Even if the number of rules in a given grammar are too large, the modified
Earley parser can still parse strings quickly. The average time for parsing a string
in a grammar with 10,000 rules is about 1.4 seconds, and for a 100,000 rules this
increases to 2.2 seconds.

Running Time (milisecond)
4000
3350

3500
3000
2210

2500
2000

1447

1500

896

1000

500
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0
100

1000
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100,000

200,000

Modified Earley Parser Running Time

Fig. 6. The average time required to parse a single string in terms of milliseconds, in
relation to the number of rules in the grammar

Comparison of Running Time (sec)
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the time-complexities of the standard, and modified Earley parser algorithms in relation to the number of rules in the grammar
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The comparison of our parser and the standard Earley parser showed that
the modified Earley parser is asymptotically faster than the Standard Earley
parser. In fact, as the language gets larger, the gap between the algorithms gets
much larger. The comparison for the time-complexities of both parsers is given in
Fig. 7. When there are 10,000 rules in the grammar, it takes about 62.2 seconds
for the standard Earley parser to parse one string, whereas the modified parser
can parse a string in 1.44 seconds. If we then increase the number of rules to
100,000, it takes about 512.0 seconds for the standard Earley parser while the
modified parser can parse a string only in 2.21 seconds.

5

Related Work

Graham et al. studied a derivation of Earley’s algorithm in their well detailed
work [14]. They made a data structure change in the original algorithm of Earley’s [7] as we do. They preferred using matrix over list. At the end of their paper,
they made a conclusion that their algorithm was less complex than Earley’s, and
it had worst-case time complexity of Ω(n3 ) where n is the input size.
Tomita [15] examined the base idea of Earley’s algorithm, LR parsing algorithm. He generalized the method by precomputing an LR shift-reduce parsing
table from a given grammar, and used DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) as a data
structure. He concluded that his algorithm was faster than Earley’s algorithm
with a five to tenfold speed advantage. Tomita was the first one that testing his
system with a natural language grammar. He used a sample English grammar
consisting of 220 context-free rules, and 40 sentences.
A faster earley parser was presented by McLean and Horspool [9]. They
went for an algorithmic change, used a hybrid approach, and combined Earley’s
algorithm with LR(k) method (they named it LRE). They made an evaluation
using Roskind’s AN SI C grammar. Their study resulted 10 to 15 times faster
recognition, and less than half storage requirements comparing to Earley parser.
Aycock and Horspool conducted a study about zooming in the performance
of deterministic and general parsers [10]. They constructed an Earley parser
which had speed comparable to deterministic parsers. Radix trees were used in
this work to carry parent pointers of items having the same core, but different
parents. Trees were constructed if and only if there were two or more Earley
items which own the same core with varied parents. In their nodes, trees only
carried either 1, or 0. They used Java 1.1 grammar with 350 rules to evaluate
their systems. Although this study is not directly related to ours, and our tree
usage principle is different than theirs as we explained in Section 3.3, we would
like to point out that to our knowledge, they were the only ones to use radix
trees except us in a study to build faster parsers.
Later Aycock and Horspool proposed a solution to RHS (right-hand side)
grammar rules in their inspiring work [1]. They analyzed that Earley’s algorithm tackled empty RHS grammar rules, and produced a solution by changing
the PREDICTOR step in Earley’s algorithm. They tested their parser using programming languages’ files, i.e. python consisting of 735 files of source code, and
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3234 source files from Java − JDK 1.2.2. With this solution they made Earley
parser 2x speed up.
Horák and Kadlec also used a natural language, Czech language, to evaluate
their parsing system, synt [16]. In synt, a grammar is represented with metarule sets for Czech language, while we use learned rules between English and
Turkish from our EBMT system. For testing they used 10,000 sentences, and
191,034 words overall; yet we use 200,000 rules for each of our grammars and
they contain approximately 1,080,000 words.

6

Conclusion

In this work, we intend to build a faster, and more memory-friendly general
context-free grammar parser comparing with the previous parsers, and we introduced our modified Earley parser for this purpose. We profit our parser in an
EBMT application and the grammars that we use are induced natural language
grammars by our EBMT system, Turkish and English in this context. We run
through  rules, and look-ahead tables in Earley’s algorithm. We prefer radix
tree as a data structure to carry our learned rules coming from EBMT. 100,000
grammar rules are used to evaluate our work. Tests showed that the bigger a
grammar gets, the higher a parser’s time complexity. Our modified Earley parser
has a time bound of O(log(R)N 3 ) where R is the number of rules in the grammar and N is the string size, and 20% less memory usage. It is asymptotically
more efficient than the standard Earley parser in terms of time-complexity, and
still slightly more efficient regarding memory usage.
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Abstract. This paper presents the construction of a HPSG lexicon of
Arabic verbal entities, automatically inferred from the Arabic VerbNet,
a large coverage verb lexicon where verbs are classified using syntactic
alternations. We discuss the main verb specification along with the relation of the syntactic and semantic levels of representation within the
HPSG framework. Extensive analysis of the Arabic VerbNet classes has
led to the adoption of a finite set of mapping rules between AVN classes
and HPSG subcategorization and semantics descriptions covering the
majority of the verbal tokens. We employed the adopted mapping rules
to extract the syntactic and semantic data from AVN and finally, we
describe the resulting TDL descriptions in which the lexicon has been
encoded.
Keywords: Arabic VerbNet, HPSG, Lexicon, Arabic, Automatic Extraction

1

Introduction

The SubCategorization Frame (SCF) of a verb is a specification of the number
and type of its complements (objects and oblique arguments) but it evolved to
include the specification of the subject in some modern theories like the Head
driver Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) [1]. In this regard, it becomes more
close to the concept of valency introduced in the dependency grammar formalism
[2] and generally employed to encompass subcategorization, argument structure,
selectional preferences on arguments, and mapping rules which relate syntactic
with semantic representation, that is, the syntax semantics interface. SCFs are
generally embedded in the syntactic lexicon which is considered among the most
valuable resources for many natural language processing tasks [3]. It is widely
accepted that the verb encapsulates the main part of a sentence meaning, and
thus the description of the syntactic behavior of verbs is a crucial goal for linguists. Thus, creating a syntactic lexicon of verbs with the valency information
is obviously substantial for many tasks within the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) field.
Several linguistic resources embedding valency information have been created
manually and required consequent effort and time. Those resources are mainly
pp. 37–49; rec. 2016-02-08; acc. 2016-03-12
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theory-independent so they can be used and shared by several communities such
as VerbNet (VN) [4] which is considered to be the largest verb lexicon for English.
The Arabic VerbNet [5] is a large coverage verb lexicon where verbs are classified
using syntactic alternations [6] and adopting the general structure and content
elements of the English VN. Levin’s alternations are tested on Arabic verbs but
other Arabic-specific alternations are collected. Fine-grained classes of semantic
descriptions are identified and verbs are affected to a class based on how they
lexicalize the meaning components of the class and how they syntactically realize
these components.
Although VN and AVN were designed to be domain and theory independent,
many attemps has tried to lexically connect them with other resources such as
Propbank [7], WordNet [8], Xtag [9] [10], and FrameNet [11] [12]. In this context, the Semlink project [13] [14] aims to create a mapping between PropBank,
FrameNet, WordNet and VN, thus allowing these resources to incorporate and
to form an enhanced resource. Moreover, the project includes detailed token
mapping of verbs to their VN classes. A set of concept-to-concept mappings are
employed to combine the different information provided by these different lexical
resources. Although the importance of such project for data enhancement and
resource interoperability, it doesn’t provide a way to use the SCF and semantics
within VN for NLP in theory dependent frameworks. For this reason, we propose
to transform the VN valency information to a theory based lexicon so we can
effectively use it in tasks such text parsing.
In this paper, we detail the automatic building of a verb lexicon of Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA) for the HPSG framework, extracted from AVN verbal
classes. The building process was driven by a finite set of mapping rules to
transform the linguistic information embedded in AVN to HPSG lexical entries.
In the following sections, we present the AVN class anatomy and the HPSG
lexical specification and we outline the methodology we developed in which we
associate, for each concept within AVN, a parallel concept in the HPSG theory.
Mapping rules for syntax and semantics projection are presented and discussed.
Finally, we discuss the generated lexicon and we present some issues and some
improvements that can enhance the mapping process.

2

Related Work

Arabic is still considered among the less resources languages despite the big interest and the important number of projects that were addressed to it in the
recent years. The lack of resources is especially apparent in the field of grammar lexicons. So, manually or automatically developing such resources is of great
interest to the Arabic NLP community. [15] reported the development of a manually created SCF resource for Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) developed for
the Arabic LFG parser. It contains 64 syntactic frame, 2,709 lemmas types, and
2,901 lemma frame types, with an average of 1.07 frames per lemma. Additional
information about control and specific prepositions with obliques is embedded in
the resource. For the HPSG formalism, experimental lexical resource have been
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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manually developed [16] in TDL within the LKB system. Yet, the coverage of
this resource has not been reported.
Automatic acquisition of linguistic resource becomes more than an option by
the development of large coverage treebanks for Arabic such as the Penn Arabic
TreeBank (PATB)[17]. [18] automatically extract Arabic SCFs by utilizing the
automatic Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) f-structure annotation algorithm
for the PATB developed in [19]. They reported the extraction of 240 frame
types for 3,295 lemmas types, with 7,746 lemma frame types (for verbs, nouns
and adjectives), averaging 2.35 frames per lemma. There have been also efforts
aimed at extracting TAGs from the PATB [20] yet without emphasizing on the
lexicon.

3

VerbNet Classes

VerbNet is composed of a list of verb classes. Each VN class contains a set of
syntactic descriptions, or syntactic frames (see Fig. 1), containing the possible
surface realizations of the argument structure for constructions such as transitive, intransitive, prepositional phrases or resultatives. SELectional Semantic
RESTRictions (SELRESTR in AVN) such as “animate” or “human” are used
to constrain the types of thematic roles allowed by the arguments, and further
restrictions such as syntactic restrictions (SYNRESTR in AVN) may be imposed to indicate the syntactic nature of the constituent likely to be associated
with the thematic role. Syntactic frames may also specify the prepositions that
are allowed. Each frame is alse associated with explicit semantic information,
expressed as a conjunction of boolean semantic predicates such as “motion”,
“contact”, or “cause”. Each semantic predicate is associated with an event variable E that allows predicates to specify when in the event the predicate is true
(start(E) for preparatory stage, during(E) for the culmination stage, and end(E)
for the consequent stage).
Table 1 shows a complete entry for a class in Arabic VerbNet 1.1 class $axara1 (snort). The 13 verbs in this class use two semantic roles: Agent with selectional
restriction “animate” and Theme. The class contains two syntactic frames (intransitive and V NP NP).
Table 1. $axara-1 class from Arabic VerbNet v1.1
Class: $axara-1
Members: 13, Frames: 2
Members: $axara, DaraTa, xadafa, EafaTa, xabaja, Eafaqa, EaTasa, fax˜a, taja$˜aOa, fasaA, lahava, $ahaqa, Oaz˜a
Roles:
Agent [+animate]
Theme
Frame
Example
Role assignement
Intransitive $axara AlmariyDu. (The patient snorts)
Verb,Agent
V NP NP $axara AlmariyDu $axiyrAF EaAliyAF. (The patient snorts a loud snoring) Verb,Agent,Theme
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< FRAME >
< DESCRIPTION primary =" V NP fiy deverbal " secondary =" deverbal " xtag =""/ >
< EXAMPLES >
< EXAMPLE t ra ns li t er at i on =" $ araEa A l mu ha n od is uw n a fiy taxoTiyT AlmaloEab ."/ >
</ EXAMPLES >
< SYNTAX >
< VERB / >
< NP value =" Agent " > < SYNRESTRS / > </ NP >
< PREP value =" fiy " > < SELRESTRS / > </ PREP >
< NP value =" Theme " >
< SYNRESTRS >
< SYNRESTR Value ="+" type =" deverbal "/ >
</ SYNRESTRS >
</ NP >
</ SYNTAX >
</ FRAME >

Fig. 1. AVN Frame from the AVN class badaOa-1, subclass badaOa-1-2

4

The HPSG lexical specification

HPSG [1] is a formal model for the natural language. This model is based on
three main components:
– A representation of the linguistic objects as feature structures, making profit
of the powerful mathematical apparatus applied on this type of structures
and especially the unification operation,
– A specific organization of the space of linguistic objects manipulated by the
grammar (the lexicon), designed around the notion of type,
– Principles or constraints allowing combination of signs to produce phrases.
The two first component belong to the field of lexicon. In fact, lexical entries
are encoded as typed feature structures and types are organized in hierarchies
integrated to the lexicon. The HPSG lexicon is designed in extension thus all
the forms of a certain lexeme have to be individually specified. Many attempts
tried to cope with this redundancy. Flickinger in his dissertation [21] proposed
the concept of “lexical rules” to extend the original grammar with diverse rules
acting at the lexicon level to automatically infer new lexical entries by inflexion
or case altering (for example, deduce passives of verbal entities). This generative
tool was very efficient in practice although it was in contradiction with the
declarative nature of the targeted grammars.
All the benefits of enforcing feature structures to be typed [22] comes essentially in the verification of grammatical coherence. In fact, in this model,
it is impossible to introduce features not appropriated for types. Thereby, all
feature structures must be typed. Diverse feature structures are constructed by
unification incrementally by applying HPSG Immediate Dominance schemata.
Principles (and ID schemata) are considered as the core definition of the grammar. They describe the rules of combination that permit the unification of simple
signs to form more complex signs.
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4.1

Linguistic objects

Pollard et Sag in [1] adopt a more general vision of the notion of sign proposed
by De Saussure [23]. In fact, they consider that the objects of a language (words,
phrases or all syntactic constructions) are different types of the same conceptual
sign. Thus, each sign is a descriptive construction integrating several linguistic
components : phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and context. The union
of all this heterogeneous information makes from the sign a very specific object.
Fig. 2 shows the description used for signs of type “ word ”. All the lexemes in a
lexicon regardless of their nature obey to this typical specification. They include
various simple and complex features more or less used in practice.
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list synsem 




list synsem 
 

list synsem 








Fig. 2. Typical feature structure of a word

– “PHON” : A morphologic description as a value for “ PHONOLOGY ”
feature expressed as a list of phonemic tokens.
– “SYNSEM” : Embed the totality of the syntactic and semantic properties
of the sign except properties describing unbounded dependencies.
– “LOC” : Describes the sign properties within its actual syntactic construction.
– “NONLOC” : Describes unbounded dependencies that represent relations
between the sign and other constituents not belonging to its immediate
neighborhood. in this work, We don’t cope with this feature as we express
only immediate surface realization of arguments.
– “HEAD” : Describes Part Of Speech properties (type, form, agreement, . . . )
along with all other properties without a relation with syntax and semantics.
– “CONTENT” : Describes semantic properties of the sign by specifying the
type of the semantic relation and its arguments expressed as a predicative
structure.
– “SUBJ” : Describes the subject subcategorized by the sign. Its value is usually composed by just one element.
– “COMPS” : The value of this feature is a list of complements subcategorized
by the sign.
– “SPR” : Describes the specifiers subcategorized by the sign.
– “ARG-S” : Describes the argument structure by order of obliquity. It corresponds to the union of feature SUBJ, COMPS and SPR.
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– “INDEX” Describes agreement features. Generally used as a reference to the
sign.
– “NUCLEUS” describe predicative structure for verbal signs
The VALENCE feature is a specification of the subcategorization of a word.
It gives the list of the synsems of signs that the word can combine with to make
a phrase. the order of thosesynsems is not the surface order but an order of
obliqueness defended by many grammatical theories: Subjects first, followed by
object complements, prepositionnal, verbal et adjunct complements.
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Fig. 3. Lexical Entry of verb “ gives”

The CONTENT Feature in a specification of the semantics of the sign. The
representation of semantic relations are borrowed from situational sematics [24].
Semantic roles are assigned within the CONTENT of a lexical entry. A role
is assigned by means of structure sharing between the INDEX feature of an
element in the SUBJ/COMPS list and the value of some attribute of the sign’s
CONTENT value.
4.2

Type Description Language

TDL [25] is a type description language for HPSG. Its syntax provides type
definitions organized in hierarchies propagating inheritance relations from root
types to instances. Moreover it expresses lexical entry definitions (instances of
types) and lexical rules definitions. TDL is a practical language used to implement many HSPG grammars within the LKB [26] system and especially those
using the LinGo Grammar Matrix framework [27]. We used a small part of the
TDL syntax to define types, subtypes, feature structures, lists and coreferences.
A simplified syntax for those definitions is given in Table 2. For reasons of efficiency and interoperability, we declare all the new defined types on top of a
subset of the HPSG grammar Matrix types (just the sign type as defined in Fig.
4), So the produced resources can be used for processing in the LKB system.
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Table 2. TDL definitions
Definition
TDL syntax
Type
type −→ body{, option}*
Subtype
Subtype −→ Supertype & constraints
Attribute value Matrix
avmtype −→:= body{, option}*
Feature
f eature −→ [attrval{, attrval}* ]
Attribute value
attribute −→ [attribute{: restriction}]
List
list −→ hi|hnonemptylisti
Coreference
coref erence −→ #identif ier


synsem := avm & OPT bool, DEFOPT bool,
LOCAL mod-local, NON-LOCAL non-local-min


sign := basic-sign & SYNSEM synsem, ARGS list,
INFLECTED bool, ROOT bool
Fig. 4. TDL lexical types

5

Mapping Methodology

The method we are using to transform the verb classes provided by AVN to
a HPSG lexicon is based on a set of mapping rules in a similar way to the
approach followed in the SemLink project [13]. Each rule performs a projection
of a particular concept within AVN to a parallel concept within the HPSG lexicon
as shown in Table 3. Each AVN verbal class represents several verbs and will
be inflated to several HPSG lexical entries. Moreover, the simple HPSG lexical
entry represents just one specific syntactic behavior whereas the AVN class may
include many syntactic frames. This constrains us to generate multiple different
HPSG entries for the same AVN class and even for the same AVN verb. Thereby,
we produce (x × y) HPSG entries starting from an AVN class having x members
and y syntactic frames. A mapping rule consists of two parts IN and OUT.
The IN specifies a pattern in the AVN class XML. The OUT part specifies the
corresponding generated TDL type. It can also be a modification in an already
generated TDL description. In the conversion phase from AVN to HPSG, the
rules are executed. and each time the IN part of a certain rule is identified in an
AVN class, a TDL description driven by the OUT part of the rule is generated.
5.1

Class Mapping

The class is the main component within AVN. It encompasses syntax and semantics shared among a set of verbs (the members of the class). The syntax
portion of a frame holds argument structure and thematic roles of those arguments which is considered as a semantic information in HPSG. On the other
hand, a lexical entry within the HPSG theory is an individual entity that may
share propreties with other entries through the type inheritance macanism. The
Feature “SYNSEM” of type synsem is describing the syntax and semantics of
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the lexical entry. Thus, the type synsem is the equivalent concept to an AVN
class and we set the main mapping rule defined by Rule 1. By the same way,
an AVN subclass (used for verbs classes such najaHa-1) is processed in a similar
manner as an AVN class. The second mapping rule is defined by Rule 2.
Rule 1 IN <AVNCLASS ID=”avn id”>
<FRAME><DESCRIPTION primary=”descr”>. . .
⇒ OUT avn id descr := synsem
The frame having descr as a value of the description property in an AVN class
identified by avn id is mapped to a subtype of synsem named avn id descr:
Rule 2 IN <AVNSUBCLASS ID=”avn sub id”>
<FRAME><DESCRIPTION primary=”descr”>. . .
⇒ OUT avn sub id descr := synsem

Table 3. AVN HPSG mappings

5.2

AVN Concept

HPSG Concept

Syntactic Frame
Verb Member
THEME Roles
FRAME SYNTAX
FRAME SEMANTICS

synsem Subtype
several HPSG entries
Thematic roles (CONTENT Feature)
Argument structure (ARG-S Feature)
Not used

Syntax Mapping

An AVN frame syntax as depicted in Fig. 1 describes one of the many possible
surface realizations of the argument structure for transitive, intransitive and
prepositional phrases among other existing constructions. The feature describing
the surface realization of the argument structure within the HPSG theory is
the ARG-S. Thus, we map the list of nodes within the SYNTAX, except the
<VERB/> argument which indicate the verb position, to the ARG-S Feature.
The order on the ARG-S list follow exactly the same order of the AVN SYNTAX
which also reflect the thematic role order in the AVN THEMEROLES.
The argument list in ARG-S is shared with VALENCE features (SUBJ and
COMPS) as shown in the HPSG entry of Fig. 3. We have a degree of freedom
in how to share this information because VALENCE does not necessarily show
the surface realization. On the other hand, we assume that the first argument,
except the verb, represents the subject of the verb and thus is mapped to the
SUBJ feature. Indexing is used to relate between the ARG-S argument list and
the VALENCE arguments as shown in rule 3.
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Rule 3 IN <SYNTAX><ARG1></ARG1>. . . <ARGn></ARGn>
</SYNTAX> ⇒
OUT avn id := synsem & [SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | ARG-S<#ind1,...,#indn>]
& [SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | VAL | SUBJ<#ind1 ARG1 val-arg1>]
& [SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | VAL | COMPS<#ind2 ARG2 val-arg2,. . . ,#indn
ARGn val-argn>]
Argmuents of an AVN class or subclass avn id are mapped to a subtype of synsem
named avn id whose SUBJ feature takes the first argument and COMPS feature
takes the remaining arguments. All arguments are coindexed with ARG-S list.
Syntactic arguments included in the syntactic frame but not playing a thematic role (such as the argument fiy in Fig. 1) are not supposed to be considered
as complements in the valence HPSG feature (Particularly COMPS and ARG-S
feature). Nevertheless, those arguments carry a valuable information about the
surface realization of the actual complements. In the mapping process, we choose
to map them as specifiers of the arguments following them. Moreover, those arguments are not included on the CONTENT feature. in [1], they are treated
as markers. A marker is a functional but not substantial word with mark as
part of speech. They bear an additional feature called MARKING of sort marking. Constituents with marker daughter inherits the MARKING value from that
daughter. In our case, as we don’t try to specify the constituent itself but a verb,
we don’t consider the argument preceded by a marker as a word but as a phrasal
sign having a marker daughter. The mapping of a non nominal arguments (such
as prepositions) is given in rule 4.
Rule 4 IN <SYNTAX>. . . <PREP value=valprep><ARGX></ARGX>. . .
</SYNTAX> ⇒
OUT avn id := synsem & [SYNSEM|LOC|CAT | ARG-S<#ind1,...#indX>]
& [SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | VAL | COMPS<,. . . ,#indX ARGX [MARKING
valprep],. . . >]
The value of prepositional arguments is mapped as a MARKING feature of the
following nominal argument.
5.3

Semantics Mapping

The CONTENT feature express the semantics of a lexical entry. For a verb, the
CONTENT specifies a semantic relation and the semantic or thematic roles for
this relation. In the Fig. 3, the semantic roles GIVEN, GIVER and GIFT are fine
grained and can be organized in a hierarchy of roles. AVN THEMEROLES does
not offer such a fine-grained thematic roles but offer a much generalized thematic
roles that can be used within the HPSG lexicon. THEMEROLES are mapped
to the CONTENT part of the sign. Each THEMEROLE within an AVN class
avn id is mapped to a semantic role having the same name in the CONTENT
feature of the HPSG lexical entry as shown in rule 5.
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Rule 5 IN <THEMEROLE> type=”th role” </THEMEROLE> ⇒
OUT avn id := synsem & [SYNSEM | LOC | CONT | NUCLEUS[ th role #reference ]]
Each theme role belonging to theme roles of an AVN class or subclass avn id
is mapped to a subtype of synsem named avn id whose NUCLEUS|th role feature share its value via a reference with the CONT|INDEX feature of the corresponding surface argument in the COMPS list. The semantic relation feature
CONT|RELN takes the name of the concerned verb.
5.4

Restrictions Mapping

Syntactic restrictions are syntactic constraints expressed specially for some argument. They are descriptions of the surface argument filling in the role. As shown
in Fig. 5, the restriction is about marking a nominal argument by a certain
marker (Oano comp in this example). We simply map the type of the marker as
a MARKING feature of the argument. This mapping is given by rule 6.
Rule 6 IN <SYNTAX>. . . <ARGX><SYNRESTR Value=”+” type=restrvalue
/></ARGX>. . . </SYNTAX> ⇒
OUT avn id := synsem & [SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | VAL | COMPS<,. . . ,#indX
ARGX [MARKING restrvalue],. . . >]
The value of nominal arguments having a syntactic restriction of type x is
mapped as the value of the MARKING feature of the same argument.

<NP value="Theme">
<SYNRESTRS>
<SYNRESTR Value="+" type="Oano_comp"/>
</SYNRESTRS>
</NP>

Fig. 5. Syntactic restriction on marker

Syntactic restrictions of type “plural” or “dual” (See Fig. 6) are mapped to
the PERSON feature included in the INDEX feature of the argument specified
in the verb’s COMPS valency list. Within a frame, syntactic restrictions may
inform about the particular surface realization such as “sentential”, “genetive”
and “deverbal” which are fine grained sorts of arguments. We simply ignore
those types of restrictions for the argument at this level.

6

Implementation and Discussion

We used the mapping rules described in the previous section in order to develop a
prototype program called AVN2HPSG for the conversion process. AVN2HPSG is
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<NP value="Theme">
<SYNRESTRS logic="or">
<SYNRESTR Value="+" type="plural"/>
<SYNRESTR Value="+" type="dual"/>
</SYNRESTRS>
</NP>

Fig. 6. Syntactic restriction on number

written in C# to benefit from the LINQ (Language INtegrated Query)chnology
through the use of Linq2XML, a powerful query framework for XML documents
that simplify the task of information extraction from AVN based on specified
criteria. The mapping rules are applied at specific conditions while the program
navigates the XML of each AVN file.
Each XML File in AVN is a definition of an AVN class. AVN2HPSG parse the
AVN class and creates two files: a TDL types file consisting of types equivalent
to AVN class frames and a second TDL file consisting on verb instance definition and equivalent to AVN verb mermbers. Starting from 783 syntactic frames
and 5835 verb members of the Arabic VerbNet 1.1, the program execution produced TDL files containing 555 TDL types and 14323 TDL verb specifications.
There was a loss of information due to frames not conforming to the rules input
specifications or simply because we ignored some cases
In order to keep the resulted resource as coherent as possible, we made some
conditions to eliminate some information that may generate confusing TDL descriptions. For example, AVN contains frames in which verbs are not the first
argument. Whereas, they are representing practical SCF, those frames describing nominal sentences in Arabic languages shouldn’t be mapped like they are
presented but firstly converted to equivalent verbal SCF.
We note a certain redundancy in the produced TDL specifications because of
the absence of a type hierarchy. In fact AVN is not designed to capture syntactic
generalization but semantic ones. So classes represent distinctive semantics but
tend to always repeat the same argument structure descriptions. We plan to
cope with this redundancy by enhancing the proposed method to automatically
create a special type hierarchy to eliminate this issue.
The proposed methodology and the developed prototype program was applied on AVN but there is no assumptions that was made prohibiting the evaluation for the English VN. We plan to map the English VN to HPSG so wa can
have more scope on evaluating the output lexicon compared to well elaborated
HPSG lexica for English.
Though the generated lexicon is in TDL and can be directly used in LKB
system, we plan to adopt the TDL type hierarchy employed in matrix grammars which can yield to more organized lexicon and easy operation by grammar
writers.
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7

Conclusion

We detailed the process of building a HPSG lexicon from Arabic VerbNet. We
have successfully extracted a verbal lexical resource for the HPSG formalism
expressed in TDL to offer an easy way to use it in within the LKB system.
The entire process is driven by specific mapping rules that can be enhanced to
extract more information into the target lexicon. We think this resource is of
great value for natural language processing and for evaluating purposes against
other automatically and manually constructed resources for Arabic. We plan to
include more organization in the generated lexicon by using an adapted TDL
type hierarchy. Moreover, since AVN integrate deverbal and participle lemma for
each verb, we plan to extract those lexemes and associate them syntactically and
semantically with their corresponding verbs to build a large coverage lexicon.
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Abstract. In this paper we have presented a brief current state of the Art for
Arabic text representation and classification methods. First we describe some
algorithms applied to classification on Arabic text. Secondly, we cite all major
works when comparing classification algorithms applied on Arabic text, after
this, we mention some authors who proposing new classification methods and
finally we investigate the impact of preprocessing on Arabic TC.
Keywords: Arabic, impact of preprocessing, Text classification.

1

Introduction

Many researchers have been worked on text classification in English and other European languages such as French, German, Spanish, and in Asian languages such as
Chinese and Japanese. However, researches on text classification for Arabic language
are fairly limited.
The text classification problem is composed of several sub problems, which have
been studied intensively in the literature such as the document indexing, the weighting
assignment, document clustering, dimensionality reduction, threshold determination
and the type of classifiers. Several methods have been used for text classification such
as: Support Vector Machines (SVMs), K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Neural Networks
(NN), Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Trees (DT), Maximum Entropy (ME), N-Grams,
and Association Rules.
Term indexing and weighting aim to represent high quality text. High quality in
text mining usually refers to some combination of relevance, novelty, and interestingness.
Several approaches have been used to index and weight terms but all of them share
the following characteristics [1]: The more the number of times a term occurs in documents that belong to some category, the more it is relative to that category.
The more the term appears in different documents representing different categories, the less the term is useful for discriminating between documents as belonging to
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different categories. The most commonly used weighting approach is the Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency tf-idf.

2

Related work

Researches on the field of Arabic TC fall into two categories: applying and comparing
classification algorithms on Arabic text, and investigates the impact of dimensionality
reduction.

Compiling
and label text
documents in
corpus

Select a
set of features
to
represent
text documents in the
defined
classes

Choose
suitable
classifier to
be trained
and tested
using
the
compiled
corpora

Fig. 1. Building Text Classification System Process

2.1

Classification and Comparing Algorithms on Arabic Text

El Koudri [2] classified Arabic web documents automatically by Naive Bayes (NB)
which is a statistical machine learning algorithm, is used to classify non-vocalized
Arabic web documents (after their words have been transformed to the corresponding
roots) to one of five pre-defined categories. Cross validation experiments was used to
evaluate the NB categorizer. Elkoudri used a corpus of 1500 text documents belonging to 5 categories each category contains 300 text documents. With 2,000
terms/roots, the categorization accuracy varies from one category to another with an
average accuracy over all categories of 68.78 %. Furthermore, the best categorization
performance by category during cross validation experiments goes up to 92.8%.
Maximum entropy (ME) used by El-Halees [3] and Sawaf [4] for classifying Arabic text documents to classify news articles. The first author preprocessed data using
natural language processing techniques such as tokenizing, stemming and part of
speech then he used maximum entropy method to classify Arabic documents. The
best classification accuracy reported was 80.41% and 62.7% by Sawaf using statistical methods without any morphological analysis.
Al Zoghby [5] introduce a new system developed to discover soft-matching association rules using a similarity measurements based on the derivation feature of the
Arabic language. In addition, He presents the features of using Frequent Closed Itemsets (FCI) concept in mining the association rules rather than Frequent Itemsets (FI).
Meshleh [6] implements a Support Vector Machines (SVMs) based text classification system for Arabic language articles using CHI square method as a feature selection method in the pre-processing step of the Text Classification system design proceResearch in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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dure. Comparing to other classification methods, the system shows a high classification effectiveness for Arabic data set in term of F-measure (F=88.11). He used an inhouse collected corpus from online Arabic newspaper archives, including Al-Jazeera,
Al-Nahar, Al-Hayat, Al-Ahram, and Al-Dostor as well as a few other specialized
websites. The collected corpus contains 1445 documents that vary in length. These
documents fall into nine classification categories. Also in another work [7], he investigates the effectiveness and performance of six (CHI, NGL, GSS, IG, OR and MI)
commonly used feature selection methods with SVMs evaluated on an Arabic dataset,
he concludes conclude that CHI, NGL and GSS performed most effective with SVMs
for Arabic TC tasks.
Harrag in [8] presents the results of classifying Arabic text documents using a decision tree algorithm. The results show that the suggested hybrid approach of Document Frequency Thresholding using an embedded information gain criterion of the
decision tree algorithm is the preferable feature selection criterion. The study concluded that the effectiveness of the improved classifier is very good and gives generalization accuracy about 0.93 for the scientific corpus and 0.91 for the literary corpus.
Experiments are performed over two self-collected data corpus; the first one is from
the scientific encyclopedia “Do You Know” () هل تعلم. It contains 373 documents belonging to 1 of 8 categories (innovations, geography, sport, famous men, religious,
history, human body, and cosmology), each category has 35 documents. The second
ٌ  ) موسوعة الحدfrom “the nine
corpus is collected from Hadith encyclopedia ( ٌث الشر ف
books” ( ) الكتب التسعة. It contains 435 documents belonging to 14 categories.
The key Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm, which is known to be one of top performing classifiers applied for the English text along with the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) algorithm, has been implemented by Al-Shalabi [9] to the problem of
Arabic text categorization. He used Document Frequency threshold (DF) method to
keyword extraction and reduction dimensionality. The results show that kNN is applicable to Arabic text; has been reached a 0.95 micro-average precision and recall
scores, using a corpus from newspapers (Al-Jazeera, An-Nahar, Al-Hayat, Al-Ahram,
and Ad-Dostor) and from Arabic Agriculture Organization website. The corpus consists of 621 documents belonging to 1of 6 categories (politics 111, economic 179,
sport 96, health and medicine 114, health and cancer 27, agriculture 100). They preprocessed the corpus by applying stopwords removal and light stemming.
Kheirsat in [10] presented a machine learning approach for classifying Arabic text
documents. For the problem of high dimensionality of text documents, embeddings
are used to map each document (instance) into R (the set of real numbers) representing the tri-gram frequency statistics profiles for a document. Kheirsat classifies a test
text document by computing Manhattan/Dice distance similarity measure to all training documents and assign the class of the training document with smallest/largest
computed distance to the test text document. Kheirsat concluded that classification
using the Dice measure outperformed classification using the Manhattan measure.
Although the Manhattan measure has provided good classification results for English
text documents, it does not seem to be suitable for Arabic text documents. Kheirsat
collected her corpus from Jordanian Arabic newspapers (Al-Arab, Al-Ghad, Al-Ra’I,
Ad-Dostor). The corpus consisted of text documents covering four categories: sports,
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economy, technology and weather. The technology and weather documents were very
small in size ranging from1 to 4 KB. Sports and economy documents were much larger ranging from 2 to 15KB for sports documents and 2 to 18KB for economy documents. The smaller documents constituted about 2% of the total number of documents
in the sports and economy category. She applied stop words removal and used 40%
for training and 60% for testing.
Harrag in [11] proposes the application of Artificial Neural Network for the classification of Arabic language documents. An Arabic corpus is used to construct and
test the ANN model and he discussed the methods of document representation, assigning weights that reflect the importance of each term. Each Arabic document is
represented by the term weighting scheme. As the number of unique words in the
collection set is big, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has been used to select
the most relevant features for the classification. The experimental results show that
ANN model using SVD achieves 88.33% which is better than the performance of
basic ANN which yields 85.75% on Arabic document classification.
Some studies are compared classification algorithms on Arabic text. Hmeidi reported in [12] a comparative study of two machine learning methods on Arabic text
categorization. He evaluated K nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm, and support vector
machines (SVM) algorithm using the full word features and considered the tf.idf as
the weighting method for feature selection, and CHI statistics as a ranking metric.
Experiments showed that both methods were of superior performance on the test corpus while SVM showed a better micro average F1 and prediction time. The used
training and testing data sets are subsets of the most common newspapers in Jordan
which are called Alrai and Addustour newspapers. The number of training articles
was 2206 articles, and the number of testing articles is 29 articles. The collected documents belong to one of two categories (sport and economic).
In [13] Abbes compared Triggers Classifier (TR-Classifier) and KNN to identify
Arabic topic. Performances are acceptable, particularly for TR-classifier, using reduced sizes of vocabularies. For the TR-Classifier, each topic is represented by a vocabulary which has been built using the corresponding training corpus. Whereas, the
kNN method uses a general vocabulary, obtained by the concatenation of those used
by the TR-Classifier. ), the average recall and precision for KNN and TR are 0.75,
0.70 and 0.89, 0.86 respectively. Abbas collected 9,000 articles from Omani newspaper (Al-Watan) of year 2004. The corpus belongs to 1 of 6 categories (culture, economic, religious, local news, international news). The corpus includes 10M word
including stopwords. After removing stopwords and infrequent words the vocabulary
size became 7M words. Tf.idf was used as weighting schemes.
Duwairi in [14] compared the performance of three classifiers for Arabic text classification as KNN, Naïve Bayes, and Distance-Based classifier. Each documents were
preprocessed by removing punctuation marks and stop words, then all of them are
represented as a vector of words (for the case of Naïve bayes, he used a vector of
words and their frequencies). As a method to reduce the dimensionality of feature
vector, the author use Al-shalabi stemmer. Experimental results show that NB outperforms the other two algorithms. Duwairi collected 1,000 documents fall into 10 predefined categories; each category contains 100 documents. The set of categories in-
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clude: sport, economic, internet, art, animals, technology, religious, politics, medicine
and plants.
In another work, three classification algorithms on Arabic text are compared by
Kannan in [15]; the three algorithms were KNN, NB, and Rocchio. The research results reveal that Naïve Bayes was the best performer (F1=0.8209), followed by kNN
(F1=0.7871) and Rocchio (F1=07882). The used corpus is collected from online
newspapers (Al-Jazeera, An-Nahar, Al-Hayat, Al-Ahram, and Ad-Dostor). The corpus consists of 1445 documents belonging to 9 categories (medicine, sport, religious,
economic, politics, engineering, low, computer, and education). They applied light
stemming approach for feature reduction and 4-folds cross-validation was performed
for evaluation.
The performance of two popular text classification algorithms (SVMs and C5.0) is
evaluated in [16] by Al-Harbi to classify Arabic text using seven Arabic corpora. The
average accuracy achieved by SVMs is 68.65%, while the average accuracy achieved
by C5.0 is 78.42%. One of the goals of their paper is to compile Arabic corpora to be
benchmark corpora. The authors compiled 7 corpora consisting of 17,658 documents
and 11,500,000 words including stopwords but the corpora are not available publically.
Bawaneh applied KNN and NB on Arabic text and conclude that KNN has better
performance than NB [17], they also conclude that feature selection and the size of
training set and the value of K affect the performance of classification. The Researchers also posed the problem of unavailability of freely accessible Arabic corpus. The
in-house collected corpus consists of 242 documents belonging to 6 categories. Authors applied light stemming as a feature reduction technique and tf-idf as weighting
scheme, they also performed cross-validation test.
Alsaleem in [28] investigate Naïve Bayesian method (NB) and Support Vector
Machine algorithm (SVM) on different Arabic data sets for TC. The data used are The
Saudi Newspapers (SNP) [1], the data set consist of 5121 Arabic documents of different lengths that belongs to 7 categories, the categories are (Culture " " الثقافیة, Economics "  " اإلقتصادیة, General "  " العامة, Information Technology "  " تكنولوجیا المعلومات, Politics ""السیاسیة, Social " " األجتماعیة, Sport " )" الریاضة. The average of three measures
obtained against SNP Arabic data sets indicated that the SVM algorithm (F1=0.778)
outperformed NB algorithm regards to F1=0.74, Recall and Precision measures.
El-Halees in [18] compared six well known classifiers, which are: Maximum entropy, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Artificial Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine, and k-Nearest Neighbor using the same data sets and the same experimental
settings. The recall, precision and f-measure for the classifiers are computed and
compared. The author compared the methods after preprocessing and all stop words
are removed and he found that the performance of Naïve Bayes is the best (F1=
91.81), the performance of Maximum Entropy, Support Vector Machine and Decision
Tree are acceptable, but the performance of k-Nearest Neighbor and Artificial Neural
Networks was bad.
However, after using Information Gain as feature selection, the data was reduced
significantly and the performance of k-Nearest Neighbor and Artificial Neural Networks improved significantly. The performance of Naïve Bayes did not change but
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still the best classifier to Arabic corpus.
In these experiments, the author used an Arabic documents collected from
Aljazeera Arabic news channel. The documents categorized into six domains: politics,
sports, culture and arts, science and technology, economy and health. The author applied stop words removal and normalization and used 10-folds cross-validation for
testing.
Ismail in [29] implemented the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), Naïve
Bayesian (NB) and J48 (C4.5) Algorithms using weka1 program and compared between the algorithms in accuracy and time to get the result. The data set used consists
of 2356 documents of different lengths. Each document was manually labeled based
on its contents and the domain that it was found within, these documents categorized
to six categories (Sport, Economic, Medicine, Politic, Religion and Science) where
60% of the data used as training and the remaining 40% used as testing. Token reduction approach for documents is used to minimize storage requirements and all the
types of stop words are removed. The results show that the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) classifier achieves the highest accuracy (96.08%) and the lowest
error rate (3.42%), followed by the J48 (C4.5) classifier (90.48% and 9.52%), then by
the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier (85.60% and 14.4%). The second part of the results
shows that the time needed to build the SMO model is the faster one (5.2 seconds),
followed by NB model (12.0 seconds), then J48 classifier which takes a highest
amount of time (291.72 seconds).
Table 1. F_mesure

Maximum entropy
Naïve Bayes
Decision Tree
Artificial Neural Networks
Support Vector Machine
k-Nearest Neighbor

F-measure
without reduction
85.96
91.81
71.91
10.81
88.33
38.6

F-measure with
Information Gain
83.83
83.9
74.48
74.33
88.33
70.07

Duwairi in [19]- [20] propose a distance-based classifier for categorizing Arabic
text. Each category is represented as a vector of words in an m-dimensional space,
and documents are classified on the basis of their closeness to feature vectors of categories. The classifier, in its learning phase, scans the set of training documents to
extract features of categories that capture inherent category specific properties; in its
testing phase the classifier uses previously determined category-specific features to
categorize unclassified documents. Stemming was used to reduce the dimensionality
of feature vectors of documents. The accuracy of the classifier was tested by carrying
out several categorization tasks on an in-house collected Arabic corpus. The average
accuracy reported was 0.62 for the recall and 0.74 for the precision. He collected 1000

1

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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text documents belonging to 10 categories (sport, economic, internet, art, animals,
technology, plants, religious, politics, and medicine). Each category contains 100
documents. She used 50% for training and 50% for testing.
Alruily describes an initial prototype for identifying types of crime in a Arabic text
within the crime domain. Two approaches are explored to perform recognition tasks.
The first approach completely relies on direct recognition using gazetteers. The second approach is a rule-based system. Rules are built based on the predefined crime
indicator list that contains some important keywords [21].
Abbas in [22] proposed Triggered (TR) classifier. Triggers of a word Wk are ensemble of words which highly correlated with it. The main idea of TR-Classifier is
computing the average mutual information (AMI) for each couple of words from the
training documents and testing document, and then assigns the topic that highest
AMT to the test document. The best recall achieved is 0.9.
In [23], Ayadi applied inter-textual distance theory to classify any anonymous Arabic text according to criteria of lexical statistic; this requires integration of a metric
for classification task using a database of lemmatized corpus.
Syiam presented an Arabic text categorization system based on Machine learning
algorithms and many algorithms for stemming and feature selection [24]. The document is represented using several term weighting schemes and finally the k-nearest
neighbor and Rocchio classifiers are used for classification process. Experiments
show that the hybrid method of statistical and light stemmers is the most suitable
stemming algorithm for Arabic language and the hybrid approach of document frequency and information gain is the preferable feature selection criterion and normalized-tfidf is the best weighting scheme. Finally, Rocchio classifier has the advantage
over k-nearest neighbor classifier in the classification process and gives generalization accuracy of about 98%.
2.2

The Impact of Dimensionality Reduction in TC

Duwairi in [25] analyzed and compared three feature reduction techniques; stemming,
light stemming, and word clusters using K-nearest-neighbor classifier applied to Arabic text. The purpose of employing the previous methods is to reduce the size of document vectors without affecting the accuracy of the classifiers. Comparison metrics
are size of document vectors, classification time, and accuracy (in terms of precision
and recall). The corpus consists of 15,000 documents belonging 3 categories: sports,
economics, and politics. In terms of vector sizes and classification time, the stemmed
vectors consumed the smallest size and the least time necessary to classify a testing
dataset that consists of 6,000 documents. The light stemmed vectors superseded the
other three representations in terms of classification accuracy.
Thabtah tested and compared three variations of vector space models (VSMs)
(these variations are Cosine coefficient, Dice coefficient and Jacaard coefficient) and
term weighting approaches (IDF, WIDF, ITF and log (1+tf)) using KNN algorithm
[26]. The Experimental results on different Arabic text categorization data sets collected from online Arabic newspapers including Al-Jazeera, Al-Nahar, Al-hayat, AlAhram, and Al-Dostor. With regards to F1 results, the author concluded that Dice
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based TF.IDF (94.91) and Jaccard based TF.IDF (94.91) outperformed Cosine based
TF.IDF (90.93), Cosine based WIDF (75.94), Cosine based ITF (91.02), Cosine based
log(1+tf) (92.65), Dice based WIDF (81.01), Dice based ITF (89.63), Dice based
log(1+tf) (85.21), Jaccard based WIDF (81.01), Jaccard based ITF (89.63), and Jaccard based log(1+tf) (85.21).
In [33][32], the author made an experimental study for compare two approaches of
reduction dimensionality and verifies their effectiveness in Arabic document classification. Firstly, he apply latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and latent semantic indexing (LSI) for modeling the corpus contained 20.000 documents. He generates two
matrices LDA (documents/topics) and LSI (documents/topics). Then the SVM algorithm is used for document classification, which is known as an efficient method for
text mining. Classification results are evaluated by precision, recall and F-measure.
The experiment shows that the results of dimensionality reduction via LDA outperform LSI in Arabic topic classification.
Said in [27] presented an evaluation study of the benefits of using morphological
tools in Text Classification. The study includes using the raw text, the stemmed text,
and the root text. The stemmed and root text are obtained using two different preprocessing tools. The results show that using light stemmer combined with a good performing feature selection method such as mutual information enhances the performance of Arabic Text Categorization especially for small sized data sets and small
threshold values. Additionally, using the raw text leads to the worst performance in
small datasets while its performance was among the best tools in large datasets. This
may explain the contradiction in the results obtained previously in the literature of the
Arabic text categorization since the performance of the preprocessing tools is affected
by the characterizes of the dataset used.

3

Discussion

From previous discussion, most of related work in the literature used small in-house
collected corpus, and applied one or two classifiers to classify one corpus which is not
enough to evaluate Arabic TC. Thus, there are contradictions between results of researches in the literature because of using different corpora and different preprocessing techniques.
In addition, the impact of text preprocessing and different term weighting schemes
combinations on Arabic text classification using popular text classification algorithms
has not been studied in the literature. Also, there is a debate among researchers about
the benefits of using morphological tools in TC.
We summarized the research problems in the following points:
 Debate among researchers about the benefits of using English morphological tools
in TC. To the best of our knowledge, the benefits of using Arabic morphological
tools (stemming and light stemming) is not address for Arabic Language; only
[14][19] applied on single corpus belong to only 3 categories.
 The impact of text preprocessing and different term weighting schemes combinations on Arabic text classification using popular text classification algorithms has
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not been studied in the literature. Only [25][27] have addressed the impact of morphological analysis tools on Arabic text classification. Their work is not comprehensive regarding Arabic corpora, classifiers, and term weighting schemes.
The lack of availability of publically free accessible Arabic Corpora.
The lack of standard Arabic morphological analysis tools.
Most of related works in the literature used small in-house collected corpus.
Most of related works in the literature applied one or two classifiers to classify one
corpus. This is not enough to evaluate Arabic TC.
There are contradictions between results of researches in the literature because of
using different corpora and different preprocessing techniques.

For this, we have focused as objectives to build the largest publically free accessible Arabic Corpora, implement and integrate Arabic morphological analysis tools,
conduct a comprehensive study about the impact of text preprocessing on Arabic text
classification, and develop a method of representation and indexing text reflecting
more semantics.
We start by building our data set. The corpus contains 20.000 documents that vary
in writing styles. These documents fall into 10 categories that equal in the number of
documents. In this Arabic dataset, each document was saved in a separate file within
the directory for the corresponding category, i.e., the documents in this dataset are
single-labeled. Tables 2 and 3 show more specified details about the collection.
Table 2. Dataset

NB of text in the corpus
NB of words in the corpus
Size of corpus (Mb)
NB of category

20.000
2 .523 .022
34.0 Mb
10

Table 3. Number of documents in each category

OATC
Sport
regional
Culture
world
National
political
Economic
Student
Investigation
Judicial

NB of text
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000
2 000

Average number
of words per text
141.261
125.723
168.485
105.701
136.739
164.356
148.922
203.485
253.602
126.93
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Number of words
per category
282 522
251 447
336 971
211 402
273 479
328 712
297 845
406 971
507 205
253 860

Category
Size (Mo)
2.99
2.71
3.62
2.26
2.97
3.53
3.27
4.50
5.43
2.70
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The corpus are collected from online Arabic newspapers including
http://www.attounissia.com.tn,
www.alchourouk.com/,
www.assabahnews.tn/,
http://jomhouria.com/, Table 4 summarize the percentage of split between different
sources. As we can show for example, the “sport” category is composed of 25% from
Attounissia, 25% from Alchourouk, 25% from Assabahnews, 25% from Jomhouria.
Table 4. Percentage of split between different sources

Source
Sport
Regional
Culture
word
National
Political
Economic
Student
Investigation
Judicial Incidents

4

Attounissia
25%
25%
25%
25%
50%
100%
100%
25%

Alchourouk
25%
50%
25%
25%
25%
100%
25%

Assabahnews
25%
50%
25%
25%
25%
25%

Jomhouria
25%
25%
25%
25%
50%
25%

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a brief current state of the Art for Arabic text representation and classification methods. All major problems in the most of related work
in the literature used small in-house collected corpus, and applied one or two classifiers to classify one corpus which is not enough to evaluate Arabic TC. Thus, there are
contradictions between results of researches in the literature because of using different
corpora and different preprocessing techniques. In addition, the impact of text preprocessing and different term weighting schemes combinations on Arabic text classification using popular text classification algorithms has not been studied in the literature.
Also, there is a debate among researchers about the benefits of using morphological
tools in TC. For this, we have built the largest publically free accessible Arabic Corpora and in future work we will implement and integrate Arabic morphological analysis tools, conduct a comprehensive study about the impact of text preprocessing on
Arabic text classification, and develop a method of representation and indexing text
reflecting more semantics.
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Currently, word embeddings (Bengio et al, 2003; Mikolov et
al, 2013) have had a major boom due to its performance in dierent Natural Language Processing tasks. This technique has overpassed many
conventional methods in the literature. From the obtained embedding
vectors, we can make a good grouping of words and surface elements. It
is common to represent top-level elements such as sentences, using the
idea of composition (Baroni et al, 2014) through vectors sum, vectors
product or through dening a linear operator representing the composition. Here, we propose the representation of sentences through a matrix
containing the word embedding vectors of such sentence. However, this
involves obtaining a distance between matrices. To solve this, we use
a Frobenius inner product. We show that this sentence representation
overtakes traditional composition methods.
Abstract.

1

Introduction

Word embeddings methods, based on the proposal of neural language models
[2], have over-passed traditional approaches to natural language processing in
a lot of tasks [10], [3]. The distributional space model that word embeddings
proposes seems to codify better the proper features of the language. In general
terms, the distributional models have been used for representing words in a
vector space. Nevertheless, most of the time we look for representing high-level
linguistic elements. For example, here we want to nd for sentences similarity
through its representation on a vector space.
For representing such elements, [1] summarizes three compositional methods
that can allow us to represent high-level linguistic terms:
1. Vectors sum.
2. Vectors multiplication.
3. A linear operator through representation of the compositionality of a word.
Vectors sum and vectors multiplication are easy to implement. But to determine a linear operator representing the compositional of a word becomes a hard
labor. The problem with these compositional approaches is that they assume
pp. 63–74; rec. 2016-02-09; acc. 2016-03-07
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that language is compositional. Given this, we can nd many counterexamples.
Therefore, we believe that a perspective that compare the similarity between
the words that make a sentence, rather than the sentences themselves, can give
good results in determining similarity between sentences.

2

Previous works

Similarity between sentences has been an essential problem for text mining,
question answering, text summarization and another tasks. What we want is
that given two sentences, we can determine their similarity through semantic
proximity. Nevertheless, this task shows big complications. As we have mentioned
before, most of the time the assumption of compositionality is given. So, most
of the methods are based on this approach to represent linguistic items in vector
spaces [1], [7].
Some of the methods that have been used to determine similarity measures
for sentences are compared in (Achananuparp, 2008). One of these methodologies
is the word overlap measure. This method seeks to nd related concepts through
comparing the overlapping words between denitions (sentences) of both concepts. In (Metzler, 2005), a method of word overlap is evaluated from a simple
word overlap fraction that determines the proportion of words that appear in
the two sentences to compare them. Then this proportion is normalized through
the length of the sentences. Another method based on word overlap used to determine similarity between sentences is the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)
overlap, where the proportion of words is compared in two sentences from their
IDF weights.
Based on these ideas, (Banerjee et al., 2003) extends the concept of word overlap to the distinction between multi-word terms. They assume that the simple
word overlap methods do not take into account the elements that are composed
of more than one word and that may be important for the similarity between
sentences. Therefore, they estimate the overlap between multi-word terms and
single word terms.
Other methods are based on Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TFIDF). For example, (Allan, 2003) is based on search thematically similar
sentences. It is based on the sum of the TFIDF values of the words in both
sentences, since it is assumed that this measure weights the thematically relevant
words. Another way is to create vectors based on the idea of Bag of Words (BoW)
and compare the distance between vectors sentences. However, BoW lose relevant
information between the sentences, such as order, and have now been overtaken
by the word embeddings representations.
In (Landauer, 1997) it is proposed that the similarity between sentences
is given from a linear combination of vectors of semantic similarity and the
similarity in words order.
Meanwhile, in (Achananuparp, 2008a) a methodology of similarity between
sentences for question-answering systems is proposed. They propose an hybrid
approach, combining semantic similarity and syntactic patterns; for this, they
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take into account the similarity between words, word order and Part of Speech
tags. Also, they integrate a Support Vector Machine to determine information
about the types of sentences.
As reported by Achananuparp (2008), the method with the highest accuracy
is proposed by (Achananuparp, 2008a), followed by other methods that rely in
similar concepts. However, such methods require a high cost, since they are based
on principles of word order, labeling Parts of Speech and semantic similarity.
Meanwhile, the methods of word overlap are generally not as ecient, as they
do not capture the paraphrase or syntactic level elements, rather remaining at
the lexical level.
Socher (2011) proposes the analysis of similarity between paraphrases through
a recursive auto-encoder (RAE). They represent the sentence as an ordered list of
word vectors, s = {x1 , .., xm } obtained with a word embedding algorithm. Given
a sentence s the binary parse tree has the form of branching triplets (p 7→ c1 c2 ),
where p is a partner and ci is a children, such that ci is a word vector or a
non-terminal node. Then p = f (We [ci ; cj ] + b), where [ci ; cj ] is the concatenation
of the corresponding word vectors and We is the encoding matrix to learn.
The error function is given by:
Erec (p) =|| [c1 ; c2 ] − [c01 ; c02 ] ||2

(1)

where
= f (Wd p + b). This process is recursively applied until the tree
is fully constructed. To assign a similarity between two sentences, a euclidean
distance is computed between all words and phrases vectors. This euclidean
distance lls a similarity matrix. To determine a similarity between paraphrases,
the authors use a pooled matrix. Nevertheless, as the authors said, the pooled
matrix loses some of the information of the original matrix.
Another approximation to sentence similarity is showed by Kartsaklis (2012).
They propose a tensor-based method. They create tensors through grammatical information and Frobenius algebras. Nevertheless, this method requires the
grammatical information and, also, does not use the matrix representation for
computing the similarity but a Rn representation.
Based on this ideas, Kim (2015) proposes a tensor-based composition for the
word embedding algorithm. They used the compositional methods explained in
(Milajevs, 2014) for integrating the compositional function into the neural network of the word embeddings. They proved the typical mean and point-wise multiplication techniques; additionally, they proved the sum and the concatenation
of these two techniques. Furthermore, they proposed tensor-based techniques;
nevertheless, they used a projection function to obtain a vector in Rn from the
matrix representation.
A comparison of dierent methods is made by Milajevs (2014). They show
the simple vector addition and multiplication methods as well as the Frobenius
algebras based methods. However, for the computation of similarity between
sentences they use a vector representation in all cases combined with a cosine
distance.
Our proposal seeks to be more simple, and at the same time to capture elements that are beyond the lexical level. At the same time, the method proposed
[c01 ; c02 ]
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here does not lose information of the similarity between words. This proposal
seeks to characterize a sentence from the words that compose it, and to determine a matrix space where a geometry can be dened through a Frobenius inner
product. Thus, the method proposed here becomes simple compared with the
categorical compositional distributional and projection methods. Furthermore,
it has good performance.

3

Theoretical framework

The methodology proposed here consists of two main tools: word embeddings
and Frobenius inner product. In the following section we describe these tools.
3.1

Word embeddings

In the area of Computational Linguistics, it is common to hear about language
models. These language models can be seen as Markov process of order r. Overall,
Markov models allow us to see the likelihood of a chain as the product of the
states that make up the chain. The language models are simple models that
attempt to determine the likelihood of a linguistic element from the n above
items. Thus we can understand them as we show below.
Denition 1 (n-grams models) Giving a string of words w1,n = {w1 , ..., wt }
the language model determines the probability of the chain from the probability
of the states of the chain. Such that:
P (w1,t ) =

t
Y

P (wi |wi−n+1 ...wi−1 )

(2)

i=1

where n ∈ N is the lenght of the window.

Perhaps the simplest model within these is the bi-gram model. It takes r = 2
such that we have a simple Markov process, then equation (2) becomes:
P (w1,t ) ≈

t
Y

P (wi |wi−1 )

(3)

i=1

Based on these models, [2] proposes a model to determine the probability of
a linguistic element given its context. To do this, it is proposed the use of deep
learning. Therefore, these new models are called `neural language model'. As [2]
noted, this idea is based on three main points:
1. Representing each word in a vocabulary through a distributed feature vector
(a vector with entries in R).
2. Expressing a joint probability function of words sequences in terms of the
features vectors of the words in the sequence.
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3. To learn simultaneously the feature vectors and the parameters of the probability function.
The probability function, in this case, is of the type expressed in equation (2).
Now, however, a neural network is used to predict subsequent words in the string.
In this case, the vectors representing the word are learnt by a learning machine.
In general, the model is based on the ideas of distributional models; the vectors
of similar words should be similar, and the context of words plays an important
role.
We have a vocabulary C = {w1 , ..., wt } of nite lenght.
We want to learn a
P
model f (wi−n+1 ...wi ) = P (wi |wi−n+1 ...wi ) such that tj=1 fj (wi−n+1 ...wi−1 ) =
1; this means that we look for f to be a probability measure. We can dene f
as:
fj (wi−n+1 ...wi−1 ) = gj (v(wi−n+1 )...v(wi−1 ))

(4)

where
 v : C → Rm is the function determining a vector in Rm for each word in the
vocabulary. In general terms, v(·) is represented as a matrix of size |C| × m.
 A function g (a neural network) that maps a sequence of input vectors,
taking into account its context, to a conditional probability distribution for
the next word wi . The output vector generated by g is a probability vector
such that the ith entry estimates the probability of P (wi |wi−n+1 ...wi−1 ).

To determine the probability of each word given the n + 1 previous words,
the Softmax regression is used. The Softmax regression is a form of asymmetric
probability of neighbors (Hinton, 2002) where δ = h·, ·i is the inner product,
such that:
exp(hvi , h(vi−n+1 ...vi−1 )i)
k=1 exp(hvk , h(vi−n+1 ...vi−1 )i)

P (wi |wi−n+1 ...wi−1 ) = Pt

(5)

where vk = v(wk ) ∀k ∈ {1, ..., t} and h : Rm×(n+1) → Rm is a function that
maps the word vectors of the context to a sole vector in Rm .
Therefore, the model proposed in (2) now depends on the equation (5). However, what we want is a vector space representation of sentences.
In general terms, the method of word embeddings is based on stochastic
neighbor embedding, watching the elements in the context of a word as neighbors.
Therefore it seeks to maximize the equation (5) while a loss function, that often
tends to be the Kullback-Liebler divergence (Hinton, 2002), is minimized. So we
want to minimize:
KL(p||q) =

t
X
i=1

pi log

pi
qi

(6)

However, since the Kullback-Leibler divergences represents a high computational cost, the use of negative sampling has been proposed [6], which streamlines
the process of word embeddings.
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Then we have a word w and its context, N (w). To generate the vectors of
dimension m, where each coordinate represents a feature that is learnt by a
neural network, we follow the next steps:
1. We randomly generated a matrix V ∈ Rt×m of input vectors and a dierent
matrix V 0 ∈ Rm×t , where t is the number of words.
2. Given the context, we determine P (wi , N (wi )) with softmax regression. We
choose the function h as follows:
n

h :=

1X 0
vk
n

(7)

k=1

where v 0 = v 0 (w) is the word vector of the matrix (V 0 )t .
3. We upgrade from a hidden layer to the output of the neural network, by
using a stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate η , such that:
(8)

0
vi+1
(wj ) = vi0 (wj ) − η∇(wj )

where  is the loss function. We use a negative sampling such that we dene
the loss function as follows.
(
1 − P (wj |N (wj ))h(N (wj ))
∇(wj ) =
0 − P (wj |N (wj ))h(N (wj ))

if wj = wo
if wj 6= wo

(9)

where wo is the actual objective word in the iteration.
4. To upgrade the input to the hidden layers, given ek ∈ N (wj ) we have ∀m0 ∈
1, ..., m
vi+1 (wk ) = vi (wk ) − η

n
X

0
(wj ) · vm
0 ,j

(10)

j=1
0
0
where vm
0 ,j represents the m th entry of the matrix V'.

The algorithm then iteratively runs until the cost function is less than a given
range. Also, it can be run a determined number of iterations.
This way, what the algorithm does is try to approximate the distributions
between the matrices V and (V 0 )t from the observations of the contexts in which
a word occurs.
Currently, the methods based on word embeddings have surpassed previous
models in most of the tasks of natural language processing. Also they have the
advantage of not requiring a dimensionality reduction because the dimension is
chosen a priori. Therefore we work with vectors having low dimensionality unlike
other methods. It is important to point out that the distributional assumptions
[5], [9], are still presented, implying that word embeddings are capturing the
similarity of the words from the idea that similar words appears in similar context
(Goldberg, 2014).
The method of word embeddings generates word vectors. From these word
vectors we can perform a composition process, which commonly consists of the
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sum vector (it has also been used despite other methods described above). However, what we propose is to characterize a sentence from a matrix where each
row vector is a vector representation of the words that compose such a sentence.
However, before this, we are faced with reinventing the classic methods of distance between vectors. For this, we use the Frobenius inner product and related
concepts explained below.
3.2

Frobenius distance

To calculate the distance between two matrices, we rst have to dene a geometry
in the space of matrices of m × n. For this, we require an inner product. That is,
a function that, given u, v , and w vectors and a scalar λ ∈ R, the next properties
are met:
Positive-denite hv, vi ≥ 0.
Non-degenerative hv, vi = 0 i v = 0.
Bilineal hλu + w, vi = λhu, vi + hw, vi.
Conjugated symmetry hu, vi = hv, ui.

Given this, the following theorem gives us an inner product into the space of
matrices of m × n [4], [8].
Theorem 1 The equation
n
X
hXi , Y i i
hX, Y i = trace(X · Y ) =
t

(11)

i=1

denes a inner product in the spaces of Rm×n .

It is easy to see that given the properties of the trace and the inner product
over the column vectors of a matrix, the equation (11) is positive-denite. We
can also see that it is bilinear, as we have:
hλX + Z, Y i = trace((λX + Z)t · Y )
n
X
hλXi + Zi , Y i i
=
i=1

= λhXi , Y i i + hZi , Y i i
= λhX, Y i + hZ, Y i

Finally, it satises the property of conjugated symmetry as we have:
hX, Y i =

n
X

hXi , Y i i

i=1

=

n
X

h(Y i )t , (Xi )t i

i=1

= hY, Xi
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Since equation 11 indeed denes an inner product, then we can move on to dene
a norm on the space of matrices of m × n. This norm is known as the Frobenius
norm and is dened as (see (Tarazaga, 2001)):
||A|| =

p

hA, Ai =

p

trace(A · At )

(12)

The norm denes a metric given by ||A − B|| where A and B are matrices.
Nonetheless, we seek a way to standardize this distance. Given the properties of
the norm and the inner product, it is clear that the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
is satised and therefore we can dene a distance function as follows:
hA, Bi
||A|| · ||B||
trace(A, B t )
=p
trace(A · At ) · trace(B · B t )

cos(A, B) =

(13)
(14)

So the distance between two matrices holds that |cos(A, B)| ≤ 1. So we now
have a normalized distance between matrices that can be applied to the matrices
generated from the vectors of the words composing each sentence.

4

Proposal

Based on what has been showed, we propose to calculate the similarity of two
sentences from their matrices created by embedding vectors of words and the
use of a Frobenius based distance to determine the similarity between the two
matrices in the space. We start with the following elements:
 Q = {s1 , ..., sm } a set of sentences.
 W = {w1 , ..., wk } a set of words obtained from the sentences in Q.

Now, we choose a sentence set, this set will be the training set, then the words
are split in order to obtain the vector representation used to generate the matrix.
However, a large sample number is required to obtain word embeddings. In consequence, we used the Corpus del Español Mexicano Contemporáneo (CEMC)
(DE, 1987s) that has around two millions of words.
So, the set of words W is done from CEMC corpus. It allows that a sentence
not in Q can be compared even if its words are not in the training set of sentences.
The proposal consists of ve steps: words representation in a vector space,
sentences representation, petition representation and the compute of similarity
between sentences. These steps will be explained below:
Word representation. A vector space of dimension n is generated (the dimension is 800) from the CEMC using word embeddings. We use word2vec [7]
[6]. The window equals to 5 and the minimum occurrence is 1. With these
parameters all the words are included and the algorithm has more range
when we ask for a query. In this step, the vector space W ⊂ Rm is obtained,
each vector is the representation of one word of CEMC.
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Sentence Representation. The sentence representation in Q is done from matrices where each line is one vector of a word in W . To do this, rst of all,
the sentence is divided in its words, where a vector v ∈ W is the representation of the word. So, the method obtains a matrix of r × n, where n is the
dimension of W (the chosen dimension is equals to 800) and r is the number
of the sentence words. Finally, the method obtains a set S = {s1 , ..., sm }
where each si , i = 1, ..., m is the matrix representation of the sentence i.
Petition Representation. The petition is a sentence; the method will look for
the Q element most similar. The petition is called q0 , not necessarily in Q.
It is replaced by the vectors representation of its words, so it forms a matrix
s, of l × n dimension.
Sentence similarity. Finally, the objective is to determine a distance between
s0 , the matrix representation of q0 , and all the elements of S . This function
will give us the most similar sentence to s0 . The reader can notice that
the matrices are not of the same dimension but have the same number of
columns. In the method we propose the use of the Frobenius inner product
to compute this distance. So, the similarity function between the matrices is
given by equation 13 and equation 11. Then the sentence most similar to q0
is given by
arg max δ(s0 , si ), si ∈ S
i

(15)

where δ is the distance between the matrices.
The process is described at Figure 1.

Fig. 1.

Process to compute the similarity between sentences.

The advantages of our proposal over other methods reside in the computation
of the similarity through the matrix representation. We do not need to make any
map into Rn for computing a metric between sentences. The Frobenius inner
product allows us to determine a primal geometry over the space of matrices.
With this geometry we can calculate the similarity between points in this vector
space (these points are matrices). But what happens in a deep level is that the
Frobenius inner product computes a standard inner product over the row vectors
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representing the words of the sentences. Then, the Frobenius inner product can
bee seen as follows:
hA, Bi =

r
X

hai , bi i

(16)

i=1

where ai is the ith word vector composing the sentence represented by the
matrix A and bi the ith word vector of the sentence represented by the matrix
B.

Plot of the words composing the similar sentences `Juan comió manzanas'
(`John ate apples') and `María desayuna uvas' (`Mary had grapes for breakfast'), and
the disimilar sentence `Ana usa lentes' (`Ana wears glasses').
Fig. 2.

Take a sentence like `Juan comió manzanas' (`John ate apples'). This sentence is similar, for one hand, to `María desayunó uvas' (`Mary had grapes for
breakfast') since the verbs `comió' y `desayunó' are similar; both verbs reect
the action of `eat', past tense and third singular person. Also, the direct objects
`uvas' and `manzanas' ares similar because they both are fruits. For the other
hand, a sentence like `Ana usa lentes' (`Ana wears glasses') has a completely
dierent meaning. Here, the verbs `wears' and `ate' are from dierent semantic groups, such as `glasses' and `apples'. If we plot the three sentences we can
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see that the words composing them are grouped dierently depending on its
meaning (see Figure 2). Computing the Frobenius cosine between the two similar sentences `Juan comió manzanas' and `María desayunó uvas' we have 0.62.
Whereas for `Juan comió manzanas' and `Ana usa lentes' the Frobenius cosine
equals 0.39.
Our method tries to make the calculation of similarity between sentence
simpler than than other methods like the proposed in (Milajevs, 2014) or (Socher,
2011) by computing the metric in the original matrix space. This implies that
there is no information loss and we do not need to map the representation into
another simpler vector space (generally Rn ).

5

Results

For evaluation, a corpus of Spanish paraphrases was used; this corpus has 144
sentences with paraphrases. The corpus always has an original document and two
paraphrase levels: low-level paraphrases and upper-level paraphrases. The lowlevel paraphrases has lexical and syntactic changes and, in general, formal level
changes. The upper-level paraphrases has changes at discursive level, semantic
and more elaborated changes. Then, for the evaluation process, the method only
uses low level paraphrases, and they are compared to the original texts. More
information of this corpus is at (Mota).
The baseline is the paraphrase representation from word vectors sum, the
vectors were obtained from the words embedding method explained above. The
cosine and inner product are compared at both cases, then the accuracy is
obtained. Using the cosine distance, the highest accuracy is achieved by our
method. Unfortunately, only by a dierence of 0.03; this improvement is not signicant. However, with the inner product, our method achieve a 0.62 accuracy,
against the accuracy of 0.55 obtained by the vectors sum method (see table 1).
Table 1.

Results comparation.

Method

Matrix representation
Rn representation

6

Inner product Cosine
0.6206

0.0689

0.5862
0.5517

Conclusions and Future work

The proposed method has a better performance compared to the traditional Rn
vector representation. The Rn representation method is commonly used to represent linguistic elements; now, the information from that method can be amplied
using a matrix representation. This way, the a priori conception of compositionality is not assumed. In the matrix representation method, each word represents
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a column of a matrix and we can compare each word with the words of another
sentence. So, a matrix representation is more adequate than the representation
through vectors in Rn .
The advantage over other methods, such as the one proposed in (Socher,
2011) is that our proposal does not lose information. The Frobenius inner product
is a natural geometric form in the matrix space. This inner product compares the
distance between all the words of both sentences to give us a similarity measure
of the sentences.
However, a lot of work must be done. The matrix representation method
must be compared with other methods. In this paper we prove this method for
Spanish language. Nevertheless, a more complete set of languages can show that
this is a good language-independent method.
We want to point out that, as the angle within matrices makes no much sense,
the Frobenius inner product improve the result of the experiment. Nevertheless,
we use just two distances to compare. For later works, it is necessary to dene
metrics that capture better the topology of the data. Also, the word embeddings
methods need big size corpora. So a bigger corpus than CEMC is needed for a
question-answering system application.
The sentence representation can be improved. We see that, by the denition of
the Frobenius inner product, the word order between the sentences improves the
results. This is given because it is expected that both sentence were composed by
the same syntactic structure. Nevertheless, this happens rarely. Other elements
as syntactic information and morpho-syntactic information can be integrated.
The contribution of these elements must be proved.
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Abstract. Paraphrasing is expressing similar meanings with different words in
different order. In this sense it is viewed as translation in the same language. It is
an important issue in natural language processing for automatic machine translation, question answering, text summarization and language generation. Studies
in paraphrasing can be classified as paraphrase extraction, paraphrase generation,
paraphrase recognition. In this paper we present automatic sentential paraphrase
extraction from comparable texts downloaded from Turkish newspapers related
to similar news. We applied seven text similarity metrics and assumed the two
most similar ones as candidates. Through an interface these are shown to 3 human annotators to be labelled as paraphrase, entailing, entailed, opposite in meaning and not paraphrase. In this paper we only present results driven from a single
topic. The sentences in the other topics will be processed based on the experience
gained in the current work. This will be the first automatically built and golden
standard tagged Turkish paraphrase corpus.
Keywords: Paraphrase extraction, Turkish paraphrase corpus

1

Introduction

Identification of paraphrasing is an important issue in natural language understanding
and information retrieval. As the first requirement golden standard tagged corpus for
the assessment purposes is needed. Paraphrase identification is not much studied in
Turkish and there is no corpus developed for Turkish paraphrase identification. In this
paper we present an incremental methodology for selecting candidate paraphrase sentences for the human annotators. Basic idea is using different text similarity metrics to
measure the similarity of each sentence to all the other sentences within the same topic.
Then, take the two most similar sentences obtained from each metric as the candidates
to be shown to annotators.
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To create a paraphrase corpus different types of sources can be used to extract data.
Source of data to be selected depends on the granularity of paraphrasing which can be
at the phrase [1] [2] [3] sentence [4] [5] [6] [7] or paragraph level [8] [9]. Most of the
studies have been at phrase level for automatic machine translation, information retrieval and information extraction purposes or sentence level for question answering,
text summary and such. Comparable texts (Newspaper articles for the same news from
different sources), parallel texts (bilingual or monolingual translations of the same text,
answers given to the same question (FAQ, exams, customer opinions, rephrasing), text
modifications (Wikipedia) are some of the data sources.
Once the data is collected and pre-processed, the next task is to tag the text pairs as
paraphrase by the human annotators to achieve golden standard or training purposes.
To ease the task of the annotators, text similarity techniques are exploited to choose the
candidates automatically. These candidates are then marked as paraphrase or not paraphrase by the annotators.
Paraphrasing is a vague concept by itself and its understanding may vary from person to person. Some definitions [10] are as follows:
Wikipedia:
WordNet:

A restatement of a text or passage using different words
Express the same message in different words, rewording for
the purpose of clarification
Purdue’s OWL:
Your own rendition of essential information and ideas expressed by someone else, presented in a new form.
Pearson’s glossary: To record someone else’s words in the writer’s own words
To achieve a standard to some extent, guidelines are set for the annotation [5]. Even
then, the boundary is not clear. In some studies paraphrases are labelled with degree of
confidence in a graded fashion. For example in STS [11] and ULPC [7] textual similarity is annotated on 6 scale from exact semantic equivalence to complete un-relatedness. The annotation task is either done through field experts [7] or through
crowdsourcing [11].
Along with paraphrasing studies, some researchers [12] have made distinction between paraphrasing and entailment in the labelling. Paraphrasing is interpreted as a bidirectional relation where the same meaning is derived from both texts. Textual entailment is interpreted as a directional relation where one text can be inferred from the
other, but the reverse is not true. “Precise paraphrase” is addressed if the relation is
bidirectional: Text A is a paraphrase of text B if and only if A entails B and B entails
A [13].
In this study the sentences are annotated on five scale as 1) Paraphrase, 2) Entails,
3) Entailed, 4) Opposite and 5) Not paraphrase. We considered the first 3 as paraphrase
and the last two as not paraphrase. Sentence 5, given as example below, is taken from
our news database. Sentence 79 is labelled as paraphrase and sentence 1 is marked as
entailed. Both sentences 5 and 79 give approximately the same message. Sentence 1
can be deduced from these sentences.
Sentence 05:
In the implementation, it is foreseen that shareholders use credit approximately 115%
of their accretion that they get in four instalments up till now.
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(Turkish: Uygulamada, hak sahiplerinin şimdiye kadar dört taksitte aldıkları nemanın
yaklaşık ``yüzde 115`i kadar`` kredinin kullandırılması öngörüldü)
Sentence 79 (Paraphrase):
Credit will be given up to 115% of the total accretion that is received in 4 instalments
till today.
(Turkish: Bugüne kadar 4 taksitte alınan toplam nemanın yüzde 115`ine kadar kredi
verilecek)
Sentence 01 (Entailed):
To those who wish, Ziraat Bank will advance money on their receivable accretion.
(Turkish: Ziraat Bankası, isteyenlere alacakları nemalar karşılığında kredi
kullandıracak.)
The assessment of the most linguistic studies heavily depends on the tagged corpus
on which it is carried on. To increase the reliability of the golden standard, annotation
is done by several experts and inter annotator agreement is calculated. The performance
of paraphrase recognition approach is assessed with regard to the extent by which it
correlates with human annotators as human annotators correlate with each other. For
paraphrase studies, even in the cases where annotation rules are rigid, as in MSRP, high
inter-annotator agreements cannot be achieved.

2

Related Work

Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis [14] classify the studies in paraphrasing field with
respect to two dimensions: 1) whether paraphrasing or entailment, 2) processing of paraphrases: generation, extraction or recognition. Since the main goal of this study is to
create a Turkish gold-standard paraphrase corpus, we will focus on methodologies for
paraphrase extraction. Paraphrase corpora have been developed for different purposes
from different sources. We look at these studies from aspects given in Table 1.
Table 1. Classification of paraphrase corpora

Aspects
Source

Annotation
Granularity
Recognition basis
Rating
Purpose

Explanation
Comparable corpora (eg. News about the same event); bilingual corpora (using one language as a pivot to find paraphrases
in other documents.), monolingual corpora (parallel translations
of the same source), users (question answers, rephrases, twitter,
Wikipedia, etc.)
Automatic, experts, crowdsourcing
Paraphrase, sentence, paragraph
Syntactic similarity, semantic similarity, text alignment, word
overlap
Binary, scaled
Information retrieval, Automatic machine translation, Language generation, Question answering, Summarization
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Microsoft Research Paraphrase corpus (MSRP) can be considered as the first major
public paraphrase corpus [5] [15] annotated by humans in binary mode as paraphrase
or not paraphrase. Two methods: string similarity measure and discourse-based heuristic are used to draw candidate sentences from news after applying support vector machine classifier. It consists of 5801 pairs of sentences, of which 67% are judged to be
paraphrases.
User Language Paraphrase Corpus (ULPC) [7] is composed of 1998 sentence pairs
taken from students rephrases in response to target sentences. To describe the quality
of user response, 10 dimensions (garbage, frozen expression, irrelevant, elaboration,
writing quality, semantic similarity, lexical similarity, entailment, syntactic similarity,
paraphrase quality) of paraphrasing is considered. The annotators were asked to rate
between 1-6 interval (1: minimum, 6: maximum) with equal distance that is, 1 and 6
denote negative or positive with maximum confidence, whereas 3 and 4 denote negative
or positive with minimum confidence. The main purpose in posing this challenge was
to facilitate intelligent tutoring systems to provide users with feedback comparable to
those of experts.
Barzilay and McKeown [16] is an example to monolingual technique for corpus construction for the purpose of paraphrase extraction where, multiple English translations
of the same literary text are used. Sub-sentential paraphrases were labelled as true and
false by human annotators. They achieved 69% of accuracy in extracting paraphrases.
Two corpora in different languages are used to extract paraphrases in bilingual approach, taking one language as the pivoting language. Translations for phrases in the
targeted language are found in the pivoting language using statistical and automatic
machine translation techniques. Then, going backwards, translations for each of these
in the targeted language are assumed to be paraphrase candidates. Colin and CallisonBurch [17] used the German-English the French-English, Spanish-English, and ItalianEnglish portions of the Europarl corpus as sources. They report an accuracy of paraphrases extracted over multiple corpora as 57.4%.
Regneri et. al extracted paraphrase fragments form paraphrase sentences. With the
aim of generality, they used sentential paraphrases from four different corpora: The
Microsoft Paraphrase Corpus (MSR) [18] , The Microsoft Video Description Corpus
(MSVD) [19], The TACoS Corpus [20], The “House” Corpus [21]. Two annotators
labelled each ordered fragment pair as paraphrases, containment, backwards containment, unrelated or invalid. The overall annotator agreement was 0.50, according to Cohen’s Kappa (moderate agreement). Conflicts were resolved by a third annotator.
Agirre et al.’s [11] STS (The Semantic Textual Similarity) CORE corpus contains
2,250 pairs of headlines, machine translation evaluation sentences, and glosses (concept
definitions). This corpus was annotated through crowdsourcing on 6-value scale as:
5: identical, 4: strongly related, 3: related, 2: somewhat related, 1: unrelated, 0: completely unrelated.
Bernhard et al. [22] developed QP (The Question Paraphrase Corpus) with the purpose of better understanding of how questions in social Q&A sites can be automatically
analyzed and retrieved. 1000 questions and their paraphrases (in total 7434) are collected from randomly selected FAQ files in the Education category of the WikiAnswers
web site. They report 80% accuracy for the task of question paraphrase retrieval.
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3

Methodology

Our dataset is driven from Turkish BilCon2005 [23] news corpus which was created
for the purpose of event detection and tracking. This corpus contains 209.305 news
collected from five different Turkish news web sources: CNN Türk
(http://www.cnnturk.com), Haber 7 (http://www.haber7.com), Milliyet Gazetesi
(http://www.milliyet.com.tr), TRT (http://www.trt.net.tr), Zaman Gazetesi
(http://www.zaman.com.tr) throughout the year 2005. 5872 of these news are profiled
with Topic Title, Event Summary, What, Who, When, Where and other relevant data.
This news is then categorized into 13 topics like natural disasters, accidents, bank, elections, and etc.
For the preliminary study we chose randomly the topic “Bank” and parsed it into
sentences. After removing all the duplicates and short sentences with less than 3 words,
399 sentences are left. The average length of the sentences is 17.21words, with the
shortest 3 words and the longest 74 words.
We then calculated the distance of each sentence to all other sentences with 7 different distance metrics: Chebyshev, Cosine, Euclid, Hamming, City Block, Correlation
and Spearman. For each sentence, we selected two sentences with the least distance
calculated by each metric to be marked by the human annotators via a user interface as
shown in Fig.1 with five marking options as: Paraphrase, Entailing, Entailed, opposite,
not-Paraphrase. The target statement is shown on top of the screen. Three annotators
labelled each sentence in the list with a label provided via pull down menu. Annotators
marked the sentence as paraphrase when they believe the sentence gives the same or
very similar meaning with the target sentence. Annotators marked the sentence as entailed when they think that it can be inferred from the target statement and entailing
vice versa. The final decision is made if at least two annotators marked the same choice.

4

Results

Each of 7 similarity metric considered proposes 2 candidates as paraphrase for every
sentence in the set of 399 sentences. So, we have 399*14= 5586 sentences proposed as
candidates. By further eliminating the same candidates proposed by different metrics
we are left with 2472 sentences to be annotated by humans. Symmetric measures of
the Kappa analysis for three annotators with initial “S”, “T”, and “U” are given in Table 2. The second row shows the symmetric agreement ratios between the annotators
when the annotations are quantized to 1 (Paraphrase - Paraphrase /entailed /entailing)
and 0 (Not Paraphrase - opposite /notParaphrase). The third row shows the symmetric
agreement ratios between the annotators on 5 scale detail.
The sentences that are symmetrically labelled as paraphrases of each other, i.e., for
given sentences A and B, if A is labelled as paraphrase of B and B is labelled as paraphrase of A, are interpreted as true paraphrases. The annotators have marked 147 (6%)
pairs as paraphrases, 85 of which are bidirectional, and 62 of which are unidirectional.
Table 3 shows the percentage ratios (number of TP/(399*2) of true positives of the
metrics.
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Fig. 1. Annotation interface
Table 2. Kappa results for Inter-annotator agreement

Ranking
Binary Scale: Paraphrase / notParaphrase
5 Scale: Paraphrase / entailed / entailing / opposite / notParaphrase

S-T
0.87
0.83

S-U
0.75
0.70

U-T
0.81
0.77

Table 3. True Positive Percentages of the Text Similarity Metrics
Sim-Metric
Chebyshev
Cosine
Euclid
Hamming
CityBlock
Correlation
Spearman

% of TP
0,085
0,343
0,243
0,243
0,248
0,338
0,333

As seen from Table 3 similarity metrics group into three. Chebyshev performs the
least, in the middle performing group we have Euclid and Hamming and in the most
performing group we have, Cosine, Correlation and Spearman.
Rus (2014) argues that paraphrase sentences extracted from the same news have
large word overlap. Table 4 gives the word overlap ratios of the sentence pairs marked
as paraphrase and not paraphrase by the annotators.
Table 4. The word overlap ratios of the sentence pairs

Paraphrase
Not paraphrase
All sentences
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)

Max
0.98
0.86
0.98
80

Min
0.0
0.0
0.0

Avg.
0.49
0.12
0.14
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5

Conclusion

In this paper, we present preliminary work for the first stage, Turkish paraphrase corpus
development, of a study with the ultimate goal of paraphrase recognition. The method
is based on applying different text similarity metrics on the sentences driven from similar topics and choosing the sentences with the highest similarity scores as the candidates. Here we noticed that that some of the methods are not functioning well for measuring similarity at sentence level for Turkish. We will continue processing BilCon2005
Corpus, topic by topic, with improved data cleaning, pre-processing and choice of text
similarity metrics.
As it is argued in [10], paraphrase sentences extracted from the same news have
large word overlap which is in conflict with the definition of “expressing the same
meaning with different (own) words”. Most of the words in our sentence pairs overlap
as in MSRP sample sentences given below.
Text A: York had no problem with MTA’s insisting the decision to shift funds had
been within its legal rights.
Text B: York had no problem with MTA’s saying the decision to shift funds was
within its powers.
Our next goal is to foster this corpus with sentences obtained from several other
sources with different nature. We are planning to include sentences from different translations of the same texts, paraphrases from Turkish Language level assessment exams
in order to enrich the corpus by including broader range of linguistic phenomena [10]
and challenge the problem on a wider space.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an efficient approach for content
extraction of scientific papers from web pages. The approach uses an
artificial intelligence method, Case-Based Reasoning(CBR), that relies
on the idea that similar problems have similar solutions and hence
reuses past experiences to solve new problems or tasks. The key task
of content extraction is the classification of HTML tag sequences where
the sequences representing navigation links, advertisements and, other
non-informative content are not of interest when the goal is to extract
scientific contributions. Our method learns from each experience with
the tag sequence classification episode and stores these in the case base.
When a new tag sequence needs to be classified, the system checks its
case base to see whether a similar tag was experienced before in order to
reuse it for content extraction. If the tag sequence is completely new, then
it uses the proposed algorithm that relies on two assumptions related to
the distribution of various tag sequences occurring in the page, and the
similarity of the tag sequences with respect to their structure in terms of
levels of the tags. Experimental results show that the proposed approach
efficiently extracts content information from scientific articles.
Keywords: Literature Based Knowledge Discovery, Information
Extraction, Similar Pattern Mining, Case Based Reasoning

1

Introduction

Humans manage not to get distracted by advertisements, navigational menus,
recommended articles, etc when they read a web page because they quickly
learn where each of these noisy portions of a page is usually located and how
does each portion look like. The ability of distinguishing the actual content from
the rest of the page is necessary for computers as well because the noisy text may
adversely affect the search and text mining results. We are specifically interested
in text mining of scientific papers for the purpose of knowledge discovery. Hence,
we would like the computer to process only the content of the scientific articles
crawled from scientific publishers. This would have been an easy task if all journal
publishers had used the same structure where each type of noisy element was
pp. 85–96; rec. 2016-02-15; acc. 2016-03-06
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always located at the same position on a page. However, the fact is that each
publisher do it differently and the same publisher may use a different layout for
each journal they are publishing. In addition, each publisher often changes the
layout they are using over time. Hence, at any moment there are a large number
of layouts for the scientific papers on the Web. This makes it necessary for the
computer to learn from its experiences and quickly recognize a page layout if it
was deciphered earlier.
Several web page information extraction techniques have been introduced to
automatically extract the main content using various hybrid approaches that
apply segmentation methods based on heuristics or visual features to identify
the main content of the webpage. Finding the features that are more salient
for recognizing the main content is a challenging task. This problem is much
complicated when we attempt to extract coherent content from scientific research
articles. In this paper, we present an approach for learning to extract the main
content using case based reasoning, an artificial intelligence method for problem
solving, that applies incremental learning and reuses its knowledge about specific
patterns that it has observed earlier for the efficient extraction of the main
content from scientific articles.
This paper is organized as follows: After presenting a brief review of the
related work in Section 2, we describe the objectives of the proposed work in
Section 3. Then in Section 4, we briefly present the artificial intelligence method
called Case-Based Reasoning. In Section 5, the proposed approach is organised in
three subtasks: corpus acquisition, patterns extraction, and content extraction.
Section 6 describes our experimental results. Finally Section 7 concludes the
paper with a brief discussion on future work.

2

Related Work

Web content extraction is very well investigated in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Many of these approaches apply techniques based
on certain heuristics, machine learning or site specific solutions like rule based
content extraction, DOM tree parsing, Text graph or Link Graph or vision based
models, or NLP features like N −grams or shallow text features like number of
tokens, average sentence length and so on.
Cai et al. [1] presented a compilation of various approaches to handle web
content and approaches to perform web mining related tasks. Debnath et al. [2]
presented an approach for the automatic identification of informative sections
of webpages. This approach segments the given web document into several
constituent web page blocks and then applies several algorithms to identify the
text blocks of the primary content section and filters out the non-informative
content.
Finding the content portion of a web page is not straight forward across
multiple websites. Many solutions to this problem involve customized rules
or scripts to extract the content. Writing separate extraction routines for
each website is also time-consuming and many times fail when the web page
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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layout changes over time. Gibson et al. [3] presented an approach that models
the content identification problem as a sequence labelling problem using a
Conditional Random Field sequence labelling model.
Chakrabarti et al. [4] presented an approach for segmenting a webpage into
visually and semantically cohesive parts based on weighted graph technique.
The weights between two nodes in the Document Object Model (DOM) tree
should be placed together or apart in the segmentation. This framework learns
the weights from manually labelled data and helps in the segmentation process.
Kohlschütter et al. [6] proposed a boilerplate detection algorithm using
shallow text features. In this work, non-informative text portions called
boilerplates have been detected by using a small set of shallow text features.
These shallow text features help in classifying the individual text elements in
a webpage. Boilerplate creation process is guided by a stochastic model that
uses features like: average word length, average sentence length, text density, link
density, number of words and combination of local features.
Sleiman and Corchuelo [9] presented a comprehensive survey of content
extractors from web documents. They also proposed an unsupervised web data
extractor using Trinary trees. In this approach, two or more web documents
from same source are taken to learn a regular expression which is then used
to extract data from similar documents. This works on the hypothesis that the
input source documents share some common patterns. In another work[13], the
same authors proposed an unsupervised information extractor that finds and
removes shared token sequences amongst these web documents until finding the
informative content.
Yao and Zuo [14] presented a classification based approach to perform
webpage content extraction. In this work, a set of relevant features is selected
for each text block in the HTML document and then using a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier, each text block is classified as either content block
or non-content block. Most recently, Wu et al. [12] formulated the content
identification problem as a DOM tree node selection problem. Using multiple
features from DOM node properties, a machine learning model is trained and
a set of candidate nodes is selected based on the learning model. The authors
observed that the actual content is found in a spatially continuous block. They
developed a grouping approach to filter out noisy content and pick the missing
data for the candidate nodes.

3

Objectives

With the rapid growth of various research activities and scientific document
publishers, the volume of scientific articles keep increasing very fast. Scientist
need text mining and search systems to support their knowledge discovery
endeavour. The users often search for a topic, a particular researcher/author,
combination of topic and year, etc. while in text mining specific entities
(e.g., temperature, pH, phytoplankton) or topics (e.g., impacts of increasing
temperature on phytoplankton growth) may be focussed on. The input to a text
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mining system is the content of the scientific papers on the Web. Hence we aim to
develop a content extraction approach that is effective and domain independent.
Figure 1 illustrates a web page of a scientific paper consisting of various
blocks where same type of blocks are marked with the same number. Among
these blocks, some are just noisy blocks such as navigational links (marked
with number 1), banners, personalized menus and advertisements. We need
to identify the blocks of interest that cover various parts of a scientific article
(marked with number 7 in Figure 1) such as author details, affiliation details,
abstract, keywords, headers, sections, subsections, figures, tables, references,
contact details, acknowledgements, and so on. To distinguish these blocks from
the noisy blocks, we refer the former as valid or informative blocks of the
page. Our goal is to differentiate between blocks with informative content from
the ones with non-informative content, and only extract the content of the
informative parts of a web page. Figure 1 illustrates how the non-informative
or non-interesting parts of the page are spread over the page. A Web page is
represented in HTML format which can be translated into a representation
consisting of a set of HTML tag sequences where only some correspond to
the valid content. The valid content identification can be casted as recognition
of valid tag sequences. Tag sequence recognition, as seen in Section 2 is a
challenging and costly process based on some regularities and heuristics pertinent
to web page layouts.
Our objective is to develop a content extraction system that can efficiently
identify valid tag sequences in the web page through acquiring a new experience
each time it encounters a tag sequence the first time, and reusing this knowledge
when a new tag sequence to be classified (as informative or non-informative) was
seen earlier.

4

Case-Based Reasoning

Before describing the proposed approach to content extraction from scientific
articles, we give a brief description of the case-based reasoning method which is
the backbone of our approach.
Case-Based Reasoning is problem solving paradigm that solves new problems
based on the solutions of similar past problems [15, 16, 17]. The past cases are
stored in a case base where each case is a contextualized piece of experience
and has a problem description part which can be represented either in vector
representations, structured representation or in text representations[17], and a
solution part. CBR consists of four important steps: Retrieve, Revise, Reuse
and Retain (see Figure 2). When used for a classification task, the problem
description will consist of the features describing the problem while the solution
will be the class that it belongs to while in a planning task, the solution will be a
sequence of actions to take. The principle idea for all task is that similar problems
will have similar solutions. Hence, if a new problem description matches with an
already solved problem existing in the case base it is retrieved to be re-used for
solving the new problem. CBR allows incremental learning; when the current
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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Fig. 1. Scientific article crawled from Nature Publishers. Blocks marked with X are
not part of the main article content and need to be filtered out. Only those marked
with number 7 are ”valid/informative” for our purpose.

problem to be solved does not already exist in the case base, it is retained in the
Case Base after it is solved in order to be reused to solve future similar problems.
We use CBR for gathering informative tag sequence experiences and using
these in order to increase the efficiency of the system in classifying tag sequences
in a new web page.

5

Proposed Approach

The overall approach consists of three main components, as shown in Figure 3.
The first is the corpus acquisition component which converts the HTML
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Fig. 2. Case Based Reasoning Paradigm

representation of a web page that includes a scientific text into a representation
consisting of a set of HTML-tag sequences where each tag sequence corresponds
to a block (labelled with a number in Figure 1) in the page. Figure 1 illustrates
different blocks of a web page of a scientific paper. The next component,
pattern extraction, classifies a tag sequence as either informative/interesting or
non-informative. The last component is content extraction which extracts the
content of the blocks in the web page represented by valid patterns. The key
issue is to identify tag-sequences in HTML representation that are corresponding
to the valid content, e.g., sections of the scientific article. For the knowledge
discovery task, we may also be interested in some information about the article,
such as authors and the journal it is published in (marked with uppermost 7 in
Figure 1).
Our approach includes an algorithm that classifies a tag sequence as
representing valid or noisy data, through an elaborative comparison of all
tag-sequences in the concerned webpage (explained in detail in Section 5.2.2.
An important attribute of the proposed approach is that it can take advantage
of its earlier experiences about tag sequence classification. The tag sequence
classification in Section 5.2.2 is used only when the new tag to be classified is
not seen before, that is, a case similar to this one does not exist in the case base
of the system.
The overall approach is represented as a pseudocode in Algorithm 1 while
Figure 3 gives a more detailed picture of the approach. In the rest of Section 5,
we describe three main components and their sub-components in detail.
5.1

Corpus Acquisition

5.1.1 Crawling We have identified the set of seed urls for the articles of the
journals that are considered under three different categories in the specified
domain by domain experts: Level - 2: high impact journal, Level - 1: low
important journal and Level - 0: other journals. The choice of the categories
may vary across researchers in the same domain and the impact of the journal is
also selected based on their scientific impact factor and the citation of the articles
published in that journal. So it is a co-related factor associated with the choice
of the publication channel of the domain experts in the specific domain. We
have used the collected seed urls and performed crawling of scientific articles. In
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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Algorithm 1 The proposed approach
Input: A collection of scientific articles, each in HTML format
Description:
1: Preprocess the input HTML document into a well structured HTML document
2: Parse the HTML document into a set of tag-sequences
3: for each tag sequence of the document do
4:
Match the tag sequence with the cases in the case base
5:
if a similar case (i.e, a tag sequence / pattern) is retrieved then
6:
Perform content extraction with the retrieved pattern
7:
else
8:
Identify the candidate tag sequence / pattern using count- and
level-assumptions and retain in the case base
9:
Extract the content using the identified pattern
10:
end if
11: end for
Output:
a) A case base of tag patterns;
b) Extracted blocks of the main content of scientific articles.

this experiment, we have considered only a few publishers popular in publishing
journals of high impact factors. After crawling the scientific articles, we have
stored the original content of the articles in HTML format. We further use these
articles to perform the extraction of the main content for exploratory purposes.

5.1.2 Preprocessing The scientific articles are crawled in HTML format
from various publishers. An HTML document in the crawled data may have noisy
contents like advertisements, banners, recommended articles, navigational links,
copyright information and so on. We perform the metadata extraction of the
article in the form of an attribute-value pairs. Additionally, we use the pattern
extractor that explores the structure of the main article content, filters out the
patterns with class references of similar blocks of the main text content of the
scientific article. The text content of such similar patterns can represent coherent
blocks ( or sections ) of a scientific article. We have adapted the preprocessing
steps similar to the one given in [18].
In Section. 5.3.1, we explain the detailed procedure to segment an article (in
HTML format) into coherent blocks.

5.1.3 Parsing We apply top down parsing by traversing over the HTML tags
(nodes) in the well structured HTML document. At each node, we populate
the tag sequence of the underlying subtree and we repeat this process until
we process all open tags till the end of the web document. Each of these tag
sequences represent a specific part of the layout. So the output of the parsing is
a set of tag sequences.
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Fig. 3. The proposed CBR-based approach to content extraction.

5.2

Pattern Extraction

5.2.1 CBR Retrieval When a new tag sequence in the document is to be
classified as a valid or invalid pattern, the system first tries to retrieve a case
with a similar pattern from the case base. Since we preserve the order of tags in
the sequence, the similarity measure applied here is based on substring matching
and gives higher preference to the matches that occur at higher levels of tags. If
the system finds a similar case, then the current tag sequence is valid indicating
that the corresponding content should be extracted. If there is no similar case in
the case Base, then the system resorts to the classification algorithm explained
in Section 5.2.2. If the tag sequence is classified as valid by this algorithm, then
it is learnt and retained in the case base.
5.2.2 Identifying Candidate Tag Sequences Our approach is based
on two important assumptions that we call as count assumption and level
assumption. The count assumption expresses that sections of a scientific article
are assumed to follow a similar tag sequence. This means that this type of tag
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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sequence occurs as many times as the number of sections in the article. This
in turn, means that the tag sequence with the most occurrence on a web page
of the scientific article is highly probable to belong to the scientific text. The
level assumption suggests that for an article with several sections, even when
the whole tag sequence of each section does not fully matches with that of other
sections, a large portion of tag sequences of all sections may be overlapping at
different levels that correspond to different subsections. Tag sequences of two
sections that overlap in higher levels are considered to be more similar. The
more such higher levels they overlap, the more similar they would be. Putting
these two assumptions together, tag sequences that are similar according to the
level assumption that occurs most often in a web page are good candidates to
represent a section of a scientific text. These candidate patterns are used to
populate the case base which was empty at the initial state.
5.3

Content Extraction

5.3.1 Segmenting Scientific Article into Blocks
For each valid tag sequence in the document, we scan through the document
and identify all matching blocks. Each block is segmented according to the tag
sequence.
5.3.2 Extracting Text from Blocks Step 1: We extract the meta tags by
matching META attributes and values of the HTML document. We collect most
of the available metadata of articles from the HEAD tag.
Step 2: In this step, we focus on the content part of the scientific article. We
match the tag sequences to the corresponding blocks of the scientific articles.
We extract the text from matching blocks.

6
6.1

Experimental Results
Corpus

We have crawled scientific articles published by various publishers and the details
are listed in Table 1. In this experiment, we have crawled both open access
articles and articles with restricted access option (subscription based). The
articles collected from journals: Climate Change, Ecosystems and The ISME
Journal are of open access and the articles collected from journals: Ecology
Letters, Nature Geoscience and Nature Communications are of restricted access.
Scientific research articles in the areas of Marine Science, Climate Science and
Environmental Science are the outcome of research experiments and observations
describing the underlying complex theories and models. Lots of variables like
chemical compositions, metals, living organisms and other species are involved
in such environmental models. To explore the facts behind these variables and
find out how the variables are quantified in the presence of an associated variable
or an event in the marine food chain. These journals are suggested by the
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Publisher
Springer
Springer
Macmillan Publishers
Wiley
Macmillan Publishers
Macmillan Publishers

Journal Name
Climate Change
Ecosystems
The ISME Journal
Ecology Letters
Nature Geoscience
Nature Communications

# Articles
473
73
113
1650
225
2,741

Table 1. Data used in our experiments

domain experts. This data is the part of the ongoing research work on the
literature based knowledge discovery tasks and is a part of the corpus used
in the OCEAN-CERTAIN1 project.
6.2

Evaluation Measures

In this section, we present the evaluation measure of the proposed approach. We
used the following measures to quantify the goodness of the extracted blocks:
Purity and Accuracy. Let us define these measures now.
Purity is used to quantify the number of noise free blocks that are extracted
from the given input document. We define Purity as the ratio between the
number of blocks without noisy content and the total number of blocks extracted.
Accuracy is used to quantify the number of content blocks that are correctly
extracted from the given input document. We define accuracy as the ratio
between the number of blocks correctly extracted and the total number of blocks
in the input document.
6.3

Discussion

We have presented our preliminary results in this work. We have considered top
20 articles in each journal and manually evaluated the efficiency of the proposed
information extraction approach. The results are tabulated in Table. 2.
Journal Name
Climate Change
Ecosystems
The ISME Journal
Ecology Letters
Nature Geoscience
Nature Communications

Purity # Accuracy
91.2 %
95.43 %
93.57 %
88.52 %
90.72 %
91.83 %
85.27 %
89.39 %
94.26 %
93.41 %
96.37 %
95.43 %

Table 2. Purity and Accuracy scores of the selected journals (averaged over 20
documents)
1

OCEAN CERTAIN - A project funded by European Union and lead by NTNU with
11 partners from 8 European countries and Chile and Australia. http://cordis.
europa.eu/project/rcn/110540_en.html
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Since Nature articles are well organized into coherent sections, each section
heading and subheadings are explicitly marked up. It also helps to filter out
figure captions along with the table related data from the main content. In
journals published by other publishers, the wrapper has to identify and extract
this information with more efforts. Additionally, we observed majority of the
articles consists of citation and copyright blocks along with the main content. It
also reduces the accuracy of the proposed approach.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed an approach that performs learning to extract
vital information from scientific articles based on a Case-Based Reasoning
approach. In a web page of a scientific paper, there will be more number of
article related blocks than other, noisy parts. Since tag sequences representing
the segments of the scientific text will be similar, the tag sequence with highest
number of occurrence in the page is a good candidate to represent the content
of our interest. Here we attempted to use this heuristic without relying on
any linguistic or semantic expertise to extract the right content from different
publishers. Experimental results carried out on the subset of the scientific
articles collection show that the proposed approach effectively extracts the
relevant information that is useful to do knowledge discovery. Further we need
to recognize patterns that belong to the specific parts of a scientific article,
that is, whether the pattern belongs to author(s) name, title or the main body
of the scientific content. To achieve this, we plan to extend the CBR part of
the system and add the label of the tag sequence that specifies the part of the
scientific article.
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Abstract. We aim to develop a text mining framework capable of
identifying and extracting causal dependencies among changing variables
(or events) from scientific publications in the cross-disciplinary field of
oceanographic climate science. The extracted information can be used
to infer new knowledge or to find out unknown hypotheses through
reasoning, which forms the basis of a knowledge discovery support
system. Automatic extraction of causal knowledge from text content
is a challenging task. Generally, the approaches of causal relation
identification proposed in the literature target specific domain such as
online news or biomedicine as the domain has significant influence on
causality expressions found in the domain texts. Therefore, the existing
models of causality extraction may not be directly portable to other/new
domains. In this paper, we describe the nature of causation observed in
climate science domain, review the state-of-the-art approaches in causal
knowledge extraction from text and carefully select the methods and
resources most likely to be applicable to the considered domain.
Keywords: causal relation, information extraction, relation extraction,
knowledge discovery

1

Introduction

Climate change is a major concern in recent years and has various direct
and indirect effects in day-to-day life. Global warming, intensified with various
anthropogenic activities, have serious impacts on the precious climate system of
this blue planet. As a result, the pattern of the climate has been changing rapidly.
The other associated natural processes and systems are, in consequence with
climate change, being affected significantly. Changes in the ecological system of
the marine environment is one such system.
Various studies in the domain of marine science, climate science,
environmental science and other related fields of Earth Science report significant
changes in recent years in several parameters (i.e., quantitative variables) of the
ocean environment. Sea-surface temperature, bottom-water temperature, direction
of ocean circulation, acidity, pH, alkalinity and CO2 concentration level in water
are a few examples of variables observed to change significantly in past years.
pp. 97–107; rec. 2016-02-08; acc. 2016-03-09
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Significant changes of such variables have impact on phytoplankton growth rate
which indirectly affects marine food web - a complex feeding network of different
species (i.e., who eats whom) living in the marine environment. Along with this,
the efficiency of the biological pump, the ocean's ability to absorb and store CO2
as the food web transfer parts of the biomass deeper into the ocean, is degraded.
The research publications in climate science, marine science and
environmental science are the authentic sources of information describing various
theories and models consisting of changing variables (or events) and their
complex interactions. The elementary interactions among the events may be in
the form of correlations, causal relations or the positive/negative feedback cycles
consisting of sequence of events. Identifying and extracting valuable interactions
from the scientific articles and combining them to explore various hidden
connections among the events can help to better understand the functionality
of various processes of the domain and their dependencies. However, the sheer
volume of the articles limits scientists and policy makers to collect useful
information by reading the articles in due time. Human cognition, on the other
hand, may be another limit for recognizing and interpreting various cross-domain
knowledge fragments. Therefore, an automated knowledge discovery support
system is needed to quickly process the vast collection of research articles, extract
useful knowledge fragments and produce new insights, hypothesis or discover
unknown knowledge by combining the extracted knowledge units.
To distill essential factual knowledge from unstructured text content of
research papers, the text mining techniques are successfully applied in the
domain of bio-medicine. Significant advancements have been observed in
identifying named entities [9], detecting events [28], coreference resolution [1]
and causal relations extraction [26]. With the use of domain dependent Natural
Language Processing(NLP) tools like Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger, shallow and
full sentence parsers for syntactic analysis of the text content, biomedical text
mining is capable of providing a platform where researchers can query on the
vast database of research articles of the domain. The researchers don‘t need to
bother how many papers the system needs to process to find or infer the required
answer, or how did the system do it?
In the domain of Natural Science, specifically in the cross-disciplinary domain
of oceanographic climate science, our goal is to develop a (literature-based)
knowledge discovery support system to facilitate a large community of scientists
and researchers. The major challenges we face are the lack of resources like task
specific annotated corpora, indexed literature databases covering the entire field,
domain dependent NLP tools with good accuracies and knowledge resources
(ontologies) as our target domain is almost unexplored. The resources and tools
developed in biomedicine domain are not directly usable due to domain difference
as shown in [24, 25]. Therefore, to meet this goal, a constant effort is being
employed to develop resources and tools. In [25], authors describe an annotation
scheme to annotate quantitative variables, their change events, correlations and
causal relations among change events, and feedback loops from the abstracts and
full-text journal papers collected from the nature publication. In [24], authors
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automatically identify and extract variables and their direction of changes using
a tree pattern matching technique and generalise these variables by progressive
pruning of syntax tree using tree transformation operations.
In this research direction, our target is to develop a causality extraction
model in oceanographic climate science domain where the causal relation among
change events (as described in Section 2) can be automatically extracted from
the scientific publications. The causal relations extracted from a collection of
research papers of the domain can then be used for causal reasoning with
the help of domain knowledge to discover new facts or unknown hypotheses
of the domain. Such a reasoning system can provide a better information search
(semantic search) capability to the scientists and researchers to efficiently access
vast database of publications. In this paper, we explore the existing methods and
algorithms of event causality identification and carefully select the methods and
resources most likely to be applicable to oceanographic climate science domain
with a proposed work plan.
The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the causality
in oceanographic climate science domain. Section 3 shows the nature of causation
observed in the considered domain. Section 4 describes the existing approaches
for handling causality in text content. Section 5 discusses the suitability of
the existing algorithms in this domain and the proposed work plan. Section
6 concludes the paper.

2

Problem Description

Causality extraction from text content is a fundamental task towards the desire
of developing literature-based knowledge discovery support system. In climate
science domain, an event is defines as: “a change is an event in which the value
of a quantitative variable is changing” [25]. Causal relation, in general, is a
semantic relation between two events where the occurrence of one event (called
cause event) causes the occurrence of the other event (referred as the effect
event). Figure 1 shows a typical example of causal relation between two events
E1 and E2 , where E1 is “Reduced calcification of marine plankton” and E2 is
“increased atmospheric CO2 .”
The causality between these two events is expressed explicitly by the causality
marker (or cue phrase) “in response to”. All the examples (Fig. 1 - Fig. 4) of
causal relation in climate science domain are taken from the pilot annotation
described in [25].
We have mentioned earlier that climate science is a new text mining domain.
The necessary resources and domain specific NLP tools are not available in order
to immediately and effortlessly build the pipeline for analyzing larger context
and to just focus only on causal relation extraction module. Keeping in mind
this limitation, we are interested to develop our causal relation extraction model
incrementally. In the first step, we focus on identifying intra-sentence explicit
causal relations. Some issues related to identifying causal relations within a single
sentence where causation is explicitly expressed are described in the following
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⇓
↑ atmospheric CO2 ⇒ ↓ calcification of marine plankton
Fig. 1. Causality between two events in Natural Science literature

section. We have a plan to deal with inter-sentence causal relations by identifying
discourse causal markers and resolving coreference issues, but this is not a focus
in this paper.

3

Nature of Causation in Climate Science

We have studied various diversities and issues related to the notion of causation
and how it may be expressed in natural language specifically in the research
articles of climate science collected from Nature publications. These diversities
need to be discussed in detail in order to develop a causal relation extraction
model in this domain. The issues are described below:
1. Multi-Event Participation in Causation: Causal relation is, in general,
a binary relation. It is a relation between two events: the cause event and
the effect event as described in figure 1. However, it is observed that in
causal implication, events can participate in the antecedent and/or in the
consequence part as shown in figure 2 below.

⇓
↑ CO2 availability ∧ ↓ organic carbon production ⇒ ↓ Rayleigh distillation ∧ ↓ the
enrichment of 13C within the cell
Fig. 2. Many-to-Many events causality

In this example, two events “increased CO2 availability” and “reduced
organic carbon production” are connected through the conjunction “in
combination with” to form a larger (or composite) event and serve as a
cause event to the causal relation signaled by “lead to”. Similarly, the events
“lowered Rayleigh distillation” and “decrease the enrichment of 13C within
the cell” jointly forms the effect event. Therefore, causal relation in this
example is a Many-to-Many(M:M) relation.
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2. Event Participating in Multiple-Causation: Causal relations are
sometimes expressed in a cascaded style where a single event can participate
in more than one causal expressions in the same sentence. Figure 3 shows
an example of such causation.

⇓
↑ carbon dioxide → ↑ carbonic acid
↑ carbon dioxide ∧ ↑ carbonic acid → ↑ (CO2 ∧ acidity)
Fig. 3. Many-to-many event causality

In this example, the first causal relation expresses an 1:1 relation between
events “↑ carbon dioxide” (cause event) and “↑ carbonic acid” (effect event).
The second causal relation in the same sentence represented as a M:M event
relation where the events of the first relation collectively constitute the cause
event and the events “↑ CO2 ” and “↑ acidity” are the effect events.
3. Double Role of Causal Markers: It is observed in other domains that
the causal markers are often ambiguous i.e., they do not always express
causality. Under certain context and semantic orientation, the markers
express causality between events. This phenomenon is also true in climate
science domain. However, we have noticed that the causal markers also
trigger the change events along with its causation indication role in certain
contexts.

⇓
l (oxygen availability ∧ macrofaunal biomass ∧ retention of labile organic
matter(OM)) ⇒ l (heterotrophic bacterial C ∧ N incorporation in the sediments of
the OMZ-impacted Indian continental margin)
Fig. 4. Causality marker holds implicit trigger to event
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In figure 4., the word regulate serves as a causal marker. Also, it serves as a
change indicator (denoted as “l”) to the variables “heterotrophic bacterial
C” and “N incorporation in the sediments of the OMZ-impacted Indian
continental margin”.

4

Causal Relation Extraction - A Brief Review

The general notion of causality is very broad. It has been studied in various
fields of research like philosophy, statistics, cognitive science, linguistics,
physics, economics, biology, medicine and so on. In computational linguistics,
considerable amount of work has been done on automatic extraction of causal
knowledge from text in general [5, 8, 22, 32] and in specialized domains like
biomedical science [20, 26], or online news domain [11, 31]. However, causality
knowledge extraction is a non-trivial problem till date. Many questions remain
unsolved about the nature of causation. Also, causation is subjective - human
judgement about causation is even conflicting in many instances (shows low
inter-annotators agreement) and subject to the realization of the context [14]. In
the following sub-sections we broadly categorize existing approaches of causality
identification from text content found in literature.
4.1

Causality Extraction using Handcrafted Patterns

The initial attempts of causal relation extraction rely on knowledge-based
inference techniques [18,22,35]. These works used linguistic patterns of causation
along with manually crafted resources to detect causal relation hidden the
context. In this research direction, Kaplan et al. [19] proposed a linguistic
pattern-based approach for causal knowledge extraction where the resources
like grammar, lexicon and domain-knowledge are hand-crafted for the target
domain. Garcia [10] develop an approach where the causative verb patterns are
extracted from French texts using handcrafted rules. In this experiment, the
author found 25 causal relations and classified them with a precision of 85%
using a semantic model based on “Force Dynamics” of Leonard Talmy [37].
Explicit causal relations are also identified from MEDLINE text database by
Khoo et al. [20] using predefined linguistic patterns and achieved a precision
about 68%. In this work, partially parsed verb linguistic patterns indicating
causality relationships are matched on text to extract cause-effect information.
The causal relation extraction models based on linguistic patterns perform
pretty well in restricted domains. However, rule creation is expensive and time
consuming and it suffers from domain portability issue.
4.2

Semi-automatic Causal Pattern Learning

The other research direction explores semi-automatic learning of causal patterns
from corpus with minimal (or no) domain knowledge. In this direction, Khoo
et al. [21] developed an automatic system for extracting cause-effect relation
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from newspaper texts using simple pattern-matching and without using linguistic
clues and domain knowledge. In [12], Girju and Moldovan describe syntactic and
semantic classification of cause-effect lexico-syntactic patterns found in English
texts. They developed an approach to automatically identify lexico-syntactic
patterns consisting of a pair of noun phrases connected by causative verbs
(<N P1 verb N P2 >) that express the causal relations. Finally, a semi-automatic
validation method is proposed to evaluate the extracted causal patterns. Marcu
and Echihabi [23] classifies a sentence pair as ‘causal’ or ‘¬causal’ by training
a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier on inter-sentence lexical pair probability. Girju [11]
developed a decision tree based classifier on causality-annotated corpora, where
the cue phrases are automatically extracted from WordNet [27] and also from
the corpus, and achieved a precision of 73.91%. In [5], Blanco et al. first
manually identify the syntactic patterns that may encode marked and explicit
causation and found that the four most common relators encoding causation
are because, since, as and after. Then they used decision tree based learning
algorithm (an implementation of Bagging with C4.5 decision trees) to decide
whether or not a pattern instance encodes a causation. However, this method
is not able to detect the causes and the effects. Ittoo and Bouma [17] present a
semi-supervised method for automatic extraction of high quality causal relations
from domain-specific, sparse corpora. In this work, they initially acquire a set
of explicit and implicit lexico-syntactic patterns from Wikipedia. Using some
seed cause-effect patterns, the extracted patterns are then classified as causal or
non-causal by measuring their reliability through computing point-wise mutual
information between extracted patterns and seed patterns and ranking the
extracted patterns accordingly. Finally, the extracted causal patterns are used
to identify domain-specific causal relations.

4.3

Causality Prediction by Supervised Learning

In the supervised learning set-up, the domain corpus is needed to be annotated
with events (or entities) and their causal relationships. Causality annotated
corpora is then used to train supervised model for classifying a pair of events
as causal or non-causal pair. In [11], the author manually annotates Loss
Angles Times corpus based on explicit causal verbs (e.g., “to cause”). Using
this annotated corpora and WordNet [27], the cue phrases are extracted,
automatically. A decision tree classifier is then trained which detects the causality
relation in news events with 73.9% precision and 88.7% recall. Beamer et
al. [2] develop a support vector machine (SVM) based classifier trained on
SemEval 2007 Task 4 corpus [13] and report an accuracy of 77.5% in identifying
cause-effect noun pairs. SVM classifiers are also trained on annotated Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) texts by [4,34]. In [29], the verb-pair rules are used to train Naı̈ve
Bayes (NB) and SVM classifier to identify causality from multiple Elementary
Discourse Units (EDUs) and reported precision of 88% with NB and 89% with
SVM.
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4.4

Statistical Approaches

Existing corpus-based approaches to causality extraction use distributional
characteristics of events, like co-occurrence features, object-sharing features,
temporal features, distance features and so on. Machine learning based
approaches are more robust than rule-based approaches and require less linguistic
information and domain knowledge. Torisawa [38] developed a model for
extracting commonsense inference rules from coordinate verb phrases based on
co-occurrence and object sharing features. This work is further extended in [39]
where the occurrence frequency of a single verb is emphasized and reported a
relative improvement of 60 precision. Other approaches use predicate semantics
[15, 16] and shared arguments [6, 7].
Since causation can be expressed in many different ways in natural language,
the automatic recognition of causal relations is challenging. In recent works,
researchers try to overcome this challenge by considering specific constructions
like causation between verbs [2, 4, 8, 32], between verb-noun pairs [8, 33] and
between two discourse segments [30, 36].

5

Proposed Work Plan

The approach of causal relation extraction using handcrafted rules/patterns is
not suitable in our domain as our domain is cross-disciplinary in nature and
creating causal patterns requires sufficient expertise of the domains. Also, in the
rule-based causality identification approach, the rules created manually work
well when the causality is obvious i.e., there has no ambiguity in identifying
the causal indicators and the participating events. However, in Section 3, we
have seen that causation in the considered domain is often complex in nature.
Therefore, hand-made pattern-based causality detection is not feasible in this
domain.
The supervised learning approach of causal relation is also not applicable
as it requires large amount of causality annotated corpora of the domain which
is a rather costly process. However, as we showed in Section 3 that an event
can participate in more than one causal relation in some contexts, supervised
classification approaches can be good candidates where the lexical, contextual,
syntactic and semantic features can be well exploited for classifying a pair of
events. We are under process of developing a small amount of causality annotated
corpora for developing a baseline causal relation extraction model in our domain
using supervised learning method like SVM. In the next step, we will experiment
with various semi-supervised algorithms to improve the baseline performance
using the annotated corpus and with large collection of unannotated texts.
The unsupervised way of measuring causal association between an event pair
based on mutual information between them (PMI) and its variations like causal
potential [3], Cause-Effect-Association (CEA) [8] reported good accuracy. We
should explore the opportunities of such unsupervised approaches and evaluate
their performance.
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Our hypothesis pertinent to extraction of cascaded relations (issue 2 in
Section 3) is that joint extraction of events and causal relations may better
suit to cope with the complexity introduced by the inter-dependency between
events and the causal expressions.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss about the necessity of the development causal relation
extraction model in the cross-disciplinary field of climate science, marine science
and environmental science. We describe the causality expressions found in
oceanographic climate science domain and the issues need to be handled to
develop a causal relation extraction model. We describe a brief survey of existing
approaches of causal relation extraction from text data. Finally, we discuss about
the suitability of existing causal relation extraction models in the considered
domain and present the work plan.
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Abstract. Wikipedia is a free-content Internet encyclopedia that can be edited
by anyone who accesses it. As a result, Wikipedia contains both featured and
non-featured articles. Featured articles are high-quality articles and nonfeatured articles are poor quality articles. Since there is an exponential growth
of Wikipedia articles, the need to identify the featured Wikipedia articles has
become indispensable so as to provide quality information to the users. As very
few attempts have been carried out in the biology domain of English Wikipedia
articles, we present our study to automatically measure the information quality
in biological Wikipedia articles. Since the coherence shows representational information quality of a text, we have used the discourse connective count measure for our study. We compare this novel measure with two other popular approaches word count measure and explicit document model method that have
been successfully applied to the task of quality measurement in Wikipedia articles. We organized the Wikipedia articles into balanced and unbalanced set.
The balanced set contains featured and non-featured articles of equal length and
the unbalanced set contains randomly selected featured and non-featured articles. The best result for the balanced set is obtained with F-measure of 83.2%,
while using Support Vector Machine classifier with 4-gram representation and
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency weighting scheme. Meanwhile,
the best result for unbalanced corpus is obtained using the discourse connective
count measure with an F - measure of 98.06%.
Keywords: Wikipedia articles quality, Document classification, Featured article, Non-featured article, Word count measure, Discourse connective count
measure.

1

Introduction

Wikipedia is a web based, free content encyclopedia with openly editable content.
Anyone can write or edit these articles. It was created in 2001 and is a multilingual
project in 290 languages. Wikipedia articles are classified into various categories
based on their quality. The quality of information includes traditional dimensions
such as accuracy, consistency, timeliness, completeness, accessibility, objectiveness
and relevancy. Over 4500 articles have been designated as featured articles and 22000
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articles as good articles by the Wikipedia community. Featured articles are considered
to be the best articles. Wikipedia’s strength and weakness is that it is open to anyone.
Hence it may also contain low quality content. Non-featured articles are low quality
articles that are not of good standard. As Wikipedia articles are increasing enormously
in size, it is important to classify these articles as featured and non-featured to provide
quality information to the users. The document classification task is to assign a document to one or more classes or categories. Currently there are various document classification works being done on Wikipedia articles of general domain. But, very few
works are available for biological domain. Hence, in this study, we have focused on
automatically identifying the featured biological Wikipedia articles. In order to increase the participation of computational biology researchers in English Wikipedia
and other Wikimedia projects, Wiki Project Computational Biology aims at improving and organizing articles on computational biology, bioinformatics, systems biology
and related topics. The overall goal of the project is to improve the article quality of
Wikipedia articles within the biology domain [16]. We developed our data set by
collecting these articles. Previous works, describes various approaches used to automatically assess the quality of Wikipedia articles.
The paper [2] describes two classification approaches categorization and clustering. This paper discussed the advantages of document classification methods for organizing explicit knowledge. [12] demonstrated the feasibility of building an automatic system to assign quality ratings to Wikipedia articles. Their model obtained an
accuracy of 74.6%. [7] investigated four different methods for text classification tasks
that include Naive Bayes classifier, the nearest neighbor classifier, decision trees and
subspace method. They applied these machine learning techniques to seven class
yahoo news groups. The best classification accuracy achieved on seven class problem
is approximately 83%. [5] in their work has used inductive learning to categorize
natural language documents into predefined content categories.
A variety of simple approaches have been used in the past like number of edits,
word count measure, fact count, etc., for automatic classification of featured and nonfeatured Wikipedia articles. [3] in their paper have analyzed a novel set of features for
the task of automatic edit category classification. Using a supervised machine learning experiment, they achieved a micro average F-measure of 62% on a corpus of edits
from English Wikipedia. [1] proposed a simple metric word count for measuring article quality. They measured the length of the articles in words. [17] offered new metrics for an efficient quality measurement. Their metrics are based on the life cycles of
low and high quality articles. The metrics refer to the changes of the persistent and
transient contribution throughout the entire life span. These two metrics are used to
measure the editing intensity. [6] in their work demonstrated a simple statistical
measure, factual density based on facts extracted from web content using open information extraction. They obtained an F-measure of 90.4% on unbalanced corpus. On
balanced corpus, they used relational features for categorizing Wikipedia articles into
featured/good and non-featured articles. They obtained an F-measure of 86.7%.
The paper [8] presents the authors’ first study to automatically assess information
quality in Spanish Wikipedia articles. They evaluated the featured article identification as a binary classification task. Their results show that featured article identifica-
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tion for Spanish Wikipedia articles can be performed with an F-measure of 81% when
the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) algorithm is used. We have used a novel
measure the discourse connective count measure for identifying the featured articles
and have compared this approach with other two approaches, word count measure and
explicit document model method.
Coherence shows the representational informational quality. Discourse analysis is
concerned with measurements of cohesion and coherence. Discourse connective connects the overall text and establishes coherence between the sentences and coherence
shows how well the information hangs together. It gives completeness and relevance
among the text [12]. Since the quality of the featured article lies on these traditional
dimensions, connectives can be used as a measure to distinguish featured and nonfeatured articles. In past works various algorithms have been proposed to measure
cohesion. However, coherence is more difficult to quantify. We have used discourse
connectives as a measure of coherence. We have collected the featured and nonfeatured Wikipedia articles from the index of biology articles that belongs to general
biology, molecular biology and evolutionary biology. Then it is organized into balanced and unbalanced set. First, we used word count measure to classify the articles.
Then, we used the discourse connective count measure. The results obtained after
using connectives showed that this feature outperforms the word count measure for
unbalanced corpus. On balanced corpus, the explicit language model method performed better than the word count measure and discourse connective count measure.
The results are comparable with state-of-art systems.
In the next section, we describe the datasets used to develop the balanced and unbalanced corpus. In Section 3 experiments performed are explained in detail and in
Section 4 results obtained are discussed. We conclude our paper in Section 5.

2

Corpus Used

Our data set consists of totally 2028 featured and non-featured biological Wikipedia
articles. The Wikipedia article quality grading scheme classifies articles into different
classes. In our work we have considered the Wikipedia articles belonging to Featured
article, A, Good Article, B and B plus categories as featured articles and articles belonging to C, start and stub class as non-featured articles. Featured articles are well
written, accurate, and stable and images are well illustrated. These articles are well
organized and complete. The non-featured articles miss important content and contain
irrelevant information. These featured and non-featured articles are organized as the
balanced corpus and the unbalanced corpus. The balanced corpus contains the featured and non-featured articles of similar length. The unbalanced corpus contains
randomly selected featured and non-featured articles without considering the document size. The balanced and unbalanced corpora contain 518 featured and 496 nonfeatured articles each. For the experiments on the balanced and the unbalanced corpora, we have used 811 articles for training and 203 articles for testing in the ratio
80:20. Figure 1 shows the corpus statistics.
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Fig. 1. Corpus statistics

3

Experiments

In our work, we automatically classify the biological Wikipedia articles as featured
and non-featured articles. To identify the biological featured articles, we used word
count measure, connective count measure and explicit document model method.
These approaches are described in detail in the following sections.
3.1

Word Count Measure

First, we evaluated the word count measure as a baseline on the balanced and unbalanced corpora. The word count measure is a simple and effective measure of quality
for Wikipedia articles [1]. It simply means the number of words in a document. Based
on the number of words, each article is classified as featured and non-featured. To
evaluate using the word count measure, first the documents were tokenized and the
numbers of words were counted. While, [1] in his work have classified the articles
with more than 2000 words as featured and those with fewer than 2000 words as random, [6] have used word count of 200 for lower quality articles and 1400 for high
quality articles. [8] used a threshold of 3070 words for the unbalanced set and 955
words for the balanced set to classify featured and non-featured articles for Spanish
Wikipedia articles. In this study, we found that the word count of non-featured articles
on unbalanced corpus is lesser than 1800 words. Meanwhile, on the balanced corpus
the word count of non-featured articles is between 800 to 3600 words and word count
of featured articles is between 2700 to 15000 words. Hence, on an average the unbalanced corpus articles having more than 2000 words and balanced corpus articles having more than 3000 words are categorized as featured articles.
3.2

Discourse Connectives Count Measure

The quality of information lies in how well the provided information is useful to the
users. [10], has described ten dimensions of information quality. The quality inforResearch in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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mation has to meet certain criteria like accuracy, timeliness, relevancy, etc. coherence
is one among the ten dimensions that plays a significant role in defining information
quality. Coherence makes a text semantically meaningful. It can be achieved through
syntactic features such as deitic, anaphoric and cataphoric elements, presuppositions
etc. [13]. Discourse connectives are one such syntactic feature that establishes coherence between two units in a text/discourse. They connect two discourse units that
include single clauses or multiple clauses and in some cases it may include whole
sentences and even multiple sentences. The units the discourse connectives connect
are called as arguments. The relation can be established explicitly or implicitly [11].
Example 1
Some DNA sequences are transcribed into RNA but they are not translated into protein products.
In Example 1, “but” is the explicit discourse connective that connect two clauses.
Here, connective “but” establishes coherence between two clauses.
Example 2
In the absence of SOX2, there is no equivalent rapidly proliferating cell population,
the only surviving cells being trophoblast giant cells and ExEn.
In Example 2, “and” acts as a connective that connect two entities “trophoblast giant cells” and “ExEn”. Here “and” is not a discourse connective because the minimal
unit required for a connective to act as discourse connective is a clause that is tensed
or non-tensed [11].
Example 3
Further studies found that L-PHP was expressed in pancreas. <IMPLICIT: However> The biological role of pancreatic L-PHP is still not clear.
In Example 3, the two sentences are related but there is no discourse marker that
explicitly shows the relation. Hence the relation can be established implicitly by inserting a discourse connective “however”.
In our work, we have considered explicit discourse connective count measure to
identify the featured articles in biology domain. The discourse connectives are first
identified from the text and the connective count is obtained. Since all the connectives
in a text are not discourse connectives as in Example 2, it is necessary to develop a
system to automatically identify the discourse connectives. We followed a similar
method used by [4], to develop a system for automatic identification of discourse
connectives. They have used a hybrid approach using linguistic rules and machine
learning approach to identify the discourse relations. Likewise, we used the CRF++
tool [14], an open source implementation of Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and
linguistic rules to develop the system. PubMed abstracts were tagged with discourse
connectives. Then the documents were tokenized and the features were extracted.
Word, Part of Speech (PoS), Chunk, Combination of word, PoS and chunk were used
as features. This corpus is trained using CRF++ tool and language models are created.
Further, we also used linguistic rules to identify the connectives. The accuracy of the
system is 97.3%.
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Using this system the discourse connectives are identified automatically from the
Wikipedia articles. The word count directly influences the discourse connective
count, i.e. if the number of words in a document is higher, then number of connectives
will be higher. In this dataset, the non-featured articles on the unbalanced corpus contain less than 50 connectives on an average, while the connective count of nonfeatured articles on the balanced corpus is between 50-270 connectives. Therefore, we
performed our experiments by setting an average threshold of 50 connectives on the
unbalanced corpus and 150 connectives on the balanced corpus for featured articles.
Figure 2 shows the discourse connective count in the unbalanced corpus and Figure 3
shows the discourse connective count in the balanced corpus.

Fig. 2. Discourse connective count in the Unbalanced Corpus

Fig. 3. Discourse connective count in the Balanced Corpus

We finally used explicit document model method to classify featured and nonfeatured articles for both the balanced and unbalanced corpora, which is described in
detail in the next section.
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3.3

Explicit Document Model

Finally, we employed explicit document model method [7] to identify featured articles from biological Wikipedia articles. [8] used this method for Spanish Wikipedia
document classification. Their corpus includes the articles that belong to the snapshot
of the Spanish Wikipedia from 8th July, 2013. They used two classifiers, Naive
Bayes (NB) and SVMs with Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
and binary document models for the balanced and unbalanced corpora. We applied
this method for classification of biology Wikipedia articles into featured and nonfeatured articles. We performed the experiments using WEKA data mining software [15] and used NB and LIBSVM classifiers. Explicit document model representation includes n-gram vectors and bag-of-words.
We extracted 3, 4 and 5 grams from plain text. Bag-of-words is a simple representation used in Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval. It is commonly used in the methods of document classification, where the occurrence of each word
is used as feature for training a classifier. In our work, n-gram vector and bag-of
words are used as features with TF-IDF and binary weighting schemes.
TF-IDF is a numerical statistics. It shows the importance of a word in a document
or corpus. It is the product of term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency
(IDF). It is a way to score the importance of words in a document based on how frequently they appear across multiple documents. TF is the number of times a word
appears in a document normalized by dividing the total number of words in a document.
TF(t) = Number of times term t appears in a document / Total number of terms in the
document.
(1)
IDF measures how common a word is among all documents. An inverse document
frequency factor diminishes the weight of terms that occur very frequently in the document set and increases the weight of terms that occur rarely.
IDF(t) = log_e (Total number of documents / Number of documents with term t in it).
(2)
TF-IDF is simply the product of TF(t) and IDF (t).
TF-IDF= TF(t) * IDF(t)

(3)

Words with high TF-IDF suggest that if the word appears in a query, the document
could be of interest to the user. We used the information gain method to rank the
words to be used as features. For bag of words representation, both binary document
model and TF-IDF weighting scheme had words connective, fossil, gel, flowers, ecology, heart, mRNA, intermediates and host ranked in first 30 positions. The results
obtained are discussed in the next section.
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4

Results and Discussion

First, we used the word count measure to classify the featured and non-featured articles. We obtained an F-measure of 92.47% on the unbalanced corpus. For the balanced corpus, we obtained an F-measure of 56.1%. This method showed good performance on the unbalanced corpus, while on the balanced corpus word count measure failed to give good results. Then, using the novel measure discourse connective
count measure we performed our experiments on the balanced and unbalanced corpora. For the unbalanced set, we obtained an F-measure of 98.06%, when the threshold
was set to 50 connectives. For the balanced set, we obtained 65.61% F-measure, when
the threshold was set to 150 connectives. The discourse connective count measure
outperformed the word count measure on unbalanced corpus. For the balanced corpus,
the discourse connective count measure performed better than the word count measure. Finally, we performed our experiments using the explicit document model method.
The results for NB and SVMs classifiers with TF-IDF and binary document models on the balanced and unbalanced corpora are presented in the Table 1 and 2.
Table 1. F-measure in % for featured and non-featured articles classification on the balanced
corpus
Features

Balanced Corpus
Binary

TF-IDF

NB

SVM

NB

SVM

Bag of words

79.6

81

79.1

79

3-grams

75.7

81

73.6

79.5

4-grams

78.6

82.9

81.5

83.2

5-grams

76.6

80.5

79.1

79.5

Table 2.
F-measure in % for featured and non-featured articles classification on the
unbalanced corpus
Features

Unbalanced corpus
Binary

TF-IDF

NB

SVM

NB

SVM

Bag of words

94.6

95.1

94.6

95.4

3-grams

96

97

92.6

96

4-grams

95.1

95.6

91.7

97.1

5-grams

96

96.5

94.1

95

The above results show that SVM performs slightly better than the NB method.
The best result on the balanced and the unbalanced corpora is obtained using SVM
classifier with 4-gram representation and TF-IDF weighting scheme. We obtained FResearch in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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measure of 83.2% on the balanced corpus and 97.1% on the unbalanced corpus. The
system shows better performance on the unbalanced corpus than the balanced corpus.
However, this result on unbalanced corpus shows that the discourse connective count
measure performs better than explicit document model method. [6] used fact frequency based features and obtained an F-measure of 90.4% on unbalanced corpus. Fact
frequency based features require direct information about the number of facts obtained by an information extraction process from a text. The facts are computed using
Reverb Open Information extraction framework.
Using the fact count factual density is calculated. This feature worked well for
identification of featured articles on unbalanced corpus. [8] used the word count discrimination rule and obtained an F-measure of 96% for unbalanced corpus for Spanish Wikipedia articles. [1] achieved 96.31% on an unbalanced corpus of English Wikipedia articles using the word count measure. [9] have identified featured articles from
English Wikipedia domains biology and history. Their unbalanced set contained featured and non-featured articles in the ratio 1:6 respectively. They used word discrimination rule and obtained accuracy of 96% on unbalanced corpus. From the results of
previous works, our works show that the discourse connective count measure outperformed word discrimination rule and factual density measure for unbalanced corpus.
On the balanced corpus, the discourse connective count measure showed better performance than word count measure, but the explicit document model approach outperformed both the approaches.
The best result on balanced corpus is obtained using SVM method with F-measure
of 83.2%. [8] achieved highest F-measure of 80% for 4-grams features using SVM
classifiers when applied to binary representation. [9] obtained an accuracy of 96%
within Biology and 92% within History when the binarized character trigram vector
representation combined with an SVM was used. [6] used relational features to classify Wikipedia articles into featured/good and non-featured ones. For articles of similar
lengths, they achieve an F-measure of 86.7% and 84% otherwise. The results show
that the explicit document model method showed “comparable” state-of-art results on
balanced corpus.

5

Conclusion

In our work we carried out various experiments to automatically classify the featured
and non-featured biological Wikipedia articles. We created two corpora, balanced and
unbalanced. The balanced corpus contains featured and non-featured articles of equal
length, while the unbalanced corpus contains articles of dissimilar length. The word
count measure, discourse connective count measure and explicit document model
approach were used to identify the featured articles. The word count measure is a
simple method used in the past for identifying the featured articles. Hence we used
this method as a baseline to categorize the biological Wikipedia articles. Then, we
used a novel approach, the discourse connective count measure. This measure outperformed other approaches used in the past work on the unbalanced corpus. Finally, we
used machine learning classifier NB and SVM on the balanced and unbalanced corpo-
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ra. We used bag of words and n-gram features with TF-IDF and binary weighting
schemes. N-gram features include 3-gram, 4-gram and 5-gram representation. We
obtained best results using SVM classifier and 4-gram feature. The results obtained on
the balanced and unbalanced corpora are “comparable” to state-of-art systems.
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Abstract. Agricultural data have a major role in the planning and success of
rural development activities. Agriculturalists, planners, policy makers, government officials, farmers and researchers require relevant information to trigger
decision making processes. This paper presents our approach towards extracting
named entities from real-world agricultural data from different areas of agriculture using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). Specifically, we have created a
Named Entity tagset consisting of 19 fine grained tags. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no specific tag set and annotated corpus available for the
agricultural domain. We have performed several experiments using different
combination of features and obtained encouraging results. Most of the issues
observed in an error analysis have been addressed by post-processing heuristic
rules, which resulted in a significant improvement of our system’s accuracy.
Keywords: Named Entity Recognition, Text mining, Information Extraction,
Natural Language Processing, Agricultural data

1

Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) has a fundamental role in Information Extraction
(IE) and text mining applications like Question/Answer (Q&A) systems,
event/product monitoring or customer-product relation extraction systems. For instance, in Q&A systems, named entities are answer strings to 'WH' questions. Text
mining attempts to find the knowledgeable information from unstructured data lying
on the web [24]. IE is considered as an important component of Text mining, since it
aims to represent the structured information from the unstructured web data. The
structured information extracted from IE systems, are mainly named entities. Since
the identification of named entities discovers the hidden knowledge from data, it is
considered as the main component in various activities related to text mining. The
main goal of this work is to develop NER system for agriculture domain which supports the Information Systems and Text mining activities concerning agriculture sector. Agriculture is a main source of livelihood. Information about agricultural sciences
are essential to improve agricultural productivity, research & development efforts.
Food and agriculture organization emphasize that agricultural information is the cru-
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cial factor in rural development activities [21]. For example, stake-holders within the
agricultural domain, such as livestock & food processing industries, pesticide industries, researchers, or policy-makers need to retrieve entities such as crop names, fertilizers and price factors and how they are reflected for sound decision making regarding agricultural products. Though the extensive amount of work has been done on
NER across various domains, very few have been found in the agricultural domain.
NER from agricultural data enlightens the following information; 1) crop production
and its location 2) policies or schemes benefiting farmers 3) natural disasters affecting
crop cultivation 4) pesticides to control the pests 5) diseases affecting plant growth.
The present work focused on the developmet of NER system for agriculture domain.
We have developed the fine-grained NE tagset with 19 tags which covers the main
key-terms in the respective domain. The paper is organized as follows: section 1 presents the overview of the state-of-art systems about NER, Section 2 describes the
tagset design, corpus collection and NE annotation, Section 3 explains the various
features used for system development, Experiments, results and error analysis are
explained in Section 4. Finally the paper concludes with section 5.

1.1

Related Work

NER aims at the identification and classification of proper nouns into predefined categories like person, location, organization, etc.. Initially, NER was defined in MUC 6
as part of Information Extraction (IE). A survey of fifteen years of research on NER
has been conducted by Nadeau [17]. They presented various features and methods
used for NE identification from 1996 to 2006. A high performance named entity system for English and Spanish had been built using the standard version of a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) and obtained 90% accuracy [3]. Another NER system was
developed to extract person names from e-mail[16]. Over a couple of decades, lot of
research has been carried out on NER across languages. For example, Rössler et al.
developed a NE engine for German based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) [19].
A NER system has been built for Dutch based on a genetic algorithm approach[5], an
another for English using a combination of four classifier [8], while Federico et al.
proposed a NER for Italian that is based on a boot-strapping process [7].
A more general overview on approaches used for NER across laguages is given in
the survey of Kaur et al. [9]. They listed NER methods that follow rule based approaches, machine learning techniques such as decision trees, Naïve Bayes, Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), Maximum Entropy Model (MEMM), Conditional Random
Fields (CRF) and hybrid approaches, i.e. the combination of both rule based and machine learning approaches.
Vijayakrishna et al. worked on Tamil NER for the Tourism domain using CRF.
Their system handles nested tagging of named entities with a hierarchical tag set containing 106 tags [22]. Malarkodi et al. proposed a NER model with language dependent and independent features for English, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali, Punjabi and Marathi using CRF [15]. Ekbal et al. developed NER systems for the two leading Indian
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languages, namely Bengali and Hindi using CRF [6]. Bindu et al. developed the Malayalam NER engine and discussed how their work support Q&A systems [4].
The work presented in [18] is also very much related to ours as they also perform
NER in the domain of agriculture. In their work, they constructed auto-matic NE
gazetteers using unsupervised learning, more specifically, a variant of Multiword
Expression Distance. They have used three NE tags, namely crop, disease and chemical_treatment. For each NE type, the gazetteers were generated automatically and the
effectiveness of the dictionary was compared with Wikipedia articles related to agriculture.

1.2

Our Contributions

The contributions presented in this work are threefold: 1) In order to extract a wide
range of information from the agriculture domain, we have designed a fine-grained
tag-set comprising of 19 entity types. 2) The NE annotated corpus has been created
for agriculture with 1L word forms 3) We have constructed the baseline system with
basic minimal features such as word, POS and chunking information 4) Based on the
analysis, we also incorporated rich set of linguistic features for the system development 5) Post processing heuristics is applied further to fine-tune the system.

2

Tagset Design and Corpus Preparation

2.1

Our NER Tagset

We have paid special attention towards developing fine-grained tagsets for our work.
The proposed tagset consisting of 19 tags for named entities can help to understand
the semantic classes of entities for the agricultural domain. Table 1 explains the rationale behind the tags along examples.
Table 1. NE Tagset With Example
NE Tags
Person

Description
Names of person and nationals

Example
John Smith, Indian

Location

Names of cities, continents, water
bodies
Names of institutions, companies,
industries
Fertilizers, pesticides, fungicides
Names of fruits, vegetables, cereals,
grains
Names of animals and microorganisms
Agricultural aids or policies
Denotes the climatic conditions

Europe, Chennai

Organization
Chemicals
Crop
Organism
Policy
Climate
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Common organization Of agricultural market
Nitrogen, nitrate
Apple, carrot, wheat
Sheep, Escherichia coli,
Common agricultural Policy
Summer, winter
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Food items
Diseases
Natural Disaster
Events
Nutrients
Count
Distance
Quantity
Money
Temperature
Year_Month_Date

2.2

Plant/animal products
Diseases affecting plant growth
Disasters affecting crop production.
Conferences, workshops, meetings
and exhibition
Fats, minerals, vitamins and carbohydrates
Number of items
Distance measures such as feet,
meter, km., etc.
Quantity measures such as litter,
tonnes, grams
Currency value such as the euro,
rupee, dollar etc.
Numerical measure of climatic
condition such as degree, Celsius
Denotes the year, month, day and
date

Cheese, milk, bread
Late Blight, brown rot
Famine, earthquake, Flood
National conference on agricultural & Food Security
Vitamin A, calcium
350 people
15 inches, 250 acres
8 tonnes, 10 kg
$90, 100 euro,
Rs. 1000
70C
May 26, 29/10/2013

Corpus Collection and Annotation

Corpus Collection. As the system's performance depends on training data for the
CRF, the corpus collection is a crucial factor. The dataset used in the proposed work
has been collected from Wikipedia articles that are related to agriculture as well as
from reputed websites in the European Union pertained to agriculture. The corpus has
been collected in such a manner that it would cover major aspects of farming from
crop cultivation to agricultural productivity. Therefore for data collection we focused
on the sub-domains like crop cultivation and management, food processing industries
and research institutions, subsidiaries, organisms and diseases, food products, natural
disasters and risk management, agribusiness and marketing.
NE Annotation. The agricultural corpus comprises of 100k word forms. The raw text
is tokenized and pre-processed with part of speech and chunking information. Named
entities are manually annotated and represented in BIO standard mentioned in
CONLL 2003 shared task. Issues encountered during the annotation process are as
follows: 1) ambiguity between NEs 2) ambiguity between NE and non-NE 3) boundary limitation 4) abbreviations. Firstly, there exists an ambiguity between named entities of one type and another; for example, Jersey is a location name in some instances
and Jersey is a cattle name in some cases. Purcari is a wine sector name in some examples and the same instance denotes the wine name in other examples. Secondly,
ambiguity aroused in the case of whether to consider certain instances as NE or not.
For example, “common organization of agricultural markets” is an organization name
but ambiguity arisen whether to consider words like fast-food market, agricultural
market, as NE or non-NE. As those instances are important in this domain, we conResearch in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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sidered them as NE. Thirdly, due to the definite descriptions it is difficult to determine the NE boundaries. Fourthly, abbreviations of organization, policy and event
names are hard to identify without contextual knowledge. The corpus statistics are
shown in the table 2. The corpus is randomly divided into 80:20 for training and test
data.
Table 2. Corpus Statistics

3

Corpus

Total No of Words

Total No of NEs

Train Corpus

80k tokens

8,924

Test Corpus

20k tokens

2,117

Our Approach

CRF is a probabilistic model used to segment and label the sequential data [12][23]. It
selects the label sequence y which maximizes the conditional probability of p(y|x) to
the observation sequence x. The probability of a label sequence y given an observation sequence x is given below:

Where z is normalization factor, fj (Yi-1, Yi, x,i) is a transition feature function of an
observation sequence and the labels at position i and i − 1. For example, consider the
task of assigning the label y to the word x named ‘Netherland’, then the transition
function fj(yi-1,yi,x,i) = 1 if yi="LOCATION" and the suffix of ith word is “land”;
otherwise 0; If the weight λj associated with the above feature is large and positive,
then the words ending with the suffix "land" is labelled as NE type "LOCATION".
We have developed the base NER engine, with minimal basic features. Later, we
added heuristic rules to improve the system’s performance. Our method is a hybrid
approach, as we are using both machine learning technique and linguistic rules. We
came up with the linguistically inspired features which are explained below.
3.1

Syntactic Level Features

POS and Chunk Information . POS play a significant role in NE identification, as they
contain information about the linguistic category of words. We have considered the
POS tags occurring in a window of five. Noun phrase chunking helps identify the NE
boundary.
Proper Noun. As most of the Named Entities belong to the grammatical category
proper noun, we gave importance to the POS tag of the proper nouns.
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Frequent POS patterns of NE. The most frequent POS tags preceding the NE occurring in w-1(word preceding the NE) and w-2 positions are considered as a feature.
3.2

Lexico-Syntactic Features

Cue Phrases and POS. Cue phrases are the key words occurring as part of an entity.
For instance, organization names are following or preceding by cue phrases like university, consortium, ltd. The key-terms like blight, rots are occurring as part of plant
disease.
Occurrence of proper noun after preposition ‘in’. We have examined the proper
nouns following the preposition 'in'. Our analysis revealed that in most of the cases
proper noun (NNP) that comes immediately after the preposition 'in' are location
names.
Numerical Feature. Digit patterns exhibit useful information in predicting numerical
entities. For instance, numerical values of length four tend to identify year names.
POS of the numerical value CD (Cardinal Number) preceded and succeeded by quantity measures and distance measure are considered as a feature.

4

Experiments and Results

The agriculture corpus is randomly divided in the ratio of 80:20 for training and test
data. We measured the performance of our system in terms of precision, recall and fmeasure. In order to find the best feature set, we have conducted several experiments
using various combinations of features. We also have performed 10 fold cross validation. Feature-wise performances are shown in tTable 3.
Table 3. Feature-wise Results
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4.1

Feature Combination
Word, POS and chunk information
(1), capitalization
(1), noun phrase
(1),(2),(3), Occurrence of NP after 'IN'
(1),(2),(3),(4), key words
(1),(2),(3),(4),(5), affixes
(1),(2),(3),(4),(5),(6), Numeric features
(1),(2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),POS patterns of NE

Precision
80.96
81.59
81.69
82.67
82.83
83.50
83.61
84.45

Recall
71.75
72.63
72.63
74.15
76.01
77.58
78.81
79.67

F-M
76.35
77.11
77.16
78.41
79.42
80.54
81.21
82.06

Contribution of Various Features

Initially, we have applied the combination of word, POS and chunking information to
determine the performance of our system when using the minimal feature set. We
obtained an accuracy of F-M: 76.35% for the base NE system. In comparison with
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results shown in a row (1), including capitalization as feature improves the accuracy
by 1% and including proper nouns leads to the increase of 1% in precision and 1% in
recall value. The occurrence of proper noun after the preposition “in” enables a positive effect on f-measure by 1%. Especially this feature increased the performace of
NE type “Location”, since most of the proper nouns followed by the preposition “in”
are location names. The key word feature provides the improvement of 2% recall
while the affix feature provides a slight improvement on f-measure. Inclusion of keyword feature contributes to raise an accuracy of NE types such as “organization, policy, diseases”. The affix feature leads to the improvement of chemical and location
entities. Finally, the incorporation of numerical features boost the identification of
numerical entities such as “Unit, Money and Year_Month_Date”and POS patterns
succeeding & preceding NE seems to be effective for all NE types. The highest accuracy obtained from the CRF approach is 82.06% (F-Measure). Tag-wise, F-Measure
(F-M) values for entity expressions are depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Tag-wise Results from CRF

4.2

Cross Validation

Cross validation is used to assess how our results can be generalized to an independent dataset. Specifically, we performed 10 fold-cross validation and report the average
accuracy is shown in table 4. During the analysis on classification results, we have
observed that 70 percent of Organization names in our corpus consist of more than six
token length and 80% of such instances are correctly identified by the system. In entity expressions, location tag obtained the highest score of 90.83% precision and
88.19% recall. Figure 1. shows that other than the entities DISEASE and CLIMATE,
all entity expressions scored above 75% accuracy. Except NE type COUNT, we
achieved more than 80% for all numeric entities. Crop name was the second highest
one.
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Table 4. 10-Fold Cross-Validation Results

S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Avg
4.3

Precision
83.06
84.20
84.60
84.73
82.05
85.55
82.30
86.95
81.81
87.32
84.25

Recall
77.48
78.25
79.13
81.35
79.06
82.22
78.66
82.05
77.21
80.84
79.62

F-M
80.27
81.22
81.86
83.04
80.55
83.88
80.48
84.50
79.51
84.08
82.23

Error Analysis

From our observation, we found that the errors in our system are due to inconsistencies and ambiguities between entities. Abbreviation of policy names is misclassified
as organization in some cases. Such instances can be handled using the NE type of the
respective expansion. In some cases, abbreviations will occur right after the expansion. In the example of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), if the system has
tagged the expansion correctly and fails to identify the abbreviation 'CAP', we can tag
the NE type for 'CAP' as 'POLICY' by using the NE tag of the expansion which precedes the abbreviation. Parts of organization names may be misclassified as Location
and food_item as crop type in a few instances. This problem arises when one type of
NE occurs as part of another type of NE (entity within entity, i.e. a so-called nested
entity). It can be handled using the cue phrases of the respective types with the combination of POS and orthographic features.
4.4

Impact of Post-processing

In order to improve the accuracy of our system and to remove inconsistencies, we
applied linguistic and heuristic rules following the CRF output. Some of the rules
implemented in the post-processing are discussed below.
The rule 1 given in table 5 describes that if the B-tag (Beginning Tag) of same NE
type occurs in two consecutive positions within the same phrase, the second B-tag
should be replaced as I-tag (Inside Tag). The rule2 illustrates that if the I-tag start
without B-tag, then the I-tag in the beginning of an entity should be changed to B-tag.
In row3, instead of tagging “Sugar Cane Juice“ as food_item, the system has tagged
part of the NE “Sugar Cane“ as “CROP“. This ambiguity has occurred due to being a
nested entity. As we considered the maximal entity, we handled this ambiguity using
linguistics rules based on the POS, orthographic features and key words. Thus, we
have handled partial tagging and ambiguities that exists between NEs. Tag wise results obtained after post-processing is given in Table 6.
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Table 5. Post Processing Results
Post Processing Rule

Example

Comments

-2 NNP+B-NP B-TAG1
-1 NNP+I-NP B-TAG1
0 NNP+I-NP I-TAG1
-2 NNP I-TAG1
-1 NNP I-TAG1
0 NNP I-TAG1

-2 John
B-PER
-1 Mathew B-PER
0 Zen
I-PER
2 Rural I-POLICY
-1 Agri I-POLICY
0 Policy I-POLICY

-2 John
B-PER
-1 Mathew I-PER
0 Zen
I-PER
-2 Rural B-POLICY
-1 Agri
I-POLICY
0 Policy I-POLICY

0 NNP B-TAG1
1 NNP I-TAG1
2 Keyword+NN|NNP

0 Sugar B-CROP
1 Cane I-CROP
2 Juice O

0 Sugar B-FOOD_ITEM
1 Cane I-FOOD_ITEM
2 Juice I-FOOD_ITEM

Table 6. Tag-wise results after Post-Processing
NE Type
PER_LOC_ORG
CROP
ORGANISM
DISEASE
CHEMICAL
FOOD_ITEM
POLICY
OTHERS
\NUMERICAL
TIME
AVERAGE

Precision
82.59
82.31
84.28
62.5
86.27
80.32
82.17
85.93
91.50
92.54
83.24

Recall
83.59
76.7
74.68
98.5
72.13
78.01
81.1
83.26
90.43
92.95
83.13

F-measure
83.09
79.50
79.48
80.50
79.20
79.16
81.63
84.59
90.96
92.74
83.18

Where PER_LOC_ORG- Person, Location and Organization, OTHERS include the
NE type Natural Disaster, Climate, Nutrient and Event. As the post processing rules
reduced the number of false positives and increased the number of true positives,
there was a slight decrement in precision and 4% increment in the recall. Figures 2
and 3 show the results before and after post-processing.

Fig. 2. Results before Post-Processing

Fig. 3. Results after Post-Processing
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4.5

Comparison with CreateGazetteMED

Patil et al. worked on the agriculture domain with 3 NE tags[18]. The highest precision obtained by the CreateGazetteMED algorithm is 66.2% for crop, 92.8% for disease and 88.6% for chemical. We have achieved a precision of 82.31% for crop,
62.5% for disease and 86.27% for chemical. The precision we scored for the NE
category crop is higher and chemical is quite closer to CreateGazetteMED results.
There was a precision drop for disease tag, due to the false positives.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a NER system for the agriculture domain. To the best
of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt in generating a NE annotated corpus
and NE system with a major tagset for agriculture. We have collected data from various sub-domains of agriculture starting from cultivation to marketing and we designed the NE tag-set with 19 fine grained tags so that it could cover prominent entities in the agricultural field. Our system exploits both linguistically enriched as well
as domain independent features. With our system, we achieved 76% accuracy with
minimal features such as word, POS and chunk information. Based on a detailed corpus analysis, more features are incorporated and our results were improved by 7%.
We have implemented post-processing heuristics to overcome tag ambiguities which
resulted in an improvement of the overall precision of our system to 83.24% and a
recall of 83.13%. Our results show that our system is comparable with existing NER
models. In future we plan to extend this work by developing a robust relation extraction system for the agricultural domain.
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Abstract. Inference approaches in Arabic question answering are in their first
steps if we compare them with other languages. Evidently, any user is interested
in obtaining a specific and precise answer to a specific question. Therefore, the
challenge of developing a system capable of obtaining a relevant and concise
answer is obviously of great benefit. This paper deals with answering questions
about temporal information involving several forms of inference. We have implemented this approach in a question answering system called IQAS: Inference
Question Answering System for handling temporal inference.
Keywords: Question answering system; temporal inference; several forms of
inference.

1

Introduction

Advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP), Information Retrieval techniques
(IR) and Information Extraction (IE), have given Question/answering systems (QA) a
strong boost.QA have started incorporating NLP techniques to parse natural language
documents, extract entities, resolve anaphora, and other language ambiguities [1]. In
order to develop question answering capabilities, we believe that a large corpus of questions and answers that are based on temporal information should be discovered. In this
paper, we focus on the task of question answering in Arabic by thinking of an approach
which can improve the performance of traditional Arabic question answering systems
for handling temporal inference. Obviously, any user is interested in obtaining a specific and precise answer to a specific question [2]. Therefore, the challenge of developing a system capable of obtaining a relevant and concise answer is obviously of great
benefit. The challenge becomes huge when we try to automatically process a complex
natural language such Arabic. This complexity is mainly due to the inflectional nature
of Arabic. The situation gets worse, when we talk about the considerable lack of resources in general. Moreover, in our chosen field, research on temporal entity extraction
in English, German, French, or Spanish, uses local grammars, and neural networks to
detect temporal entities. These techniques do not work well directly for Arabic due
mainly to the rich morphology and high ambiguity rate of Arabic.
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In this paper, we propose a new approach dealing with the recognition and processing of temporal information for Question Answering (QA).
The remaining of this paper is organized as follow. In the next section, we give a
short overview of QA systems with a special attention to the QA systems based on
complex questions. After that, we describe our proposed approach and its different
steps. Finally, we conclude this work and make suggestions for future researches.

2

Related Works

In this section, we present the earlier works related to question answering in Arabic.
Despite extensive research in Arabic, the criteria represent a challenge to the automatic
language processing systems [3]. In the last decade, the volume of Arabic textual data
has started growing on the Web. Question-Answering systems represent a good solution for textual information retrieval and knowledge sharing and discovery. This is reason why a large number of QA systems has been developed and extensively studied
recently. English, in particular, is very well served due to the fact that the majority of
documents available on the internet are in English [4]. The question/answering systems
in Arabic still few compared to the number of those developed in English, for instance.
This is mainly due to the lack of accessibility to linguistic resources and the inflectional
nature of Arabic.
Following a comprehensive survey of available Arabic QA systems, we realized that
there are some well-known similar systems.
In fact, the technology of Arabic question answering has been studied since the
1970s starting with the AQAS system presented in [5]. This is the first system for Arabic. It is a knowledge-based QA system that extracts answers only from structured data.
ArabiQA is an Arabic question answering system dealing with factoid questions,
integrates NER (Named Entity Recognition) module and adapts JIRS (Java Information
Retrieval System) to extract passages from Arabic texts [6].
A deep study of sentence formulation and structures in Arabic interrogative continues with AQuASys [7] which is a Question Answering System designed to make it possible for the user to type in a question formulated in Arabic natural language, and designed to answer questions related to a named entity that can be of any type: person,
location, organization, time, quantity, etc. Therefore, the system takes, as input, questions starting with interrogative words (من/who, ما/what, أين/where, متى/when, كم
العددية/how many,  كم الكمية/how much).
QArabPro [8], is an Arabic QA system that uses IR and NLP techniques to extract
answers. It supports the factoid but excludes how and why.
Those approaches deal only with non-complex questions where the answers are selected from their corresponding short and simple texts. The challenge becomes greater
when we try to create capabilities of processing complex questions and finding their
answers from a collection of texts. An important component of this effort deals with
the recognition and processing of temporal information for Question Answering (QA).
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When asking a question that refers directly or indirectly to a temporal expression,
the answer is expected to validate the temporal constraints. To achieve such functionality, QA systems need first, to deal with relations between temporal expressions and
events mentioned in the question and, second, to rely on temporal inference to justify
the answer. Whenever the answer to a question needs to be justified, if temporal expressions are involved, the justification must contain some form of temporal inference [9]. For example, the expected answer type of question Q1 is a Date:
متى تقلد المنصف المرزوقي رئاسة الجمهورية التونسية؟: Q1
Q1: When Moncef Marzouki has held the presidency of the Republic of Tunisia?
The expected answer type is an argument of the first event Evt1= تقلد/ held the presidency which has two more arguments: المنصف المرزوقي/Moncef Marzouki and
 الجمهورية التونسية/ Republic of Tunisia.
The answer to Q1: 2011  ديسمبر12 / 12 December 2011, extracted from the context:
P1: The doctor was elected as the interim President of Tunisia on 12 December 2011
by the Constituent Assembly of Tunisia with 153 votes for, 3 against, and 44 blank
votes.
 بواسطة المجلس الوطني التأسيسي بعد2011  ديسمبر12  انتخب الدكتور رئيسا ً مؤقتا ً لتونس في: P1
. بطاقة بيضاء44  صوتا ً مقابل ثالثة أصوات معارضة وامتناع اثنين و153 حصوله علي أغلبية
In the paragraph P1, the event Evt2=انتخب/ elected which has as arguments الدكتور/
the doctor and تونس/ Tunisia. The event Evt1 differs from the event Evt2, but they are
related. To justify the answer, these relations must be recognized into the temporal inference. In fact, it is through this example that we illustrate the importance of temporal
inference to determine the full content.
In this paper, we present a Question Answering (QA) methodology to handle temporal inference by combining all these forms of inference.

3

The Importance of Temporal Information

In this section, we discuss some interesting applications that depend on temporal entity
extraction to enrich our work. Time is an important dimension of any information
space. However, in the last few years it has been studied in several areas.
 Temporal information is well-defined [10]: the relationship can be of the types before, overlap or after.
 Temporal information can be normalized [10]: every temporal expression referring
to the same semantics can be normalized to the same value in some standard format.
 Temporal information can be organized hierarchically [10]: Temporal expressions
can be of different granularities, e.g., of day type (December 20, 2015) or of year
type (2015).
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The temporal relationship between two events may allow answering a temporal
query although no explicit temporal information is associated with the events [11].
Actually, processing questions that involve temporal inference relies on (1) the
recognition of events/states and of entities that participate in them, (2) the relative ordering of events in the question and in the texts, (3) the temporal properties of the entities being questioned and (4) identification of the expected answer and its relations to
temporal expressions mentioned in the question or candidate answers.

4

Proposed Approach

The proposed approach involves three main modules (Figure 1), namely :(1) question
processing for interpreting the question, its temporal requirements and selecting candidate answers, (2) document processing, which includes indexation based on temporal
information, finally (3) answer processing, where we start with the temporal inference
before getting the answer.

Fig. 1. Proposed approach

4.1

Question Processing

The objective of this process is to understand the asked question, for which analytical
operations are performed for the representation and classification of the questions.
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The first step of question processing is based on the classification of the questions
referring to the temporal information extracted from the question. We have used the list
of questions produced in TERQAS Workshop1.
Some of the question classes are listed in Figure 2. This classification is based on
the ways questions signal their time or event dependence and on how straightforward
it is to determine the time at which information needs to be understood from a question
so that will be possible to provide a suitable answer.
The classes of questions in Table 1, are characterized by the presence of a date and
temporal signals, e.g. “since”, “after” and in some of them, we need to decompose the
question to a temporal relation between events, indicated by a temporal signal.
Table 1. Classes of Temporal Questions

Question Class
Time−Related
Event−Related
Temporal−Order
Entity− Related

Example
When was Moncef Marzouki president of Tunisia?
How long did the Tunisian revolution last?
What must happen before the {Christmas} feast can begin in Poland?
Did John Sununu resign before or after George Bush’s ratings began to fall?
How old was Mondela when he died?

We have experimented in a first time this classification using a set of 100 temporal
questions and a set 100 associated answers extracted from temporal passages. The obtained results are very encouraging: 80% of the temporal information selected from the
suitable answer which contains the temporal information already expected from the
question classification, 13% to the unexpected answers (not correspond with the classification) and 7% to the unfounded answers. In second time, we expand the number
of questions; the results are shown in Table 2.
Some attempts were made to reach a better question analysis in the question answering task. Most of these attempts focused on keyword extraction from the user's question
[13] made some query formulation and extracted the expected answer type, question
focus, and important question keywords. To perform a better question analysis, the research of [14] analyzed questions by eliminating stop words, extracting named entities
and classified the questions into Name, Date, Quantity, and Definition questions according to the question word used.
Table 2. Experiment results

Number of questions
100
200
400
1

Suitable answers
80
172
365

TERQAS was an ARDA Workshop focusing on Temporal and Event Recognition for Question
Answering Systems, www.cs.brandeis.edu/_jamesp/arda/time/readings.html
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The research of [15] made some query formulation and extracted the expected answer type, question focus, and important question keywords. The question focus is the
main noun phrase of the question that the user wants to ask about. For example, if the
user’s query is “What is the capital of Tunisia?” then the question focus is “Tunisia”
and the keyword “capital” and the expected answer type is a named entity for a location.
In our proposal, the step of analyzing the question is based on the elimination of stop
words, extraction of the name entities and on the question classification.
4.2

Document processing

Extraction of the relevant document. QA systems benefit from keywords to quickly
and easily find the relevant passages. All the documents are indexed with all these forms
of information that enable the retrieval of the candidate’s text passages.
Extraction of the relevant passage. Passages that do not contain time stamps or do
not comply with the temporal relations that are searched are filtered out. Event recognition and classification as well as temporal expressions have been pointed out to be
very important for our approach. TimeML [16] is a corpus annotated with: (a) time
expressions; (b) events and (c) links between them. These annotations enable several
forms of temporal inference [16] [17] [18]. The temporal information processing includes
extracting events (TimeML EVENT tag), temporal expressions (TimeML TIMEX) and
identifying temporal relations (TimeML TLINK tag).
The step of temporal passage retrieval has allowed only passages that contained at
least one absolute or relative time expression. It also captures the event temporal orderings of the predicates and their relations to the answer structures.
4.3

Answer Processing

This module is responsible for selecting the response based on the relevant fragments
of the documents. To be able to answer time-related questions, a question answering
system has to know when specific events took place. For this purpose, temporal information can be associated with extracted facts from text documents [19].
Temporal inference. Either time expressions or events are related but are sometimes
ambiguous. For example, the question Q: “how long did the Tunisian revolution last?”
is classified to ask about a Time−Related, due to the presence of the question stem “how
long”.
The Jasmine Revolution

began on 18 December 2010 and led to the oust-

ing of longtime president Zine El Abidine Ben Ali finally in 14 January
2011. Following the events, a state of emergency was declared.

The answer that is inferred from this paragraph is “18 December 2010 –14 January
2011”.
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In Q, the event of the “Tunisian revolution” can be paraphrased by the “The Jasmine
Revolution” expressed in the first sentence of the paragraph. The same mining is referred to the underlined expression “The events”.
The first reference (The Jasmine Revolution began on 18 December 2010) indicates
a relation of INITIATION between the event «The Jasmine Revolution” and the fully
specified temporal expression “18 December 2010” strengthened by the adverb “began”. The second reference has an aspectual relation of TERMINATION, which is
strengthened by the adverb “finally”.
The final inference enables the recognition of duration of an event when a time expression is identified for its initiation and for its termination. The correct answer is 27
days. The Automatic Translation provided by Wikipedia allows us to have by a simple
and a quick projection to translate the pertinent passage and the right answer already
found to Arabic. Such answers are important in Arabic QA system as they can be used
to provide an answer from a document collection. We therefore decided to investigate
the potential of those answers by acquiring patterns automatically

5

Answers patterns

It has been noted in several QA systems that certain types of answer are expressed using
regular forms [20] [21]. For example, for temporal question like BIRTHDATEs (with
questions like “When was X born?”/ )متى ولد فالن؟, typical answers are:
Mozart was born in 1756.

1756 ولد موزارت في سنة

Gandhi (1869-1948)
These examples suggest
pattern like
<NAME> was born in <BIRTHDATE>
<NAME> <BIRTHDATE>-

(1948- 1869) غاندي
These examples suggest pattern
like
><إسم> ولد في سنة <تاريخ ميالد
-><إسم><تاريخ ميالد

When formulated as regular expressions, they can be used to locate the correct answer. Patterns are then automatically extracted from the returned documents and standardized to be then applied to find answers to new questions from a document collection.
The precision of the patterns is calculated by cross-checking the patterns across various
examples of the same type. This step will help to eliminate dubious patterns.

6

Conclusion

One of the most crucial problems in any Natural Language Processing (NLP) task is
the representation of time. This includes applications such as Information Retrieval
techniques (IR), Information Extraction (IE) and Question/answering systems (QA).
This paper deals with temporal information involving several forms of inference in Arabic language. We introduced a methodology to compute temporal inference for QA
that enables us to enhance the recognition of the exact answers to a variety of questions
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about time. We have argued that answering questions about temporal information requires several different forms of inferences, including inferences that derive from relations between events and their arguments.
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Abstract. This work is part of a big research project named "Oreillodule" aimed
to develop tools for automatic speech recognition, translation, and synthesis for
Arabic language. In this paper, our attention has mainly been focused on an attempt to present the semantic analyzer developed for the automatic comprehension of the standard spontaneous Arabic speech. We present a model of Arabic
speech understanding system. In this model, both speech recognition module and
semantic decoding module are based on statistical approach. In this work, we
present and evaluate speech recognition module but we just explain the principle
of Arabic speech understanding module.
Keywords: Speech understanding, Arabic language, Probabilistic model, semantic analyses, corpus.

1

Introduction

In the past 40 years there has been a significant research effort directed toward automatic speech recognition. Our work falls within the area of automatic understanding of
the Arabic language, specifically in the context of finalized human / machine communication interfaces. The efficiency and performance of automatic spontaneous Arabic
speech understanding system depend on its strength and its ability to overcome the difficulties of natural language processing among which some are linguistic and this concerns the understanding of written and spoken data. These problems are usually caused
by the use of references, polysemic words, vague predicates, implicit form, etc. Others
are due generally to the characteristics of spontaneous oral and in particular of the Arabic speech one.
The uses of statistical models for speech recognition and understanding have the
advantage of being portable to other areas, or to multilingual applications [1]. In this
work, we present a model for spontaneous Arabic speech understanding system. Both
speech decoding and statement understanding are based on statistical approaches. We
start in a first section by presenting the Arabic speech specificities and in the following
section; we expose system architecture with a detail about each system components
with its formal description.
pp. 143–151; rec. 2016-02-08; acc. 2016-03-31
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2

Arabic Speech Specificities

In this section, we begin by listing the main characteristics of the Arabic speech and we
detail its specificities.
2.1

Arabic Phoneme Set

Consonants. We can classify consonants according to several grammatical and phonetic criteria [2]: consonants articulated with vibration of the vocal cords and consonants that do not cause a vibration of the vocal cords, the crossing of air through the
vocal tract gives rise to other varieties of sounds. The 28 Arabic consonants can also
grammatically, be divided into two groups [3]:
 14 solar consonants those are similar to the pronunciation of the « ( » لـAl) in the
« »الشمسword (the sun). With this consonants category we must pronounce the letter
"Al" before the word.
 14 lunar consonants those are similar to the pronunciation of the « ( » لـAl) in the
« »القمرword (the moon). With this consonants category we do not pronounce the
letter "Al" at the beginning of the word.
Table 1. Consonants classification taking into account the transcription constraints

Lunar Consonants

أ ب ج ح خ ع غ ف ق كـ هـ م و ي

Solar Consonants

تثدذرزسشصضطظلن

Vowels. In Arabic language, we distinguish three short vowels (« ُ » ( ضمة/dhamma:/),
« ُ » ( كسرة/kasra:/), «ُ » ( فتحة/fatha:/ )) and three long vowels (the fatha « » extended
by an alif ""ا, the dhamma « ُ » extended by a waw " "وand kasra « ُ » is extended by
a ")"ي. The duration of a long vowel is about twice the size of a short one. These vowels
are characterized by the vibration of the vocal cords. They are represented in the following table:
Table 2. Arabic language vowels classification

Short

/- / -/

Long

 ُا- ي-و
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2.2

Other Vocalic Achievements

Semi-vowels. Arabic has two phonemes considered as semi-vowels: a bilabial spirant
one «  » وand a prepalatal spirant one « » ي, called semi-vowels or sonants because of
their kinship with the closed vowels « ُ » et « ُ ». These phonemes are used sometimes
as consonants, sometimes as the corresponding vowel.
The “Soukoun” ( (السكو. The "Soukoun" ( )السكونis not a vowel itself but it is the absence of vowel. Indeed, even if it is part of "Haraket" ( )الحركاتof Arabic it is not comparable to the other six vowels. The "Soukoun" is noted by a small circle « ُ ».
The “Tanwin” ()التنوين. The three vowel diacritics may be doubled at the end of a word
to indicate that the vowel is followed by the consonant n. These may or may not be
considered harakāt, and are known as tanwīn ()تنوين, or nunation. The signs indicate,
from right to left, -un, -in, -an.
In words containing “Tanwin” we listen the vocalic presence of the /N/ (Noon) phoneme but in reality when the word will be transcribed the (Noon) will not appear between the world’s consonants [4] [5]. We can cite as an example the “Tanwin” in the
end of the word “( ”مكتبthe office).
The Gemination. A consonant may be doubled by wearing the /chadda:/ « ّ » ()الشدة
signe, which represents an intensification in the pronunciation of a consonant. All consonants may be geminated and this gemination has a sense différenciative function. The
geminated consonant is considered equivalent to two identical single consonants immediately follow each other. A gemination appears only in the position where a group
of two consonants is allowed, in other words, between vowels [6][7]. The beginning
and the end of each geminated consonant may be owned by different significant item,
in other words a word or morpheme boundary can pass between them. These two consonants can also be separated in one term of a morphological couple. It is therefore right
to consider the geminate consonants as groups of two similar consonants.

3

Understanding System Presentation

3.1

System Architecture

We present in Figure 1 the general architecture of the proposed Arabic speech understanding system.
Speech Recognition Module. This module is responsible to providing a text from an
acoustic segment. All details concerning this component on the system are described in
our previous work [6] and [7].
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed Arabic speech understanding system

Fig. 2. General architecture of the speech recognition module

We present below the general architecture of the used Arabic speech recognition
module.
From an acoustic segment the system generate a set of parameter vector (MFCC1 in
our case) the decoder will compare the result generated from the signal analysis module
(MFCC) with different hypothesis using the both acoustic and linguistic modules; these
too modules are previously trained using a tagged corpus. The module will provides the
transcription corresponding to the most probable hypothesis.
1

MFCC ; Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
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Segmentation. The role of this module is to segment statements transcribed by the
speech recognition module. This treatment helps to identify the different requests of the
speaker's message. The same message can consist of one or more requests at once. In
this sense, it is necessary that the system can identify the different requests of the message, in order to interpret the user's request in its entirety.
Statements Pretreatment. The role of this module is to segment statements transcribed
by the speech recognition module. This treatment helps to identify the different requests
of the speaker's message. The same message can consist of one or more requests at
once. In this sense, it is necessary that the system can identify the different requests of
the message, in order to interpret the user's request in its entirety.
Semantics Decoding. It allows determining the meaning of each word in the statement.
Statement Meaning Construction. This module allows us to generate the entire attribute/value pairs.
Decoding pretreated semantic statements is based on a numerical model which encodes the rules of grammar, and on a semantic lexicon (see Figure 3 below). The semantic lexicon is a set of form associations: word/semantic features SEF describing the
word meaning (see 1st definition)+ a set of syntactic feature SYF describing the word
characteristics (gender, number and type). For example, the meaning of the word
“( ”الذاهبranging) is described as follow:

Fig. 3. Decoding pretreated semantic statements Using SEF and SYF

First definition: The semantic features set (SEF): An SEF is a set of three semantic
features {D, C, and TM}, allowing the representation of the meaning of each non-empty
word.
The first feature is concerning domain, referenced by “D”, it can specify the finalized
treated application domain, for example it can provide information on touristic or Railways information etc.
The second feature is concerning semantic class, referenced by “C”, this feature
specify the semantic class to which a word belongs to,This type of feature is used to
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group synonymous words orwords having the same semantic role in a specific application.
The third feature is a differential one and “TM” references him. It allows to oppose
words to each other and to specify in what way they have a different meaning.
In their study [8], the authors create an automatic system of understanding of Arabic
spontaneous speech. However, the proposed system is just for railway statements. Just
one area. While in this work, we have tried to generalize their work. The authors presented the world with the triple (D, C, and TM), where "D" present the Domain (Area),
and for them the domain is fixed (D = 1). "C" shows the semantic classes, this parameter
is used to group sets of synonymous words or words that are semantically similar. For
authors in these classes are created manually for the rail sector. "TM" allows words to
oppose to each other and to clarify how they have different meanings.
Our idea is to:
─ Determine the maximum possible existing domains (religious, sport, economics,
computer science, politics, social sciences ...). In this way "D" will be an integer
greater than 1. This allows us to cover the maximum possible of domain.
─ "C" shows the semantic classes of each domain. Here, since it is impossible to determine the classes of all fields manually (as is done by the authors for the rail sector). So we used an automatic segmenter. It is an approach that allows to group synonymous words in one class. Where we get a set of semantic classes for each domain.
─ "TM" will keep the same role as in [5].

4

Formal Description

Systems based on the language models attempt to determine the numerical score of a
word sequence (statement) S = m1, m2, ..., mi, with the general formula is described
by the equation (1) below:
P (S) = P (m1) P (m2 / m1) ... P (mi / m1, m2, ..., mi-1)

(1)

In the case of the interpretation of a significant words sequence [12] M1, M2 ,…Mn
using a set of semantic features SEF1,SEF2,…,SEFn the model is trying to determine
the score interpretation of each of these words, for each of these semantic features sets.
We denote by “I” the interpretation score that describe the meaning of the M1, M2, …
Mn words respectively with the semantic features sets SEF1,SEF2,…,SEFn. I is measured as below:
P(I) = P(SEF1 ... SEFn /M1… Mn)

(2)

= P(SEF1 / M1) P(SEF2 / SEF1, M1M2) ... P(SEFn / SEF1 … SEFn-1, M1… Mn1)
= P(SEF1 / M1) P(SEF2 / SEF1, M2) ... P(SEFn / SEF1 … SEFn-1, Mn)
The transition from the first to the second line of the equation above is an approximation
of the model, which considers that the probability of a SEF i is conditionally dependent
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only on the features sets of the current word M i and not to those of the complete sequence. Fixing in advance the application domain, each significant words Mi can be
interpreted through a set of semantic features using the form SEFi = (C i, TMi) and the
above equation is transformed to equation 3 below:
P(I) ≈ P((C1,TM1) / M1) ×P((C2,TM2) / (C1,TM1),M2) ×... ×P((Cn,TMn) / (C1,TM1) ×…
×(Cn-1,TMn-1), Mn)
(3)
To minimize the number of candidates features sets SEF and improve the performance of semantic decoder, we integrated, into the equation above, other sources of
information (illocutionary nature and type of the statement) which can participates in
the selection of SEF. Thus, the probability of interpreting each word M i by a given
features set SEFi = (Ci, TMi), taking into account the nature and the type of statement
noted by NTj, is given by equation 4:
P(I) = P(SEF1, ... SEFn | NTj, M1… Mn) = P(NTj / M1 … Mn) × P((C1,TM1) / NTj,M1)×P
((C2, TM2) / NTj, (C1, TM1), M2) ×... ×P((Cn,TMn) / NTj,(C1,TM1), … (Cn-1,TMn-1),Mn)
(4)
In the equation above P(NTj / M1, M2, …, Mi-1, Mi) is the probability that the statement is a NTj type, knowing that the statement is made by the meaningful words M1,
…, Mn. Note that the first word is treated separately, by annotating it using the default
class C= request.
The figure below shows an example of meaning construction using the designed
model.

Fig. 4. Sample of statement meaning construction using our model

Figure 4 describes the structure and content of the semantic lexicon. The numbers
used indicate the semantic features that can be used for the semantic representation of
each word and each level of description.
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5

Tests and Results

In order to evaluate our system we made an experiment using a corpus containing three
domain; train reservation as the single domain used in [5] and we add to other domain;
Book request in a library and touristic information as done in [9].
5.1

Corpus Collection

This corpus was collected by asking thirty-five different people to record vocal utterances relating to train reservation information request, touristic information request and
book request. The following table provides information about the details about this task.
Table 3. Corpus collection details

5.2

Number of utterance
Number of speakers
Queries types

250
35
38

Data for Training
Data for Test

62%
38%

Evaluation

Some languages such as English, French, and German have platforms for evaluation
understanding modules of dialogue systems. These platforms give to the community a
large set of corpus of real annotated dialogues. However, this is not the case for the
Arabic language where these resources are absents, with the exception of a few corpus
distributed by ELDA/ELRA [10] [13]. The evaluation of corpus involves about 100
queries of different types (negation, affirmation, interrogation and acceptance), uttered
spontaneously and manually transcribed. These requests correspond to scenarios dealing with information on the tourism fields. These scenarios are inspired from corpus
MEDIA [11] and try to cover the input space The evaluation of the understanding module, with this evaluation corpus showed that this system generates 20 errors (average
one error by 5 items). Measures of recall, precision and F-measure are respectively
72.00%, 69.00% and 75.69% and the average time to execute an utterance of 12 words
is 0.279 seconds. Comparing these results with results obtained by other understanding
modules [1], our system has provided fewer errors than many official sites such as
UNISYS and MITRE.

6

Conclusion

We present in this paper a semantic decoder based on a hybrid language model, which
allows integrating contextual, lexical, and semantic and illocutionary information at the
same time. It allows, moreover, considering only the relevant sets of semantic features
“SEF” in the history of the word to interpret. For this, we have developed a method to
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automatically extract the relevant SEF which describe the meaning of words with semantic influence on the word to interpret. This is achieved, based on the concept of
average mutual information brought by Rosenfeld (Rosenfeld, R. 1996). We intend
eventually to evaluate our model by comparing it with other deployed models as models
obtained by linear combination of language models well known as the maximum entropy.
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Abstract. We present our initial experiments on Russian to Kazakh phrase-based
statistical machine translation. Following a common approach to SMT between
morphologically rich languages, we employ morphological processing techniques.
Namely, for our initial experiments, we perform source-side lemmatization. Given
a rather humble-sized parallel corpus at hand, we also put some effort in data
cleaning and investigate the impact of data quality vs. quantity trade off on the
overall performance. Although our experiments mostly focus on source side preprocessing we achieve a substantial, statistically significant improvement over the
baseline that operates on raw, unprocessed data.

1

Introduction

Machine translation from Russian to Kazakh poses certain challenges of both linguistic
and technical nature. First of all, both languages belong to a group of so called morphologically rich or complex languages that have sophisticated inflection systems, and
notoriously raise data sparseness and long range dependencies issues. This fact practically demands the data sparseness problem to be addressed. At the same time, however,
both, source and target, languages being morphologically complex hinders the use of a
common remedy – morphological segmentation.
When dealing with morphologically rich languages, including Kazakh [1, 2], most
of the previous work performed morphological segmentation of words into sub-lexical
units, such as isolated morphemes [1, 3], groups of morphemes [4] (both free and
bound), or morpheme-like units obtained by automatic segmentation [5]. The motivation behind this approach is to reduce data sparseness by splitting off and/or removing
some of the units, and hopefully improve alignment quality, as certain units in one
language may correspond to words in another, e.g. case affixes often correspond to adpositions [1, 4]. The choice of a particular segmentation scheme, i.e. the decision of
which sub-lexical units to isolate, remove, or group, is usually guided by the nature of
translation languages in question, and based on the results of empirical comparison1 .
When only one of the translation languages is morphologically complex and the other
is not (e.g. mostly-analytic language such as Mandarin Chinese or English) candidate
1

A notable exception is the work by Mermer [5] who proposed a language independent method
that does not require any linguistic knowledge, and is capable of automatically choosing an
optimal segmentation scheme by training a generative segmentation-translation model, which
maximizes posterior probability of the training corpus.

pp. 153–160; rec. 2016-02-23; acc. 2016-03-14
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Table 1. Realization of grammatical categories for Kazakh, Russian, and English: M - Morphological; A - Analytic; L - Lexical
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Grammatical category
Number
Possession
Case
Gender
Agreement
Voice
Tense
Mood
Aspect
Negation

Kazakh
M
M
M/A
–
M
M
M/A
M/A
A+L
M/A

Russian
M/L
A
M/A
M/L
M
M/A
M/A
M/A
L
A

English
M/L
A
A/L
L
M/L
A
M/A/L
A
M/A/L
A

segmentation schemes can be devised intuitively (but not easily), provided sufficient
familiarity with the grammar. However, when both languages are morphologically rich,
and on top of it, typologically distant, devising such schemes may prove to be more
complicated. This is exactly the problem with Russian and Kazakh.
While both, Russian and Kazakh, are morphologically complex, they employ different inflection strategies. Russian, a Slavic language, is usually classified as fusional, i.e.
a language that “packs” several grammatical categories into a single affix. In contrast
Kazakh, as a Turkic language, employs agglutination and “stacks” grammatical categories one per affix2 . While corresponding many-to-one mapping of affixes through
common grammatical categories is possible, it has to account for idiosyncrasies of
grammar of both languages, e.g. Russian numerals agree with nouns in case, and adjectives – in case, number and gender, while neither type of agreement is found in Kazakh3 .
Even if such a sensitive segmentation scheme could be designed, the issue does not end
there: richness of morphology does not, of course, imply a language’s complete reliance
on it. Many things in both languages can be also (or exclusively) expressed analytically
and/or lexically. A very general, and by no means authoritative, summary of surface
realization of major grammatical categories for both languages (and English as an example of morphologically “poor” language) is given in Table 1. Notice that only verbal
agreement is realized by the same means, namely morphologically, and for other nine
categories means of grammeme encoding allow certain variation. Thus, from a linguistic perspective, for the given language pair we are faced with sparseness on both sides
and difficulty in designing morphological segmentation schemes.
From technical perspective, there is another challenge that concerns mostly Kazakh
in its lack of resources for our particular purposes. By and large the language is being
actively studied, and there exist monolingual corpora [6, 7], and ongoing research on
2

3

For example, consider plural genitive of “language”: (rus) jazyk-ov – language-PL.GEN; (kaz)
til-der-ding – language-PL-GEN. Notice how number and case are encoded in a single suffix
in Russian (rus), and in two successive suffixes in Kazakh (kaz).
Thus if we were to segment Russian numerals and adjectives and split off corresponding suffixes their alignment to anything except null would be incorrect.
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morphological processing [8–13] and syntactic parsing [14–16]. However, except for a
rather small and noisy OPUS corpus [17] there are no Russian-Kazakh parallel corpora4
and the only tool for automatic morphological disambiguation of Kazakh available to
us5 was reported to have accuracy of 86%, which we considered to be low enough to
question the results of experiments with segmentation: would possible misalignments
be shortcomings of a chosen segmentation scheme or results of incorrect morphological
analysis and disambiguation. Thus, due to the lack of resources to process the target side
and no solid approach to the design of suitable segmentation scheme for the particular
pair of languages, in our first attempt to tackle the problem we settle for discussing
potential challenges and conducting straightforward experiments.
To our knowledge, the present work is the first to address the problem of Russian to
Kazakh SMT. Our contribution is a rather modest one: for the initial experiments, we
are testing waters by performing a source-side lemmatization and dictionary-based data
cleaning. The aim is to see what improvement one can get from a basic, light-weight
morphological pre-processing, such as lemmatization, and to quantify data quality vs.
quantity trade-off. The intuition behind lemmatization was to reduce sparseness by performing a “poor man’s segmentation”, where all the inflections of the source side morphologically complex language get trimmed off. The data cleaning step was necessitated by the fact that bulk of the data we used was misaligned and noisy. The results
we obtained show that just source-side pre-processing gives a net improvement of 0.98
BLEU points (6.3% relative), and, when coupled with a data cleaning procedure, the
approach results in 1.49 net and 9.5% relative improvement over the baseline.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the related
work. In Section 3 we proceed to the description of the parallel corpus that we used
for training, testing and tuning our models and the process of its collection and alignment. In Section 4 we describe our experiments and report results. Lastly, we provide
concluding remarks and discuss future works in Section 5.

2

Related Work

There is a number of works on rule-based machine translation involving Kazakh language with the main focus on building bilingual dictionaries and structural transfer
rules, and developing word sense disambiguation techniques for the open source Apertium system [19] to translate to/from Russian [20] and English [21, 22].
As for the statistical machine translation research involving Kazakh, two studies
concerned with Kazakh to English SMT [1, 2] perform morphological segmentation on
the source side, using respectively Morphessor [23] and the HFST-based [24] Kazakh
FST [11]. Both studies report relative improvement over the word-based baselines.
Assylbekov and Nurkas [1] devise several segmentation schemes, and evaluate each
of them. Their results suggest that removing 3rd person possession and genitive, accusative case markers from both nominals and non finite verbs, and doing the same for
4

5

At the time of experiments a Russian-Kazakh parallel corpus of approximately 342K sentence
pairs described by Assylbekov et al. [18] was not available to us.
At the time of experiments a disambiguation tool with reported accuracy of almost 91% developed by Assylbekov et al. [8] was not available.
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agreement markers, while splitting off much of the rest of the inflections, yields the best
results. Interestingly enough, when faced with the problem of the absence of an accurate morphological disambiguation tool for Kazakh, the authors chose to reduce (not to
resolve completely) ambiguity by using a constraint grammar-based tool, and to replace
remaining ambiguous analyses by the first analysis returned by this tool. Unfortunately,
the authors did not measure or in any way analyze the effect of incorrect disambiguation
on the quality of produced alignments and translation.
Assylbekov et al. [18] report on building a Russian-Kazakh parallel corpus of around
342K sentence pairs, which, unfortunately, was not available at the time when we conducted our experiments. The authors describe various data pre- and post-processing
techniques that improve the quality of sentence alignment. Among other methods the
authors describe a dictionary-based re-alignment of lemmatized sentence pairs, a technique that we use in our data cleaning step. According to the authors this technique increases the portion of correctly aligned sentences (as measured by an automatic learnerbased estimator) in a given bitext by 2% compared to the standard length-based alignment procedure.
Various segmentation schemes are also considered in works dealing with translation
from and to Russian. Lo et al. [25] employ source-side lemmatization for the Russianto-English translation task. However, unlike what we do in the present work, the authors
use lemmatization only at the word alignment step and restore original surface forms
before estimating the remaining parameters of the model. The intuition is to obtain
accurate word alignments through lemmatization, while being able to use valuable information, such as case and agreement markers, encoded in inflected forms. For the
same translation task Borisov and Galinskaya [26] propose a sophisticated segmentation scheme, consisting of a number of rules, that cover nouns, adjectives, various verb
forms, and a catch-all rule that covers all possible remaining cases, except ambiguous analyses, which are simply skipped. Apart from “usual suspects” such as case and
agreement markers, the authors consider isolation of comparison degree affixes from
adjectives (for some reason living out this category for adverbs) to account for irregular
forms in English. Remaining inflections for this parts of speech, i.e. gender, number,
and case, are removed as they are not defined for English adjectives. The authors report
a small improvement over an already strong baseline, and respective reduction of 35%
and 29% (best case) in word types and OOV rate for Russian.

3

Data Set

Our data set consists of a portion of the OPUS corpus [17], on-line news (https:
//ortcom.kz), a collection of historical essays (https://e-history.kz), and
legal texts (https://akorda.kz). When obtained the Russian-Kazakh portion of
the OPUS corpus contained 92035 parallel sentences that came mostly from software
documentation and movie sub-titles. However, upon visual inspection we have noticed
some repetitions, corrupted text bits, and clearly misaligned pairs. After manually removing such instances, we ended up with more than 56K sentences. News, essay, and
legal data were aligned using Hunalign [27]. The aligned data were manually checked
and around 2.5K sentence pairs were held out for testing and tuning, while remaining
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Table 2. Quantitative description of the data set

Kazakh
Training
Testing
Tuning
Russian
Training
Testing
Tuning

# sentences

# tokens

# unique tokens

69889
1004
1510

447499
15563
21691

68547
5653
7065

69889
1004
1510

475388
16509
22936

68884
5958
7251

Table 3. Domain distribution on the data set
Domain
OPUS
News
Essay
Law

Training
Testing
Tuning
# sen-s (%) # tok-s (%) # sen-s (%) # tok-s (%) # sen-s (%) # tok-s (%)
56695
425431
(81.5)
(46.1)
10027
383079
14766
37606
491 (48.9)
1260 (83.3)
(14.3)
(41.5)
(46.0)
(84.3)
1402 (2.0) 49963 (5.4)
72 (7.2) 2241 (6.9)
15065
1765 (2.2) 64414 (7.0) 441 (43.9)
252 (16.7) 7071 (15.7)
(47.1)

13K+ pairs together with the cleaned OPUS data comprised the training set. Table 2
shows the counts of sentence pairs, running and unique tokens contained in the data set.
The distribution of the data across domains is shown in Table 3.

4

Experiments and Evaluation

In our experiments we build and compare two models: (i) the baseline model that assumes no pre-processing of the input, and (ii) the source lemmatized (SL) model which
is run on the data whose source side (Russian) has been lemmatized. For lemmatization
we use Mystem [28], a freely available stemmer for Russian. We proceed to evaluate
both models in two settings: on complete and cleaned training sets respectively. For
cleaning we again use hunalign [27], but this time we also use a Russian-Kazakh dictionary6 with about 116K entries. The tool scores existing alignments, and we remove
those that ranked among the bottom 10%. Because dictionary entries are lemmatized,
during cleaning we perform lemmatization on both source and target sides of the training set, and later restore the target side of the cleaned data. For target side lemmatization
we use a data-driven morphological disambiguator for Kazakh [10].
We implement the models using the Moses toolkit [29], setting the distortion limit
parameter to -1 (infinity) to account for long range dependencies and free word order of
the languages. Remaining parameters are estimated on the tuning set with the help of the
MERT [30] procedure. We train a 3-gram language model smoothed with the modified
6

http://mtdi.kz/til-bilimi/sozdikter/oryssha-kazaksha
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Table 4. Main results
Training set
Complete
Cleaned
15.62±0.08
16.02±0.11
16.60±0.08
17.11±0.09
98.6
100.0

Model
Baseline
Source lemmatized
Statistical significance, %

Kneser-Ney [31] algorithm on the target side of the training data and a portion of the
Kazakh Language Corpus [6] that contains slightly more than 1.3M running tokens. The
models are evaluated in terms of BLEU [32] metric. The results are averaged over three
independent tuning runs and reported in Table 4 together with the standard deviations
and results of the statistical significance tests. Statistical significance is calculated using
bootsrap resampling technique [33] for 1000 samples under the null-hypothesis that the
SL model outperforms the baseline.
As it can be seen on the complete data set the SL model scores at 16.6 points against
15.6 points of the baseline, achieving 6.3% relative improvement. Data cleaning boosts
the performance of both models on approximately half a point. On the cleaned data
the SL model outperforms the baseline again, and achieves relative improvement of
6.8%. Thus, after cleaning and lemmatization, we improve 9.5% over the baseline that
operates on the raw, unprocessed data.
Lastly, in terms of combating data sparseness, let us note that after lemmatization,
the number of unique tokens on the source side has been reduced to 62.5% (from 68884
to 25824), and the size of the phrase table has been reduced to 12.3% (from 1070916 to
939087 entries).

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have conducted initial experiments with Russian to Kazakh SMT. Our findings suggest that even light weight morphological processing, such as lemmatization on the
source side, provides substantial improvement over the word-based baseline that assumes no pre-processing of the input. We have also showed that noise reduction in the
training set can be beneficial as well, although the improvement is a less drastic one.
For the future work we plan to closely investigate various strategies of morphological segmentation for these languages. We also plan to enrich our data with grammatical
annotation in order to experiment with factored models [34].
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Abstract. The objective of this work is to perform a spell check tool that analyzes the text entered in search for possible misspellings. This tool will suggest
possible corrections for each misspelled word in the text. This work will require
the presence of a reference dictionary of words in the arabic language. These
objective Were Accomplished with resources, effective methods, and approaches. First experimental results on real data are encouraging and provide
evidence of the validity of the design choices. They also help to highlight the
difficulty of the task, and suggest possible developments.
Keywords: Spellchecker, Arabic, dictionary, error detection.

1

Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a discipline that closely associates linguists
and informati-cians. It is based on language, formalisms (representation of information and knowledge in formats interpretable by machines), and computer science. This
is the set of methods and programs that allows computer processing of language data,
but when this treatment takes into account the specific-ficités of human language.
There are language data processing (writes files, backups or other) that are not part of
natural language processing [1]. Indeed, it is integrated with infor-matic tools used
daily by millions of people worldwide. A spellchecker detects, in a given input text,
the words that are incorrect. A spell checker detects the same time spelling errors and
look, for the correct word most likely [2].
Construction of automatic text correction systems is one of the oldest applications
of Natural Language processing techniques, since, according to Mitton [3], the first
systems of automatic detection appeared in the late 50s. A spell checker performs two
essential functions, one after another: first detecting, then correcting spelling errors.
Methods for detection and correction work in three ways: First error detection orthographically consisting of foreign words in the language. Then the whole word of correction is to correct the word previously detected in the single recital regardless of the
words that surround it. Finally, the detection and contextual error correction where
each word is considered taking into account the context; Which corrects spelling mistakes even when it consists of words found in the language but are misplaced [4].
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It is in this context that our research lies. For this, we will implement an ortho graphic equalizer that analyzes the text entered to find any spelling errors. This tool will
suggest possible corrections for each misspelled word in the text. This work will require the use of reference diction, nary of Arabic words [5].

2

State of the Art in Spelling Correction

Spell checking is to find the word (s) nearest incorrect words in a text of a language,
based on similarity and distance inter words. Several researchers have studied the
problem ; and through their efforts various techniques and many algorithms have been
developed [6]. The first studies were devoted to determining the different types of
elementary spelling errors, called publishing operations including: insertion, deletion,
permutation, and substitution [7].
The main techniques used for the identification of erroneous words in a text are either
based on the analysis of n-grams, or about searching a [8] dictionary. An algorithm for
the detection based on a dictionary is given by Peterson [9]. Another modeling proposed
by Pollock and Zamora [10] is carried out by comparing the alpha-codes with the erroneous word. It is to associate each word in the dictionary with its alpha -code, hence the
need to have two dictionaries: one for the words and another for their alpha -codes.
They propose to correct those words containing only one error, which form 90-95% of
the errors. A particular problem concerns the errors that result in words that exist in the
lexicon. According to Mitton [3], this applies to 16% of spelling errors. Oflazer proposed a new approach for the correction of a wrong word that consits in browsing the
dictionary controller by calculating for each transition the cut -off edit distance without exceeding the threshold defined in [11] algorithm.
Despite the availability of a set of methods for spell checking, we find out that we
do not yet have robust correction software that can handle appropriately all mistakes
in the written text, seeing the bad scheduling solutions suggested when correcting.

2.1

Systems for Arabic

The major problem is that the Arabic language is very rich in morphology, and it has
many exceptions. Moreover the lack of vowels and words of agglutination make
treatment a more difficult task. The most successful achievements for the Arabic language are:
 BenOthmaneZribi and Zribi (1999) evoke the special problems to correct Arabic. Words must sometimes be voweled. Moreover, Arabic is an agglutinative language which uses axes and enclitics (pronouns) and proclitics (adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions). In addition, this language contains many lexemes that are
very similar to each other. Candidate proposals for the correction of a word can be
very numerous. The corrector is accompanied by a morphological analyzer, which
cuts shape proclitic, radical and enclitic [12].
 ShaalanSpell-Checker (2003): a correction can detect and correct common spelling mistakes un Arabic based on the technique of N-gram [13].
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 Haddad-Yaseen Spell Checker (2007): It is a hybrid model for spell checking and
correction of Arabic words, based on the recognition of semi-isolated words [14].
 Zerrouki-BallaSpell-Checker (2009) developed a spell checker for the Arabic
language based on N-gram [15].
 Hasan Muaidi and Rashal al Tarawneh Spell-Checker (2012): It is a simple and
flexible spell checker for the Arabic language based on N-gram scores technique
(matrix). The recognition rate of the proposed spellchecker reached 98.99% [16].
 Gueddah, Yousfi and Belkasmi (2012) proposed a typical and effective variant of
edit distance by integrating the frequency matrices editing errors in the Levenshtein algorithm in order to perfect the correction and scheduling error suggestions committed in the seizure of documents in Arabic [17].

2.2

Error Correction Techniques

Situations where we may use detection or automatic correction of spelling errors are
very diverse: isolated words or context, common nouns, proper names, labels ... performance errors are not random but systematic such as the inclusion or omission of
letters. They note that a list of proposed corrections must be as short as possible and
the correct word must appear in such a high order as possible. The spelling correction
process: it is looking for a word in a dictionary, and if the word is not there, the search
for the most likely words to represent the correct spelling of the word [18]. Error
usually single words of correction techniques can be divided into subcategories:
 Distance of Levenshtein: This is a mathematical distance measure that gives a
similarity between two character strings. It is equal to the minimum number of characters you need to remove, insert or replace to move from one channel to another.
It was proposed by Levenshtein in 1966. It measures the similarity between words
by computing an edit distance. The edit distance is defined as the minimum number of elementary edit operations needed to transform a wrong word to a dictionary
word. Thus, to correct a misspelled word, it retains a set of solutions that requires
the least possible editions of operations. It is also known under the names of edit
distance or time dynamic deformation, including pattern recognition, especially in
voice recognition [19].
Called Levenshtein distance between two words M and P the minimum cost to go
from M to P by performing the following basic operations:
 Substitution of M character in a character P;
 Added in M P a character;
 Delete character Mr.
 Correction rules: Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop offer two spellers by rules. One is
based on research of similar words in a dictionary, following some error rules; the
second searches in the dictionary words that differ by one or two characters of the
unknown channel and checks whether an error rule can be applied. [20] Emirkanian Bouchard and uses heuristics to correct spelling errors. The radical words is
looked in a dictionary, which also contains information on the correct suffix and
suffix frequent errors. A Dictionary of suffixes allows you to find suffixes invalid
language [21].
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 The technique of n-grams: N-grams are n groups of letters constituting a word
substring. The most common are bigrams, consisting of two letters and three letters
of the trigrams. In general, the techniques of n-grams examine each of the n-grams
constituting the input string and looking its presence or its frequency of occurrence
in a precompiled table containing statistics on the most frequent n-grams.
For de Heer, the trigrams are the smallest units which, combined, are significant to
the meaning of language. [22] Angell and his colleagues present a method based on
common trigrams between the unknown word and dictionary words. The candidate
words are found through a dictionary of trigrams which lists all words that contain
the same trigram [23].
 Probabilistic Technique: The N-gram based technology naturally led in the probabilistic technique both text recognition and spelling correction paradigms. It requires a very large corpus of text in order to establish the table of n-grams.
Research techniques in the dictionary only prospect if the input string appears or
not in the list of valid words. If the string is missing from the dictionary ; then, it is
called erroneous. The dictionary access time becomes prohibitive when the size of
the latter exceeds a few thousand words. This problem was addressed in three distinct views through effective search algorithms [24]; via partitioning and organization of dictionaries [25], or via the techniques of editing distance [26] and morphological processing. The most exploited technique to gain access to dictionaries time
is the technique of hash. Most existing spellers are semi automatic, assist the user
by offering a set of candidates close to the erroneous word [27].

3

Spellchecker implementation

We will see in this part of resource development, implementation and evaluation of
our spelling system. We first describe the principle and the overall architecture of our
correction. Then we present the different techniques and spell checking tools. We
will finish with an evaluation of our system.

3.1

Principle

Our spellcheck prototype must be able to detect misspelled words in a text input and
suggest corrections. It addresses a set of operations for each misspelled word: Error
detection is often done by considering one by one the words of the text to correct in
isolation. Every word of the text is compared with dictionary words. Any word not
found in the dictionary is considered wrong.
AL-Mohit Dictionary is a multifunctional electronic dictionary for Arabic. It studied the macrostructure and microstructure of electronic dictionaries of the Arabic
language [5]. IT is very rich in grammatical information and meaning and definitions
of words. This dictionary can be seen as a structure composed of linguistic objects.
Among these objects we can find: the headword, pronunciation, grammatical categories that can have this headword ( صفة, مصدر, اسم, فعل...) definitions, translations,
examples. This dictionary, implements the form of a relational database, contains in
its first version fifteen entities or files left in two main branches: a verbal branch and
nomina l branch. When an error is detected, correction selects a series of words likely
Research in Computing Science 117 (2016)
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to be the correct version of the string to correct. These words are selected using various techniques.
Generation of possible corrections can be done using the concept of Levenshtein
distance, consulting a predefined rule base and adding spaces in the middle of each
misspelled word. The authorization of the correction to candidates chains considers
the measure used in the selection step, as well as statistical measures (such as the
frequency of occurrence of words, or the word most frequently chosen during preliminary meetings with the same error). Finally, interactive step allows the user to supervise the correction. It can adopt one of two attitudes: First, correct the erroneous
word by selecting one of the candidates proposed by the checker. Then, modify the
wrong word.

Arabic text

Error detection

Corrected
text

AL-Mohit
dictionary

Language
model

Orthographic
Correction

Fig. 1. General architecture of the prototype: spellchecker

3.2

Global architecture

In this section, we briefly present the resources that have been made to develop and
test our first spellchecking prototype: It seems impossible to have a large corpus,
which represents all possible co-occurrences and all the vocabulary of a language. To
solve this problem, we calculate probabilities based on a history of reduced size model called the n-gram. An n-gram is a subsequence of n items constructed from a
given sequence. From a given sequence of words it is possible to obtain the likelihood
of the occurrence of the next word function. From a training corpus, it is easy to construct a probability distribution for the next word with a history of size n [28]. This
modeling is actually an order Markov model n where only the last n observations are
used to predict the next word. And a bi-gram is an order Markov model 2 [29].
Language modeling means finding the most likely word knowing those preceding
it. This task is performed during the training phase of the corpus of the target language. There are two tool boxes commonly used for building language models, the
SRILM tool [30] and the tool CMU-Cambridge [31].These two jewels have open
access; and similar features.
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3.3

Methods of Error Detection

A natural method to simplify the design of a dictionary is to consider a corpus of documents, assuming that all documents of this corpus are spelled correctly, simply
collect all the words used to automatically create the dictionary and carry out a cleaning step. We exploited and downloaded various freely available sources of information (texts and Arabic dictionaries). Then, we cleaned the text and added to the dictionary: it is a file that will contain the maximum of words in Arabic [5].
In this section we describe the principle of detecting misspelled words, spell checking, and sorting of possible corrections. We used a simple approach to detect misspelled words based on the use of a dictionary: a word of text is considered misspelled
when it does not appear in the dictionary. If the data volume is large enough, we can
hope to cover enough cases to get a useful system. Each of the words of the text is
compared to words in the lexicon.1 Any word not found in the lexicon is considered
wrong. To detect misspelled words, just browse the dictionary. We transliterated into
Latin dictionary as a transliteration representing the Arabic characters as Latin characters because the handling of Arabic characters is difficult.
To browse the dictionary and detect errors we used the binary search because its
use has been extremely efficient compared to conventional sequential search. Then
we organized our dictionary as follows to make the quick search: we currently cut
The dictionary into dictionaries following the length of each word ie words that have
the same length are grouped in a dictionary with a noun that carries the length of the
words that compose it.

3.4

Spelling Correction: Use of Edit Distance to Order Suggestions

For a misspelled word we can add spaces in the middle of it to break it down into
words. Our first prototype will analyze the words obtained and it will search in our
data dictionary. If the words exist in the latter, they see them as a correction proposal.
The measurement of the best known distance2, the Levenshtein distance is a simple
metric between two channels, or each operation at a cost of 1 [7]. Levenshtein distance can be weighted by the length of the compared strings: the score is then divided
by the sum of the lengths of the two compared strings. This is a distance in the mathematical sense, so in particular it is a positive number or zero, and two strings are
identical if and only if their distance is zero. Calculate the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string characters in to another, where an operation is
defined as the insertion, deletion, or substitution to move from one channel to another.
One application of this distance is spellchecking: when a person types in a word,
compared to a dictionary. If the word is present, nothing is done, otherwise, there are
attempts from dictionary words [5], those whose Levenshtein distance to the typed
word is less than a given limit. The nearest words are suggested as replacement first.
The measurement of the Levenshtein distance between two strings (String1 and
String2) consists of implementing the following algorithm:
1

A glossary of animal words constituted the canonical forms (lemmas or bases), proclitics, prefixes, suffixes and enclitic, and a morphological analysis algorithm.
2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein_distance
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Table 1. Transliteration of Arabic characters as Latin characters
Arabic
characters

Characters:
pronunciation

Transliteration Arabic
into Latin letters characters
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Characters:
Transliteration
pronunciation into Latin letters
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Function 1.
Int LevenshteinDistance(char str1[1..lenStr1], char str2[1..lenStr2])
declare int d[0..lenStr1, 0..lenStr2]
declare int i, j, cost
for i from 0 to lenStr1
d[i, 0] := i
for j from 0 to lenStr2
d[0, j] := j
for i from 1 to lenStr1
for j from 1 to lenStr2
if str1[i] = str2[j] then cost := 0
else cost := 1
d[i, j] := minimum (
d[i-1, j ] + 1,
// deletion
d[i , j-1] + 1,
// insertion
d[i-1, j-1] + cost
// substitution
)
if (i > 1 and j > 1 and str1[i] = str2[j-1] and str1[i-1] = str2[j]) then
d[i, j] := minimum (
d[i, j],
d[i-2, j-2] + 1
// transposition
)
return d[lenStr1, lenStr2]
Search word candidate for the correction is made with the edit distance reversed as
follows: First, all words with an edit distance equal to 1 with the wrong password is
generated by applying the editing operations that is the insertion, deletion, substitution
and transposition. Then, each word is searched previously generated in e sorts or
hash. If there is, then it is retained as a possible correction of the erroneous word.
Sorting candidates corrections takes into account the extent used in the selection
step, as well as statistical measures. The choice of the most probable correction is
done by giving each candidate a score Correction. The lower the score, the more likely it is that the candidate correction is the correct spelling of the word to correct.
Several ways to define this score are possible. The chosen solution is to set the
score as the number of occurrences of the candidate correction in the text corpus more
frequently correcting a candidate appears, it is more likely. This applies to sorting out
words assigns a distance of levenshtein low enough to misspelled words.

4

Evaluation of the Prototype of Orthographic
Correction

The corpus studied consists of a set of journalistic articles published by the
newspaper "Le Monde Diplomatique" in its Arabic version. This source has the advantage of providing large quantities of good quality text The topics addressed are
fairly general and treat various themes of the policy world news, economic, cultural,
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sports, etc. This corpus contains 1009 items, accumulating a total of 4,126,631 graphic words grouped under 322,156 different forms. Using a wide variety of themes
and addressed areas aims to have a broad coverage of the words of the language. We
used a corpus containing 164 Arabic texts collected in UTF-8 format.
The evaluation system is a crucial step. It helps to highlight its strengths and limitations, and to find leads for possible improvement. To get an accurate comparative
assessment of our system, we chose different sizes of texts, each containing a varied
set of misspelled words by comparing with other spell checkers nowadays, virtually
present in all computer applications where the text is called to be entered by the user.
This is usually notified of an incorrect entry with a red underline the wrong word.
Examples of such applications are: the word processing software, email clients,
source code editors and programming environments, internet search engines. The
causes of the error are manifold and we find more than one way to classify [28].
Evaluation of any information retrieval system based on the calculation of a set of
metrics. These calculations used to assess the proportion of errors displayed by the
system from the ideal result. The metrics typically used are:





Number of words: the number of words of each text.
Number of real errors: the number of erroneous words of each text.
Number of errors detected: the number of errors detected by the system.
Precision (P) is an assessment of system noise. It measures the proportion of relevant system responses among all answers he provided
 The recall (R) is an assessment of the coverage of the system. It measures the
amount of a relevant system compared to the number of responses ideal answers.
 The F-measure (F) is a metric that combines in a single value precision measurements and return to penalize excessive inequalities between the two measures.
However, given the boundary problems, we had to redefine the evaluation parameters to account for partially correct answers [32]. These valuation parameters become:
number of errors correctly (partially correct + incorrect) detected
number of identified errors
number of errors correctly (partially correct + incorrect) detected
𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐥: 𝑹 =
actual number of errors
𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐢𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧: 𝑷 =

𝐅-𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐞: 𝑭 =

2. P. R
P+R

Table 2. Experience with our system.
Text
Number of words
In real errors Nb
Nb errors
Precision
Recall
F-measure

Text 1
100
33
23
69,69 %
71,23 %
70,45 %

Text 2
80
27
20
74,07 %
83,37 %
78,44%

Text 3
60
23
19
82,60 %
81,49 %
82,04 %
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Text 4
70
17
12
70,58 %
78,14 %
74,16 %

Text 5
50
13
11
84,61 %
85,75 %
85,17 %

Text 6
40
11
9
81,81 %
80,41 %
81,10 %
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Table 3. Experience with Word 2007
Text
Number of words
In real errors Nb
Nb errors
Precision
Recall
F-measure

Text 1
100
33
22
66,66 %
71,04 %
68,78 %

Text 2
80
27
19
70,37 %
81,17 %
75,38%

Text 3
60
23
18
78,26 %
79,42 %
78,83 %

Text 4
70
17
12
70,58 %
77,96 %
74,08 %

Text 5
50
13
10
76,92 %
84,47 %
80,51 %

Text 6
40
11
8
72,72 %
79,63 %
76,01 %

The three measures commonly used to assess a spelling correction system are the
recall rate R, precision P and that of F. Measures to do this, and after the assumption
of texts were aligned, the system begins its analysis sentence by sentence. The tests
that are applied are encouraging. The summary evaluation we conducted shows that
Arabic spellchecker gives in most proper words. The results of the evaluation show a
gain of our method compared to the spellchecker "word 2007". After viewing these
experiences, we see that these results are closer and are a good starting point for
further research to improve our first spellchecking prototype.

5.

Conclusion and Outlook

In this work we presented in detail the architecture of a first prototype for spelling
Arabic. First, we describe the resources to spell checking and the implementation of
this module. Then we evaluated our first prototype. A preliminary performance evaluation was conducted, which helped highlight the difficulty of the task and identify
some of the current system limits. We can not certainly say that our work is complete
when several improvements can be made. But we hope at least that we managed to
achieve a simple spell check system.
As perspective of this work improvements can be made on the resources made increasing the dictionary size to cover a maximum of the Arabic language. Other techniques may be explored as ngram techniques and probabilistic. Semantic type errors
can be a future project, too.
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Abstract. Dyslexia is treated by many specialists as a cognitive impairment involving visual attention deficit. It may cause an image of letter rotation or overlapping. Both children and adults suffer from this disease, differing in individual
needs and seriousness. With a growing amount of information being distributed
digitally, there is a need to accommodate online text to dyslexic users. However,
with different types of operating systems, web browsers and substantial dyslexia
individualism, it is not easy to fully automatize such needs. We are developing
an extension for Chrome browser which is based on our previous cognitive research and empirical data. Such an extension will allow users with dyslexia to
accommodate web content with special fragmentation sign which demonstrably
suppresses reading problems caused (not only) by dyslexia.

1

Introduction

Depending on the language examined and the statistical methods used, it is stated that
5 % to 20 % of people worldwide suffer from dyslexia and other reading disorders,
although only some of them are diagnosed [1]. Dyslexia is categorized in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) as a symbolic dysfunction and reading disorder
[2]. Categorized as mentioned, dyslexia is the primary neurological cognitive disorder
affecting brain parts and visual pathways [3]. The requirements of textual accessibility
for people with dyslexia of various languages has not yet been properly established.
The level of dyslexia problems is very much dependent on the profile of the language.
The main problems that users with dyslexia deal with are letter reversal (especially
mirror reverse) and lateral masking (overlapping and losing adjoining characters).
Accessibility to any kind of information available digitally nowadays is a key factor
to the equality of rights, breaking down social barriers. Considering that study materials
and daily news are very much accessible through the Internet, accommodating digital
content to diversely disabled users must be seen as a natural thing.
Dyslexia is typical for its problem variability, or rather, individuality. Therefore, it
is not easy to find a general solution for every user, it is quite a tangible and unbounded
task for satisfying technical solutions. Also, people are dealing with reading problems
for instance after brain surgery, brain tumors, epilepsy and so on. The need to accommodate text for different groups of people with reading difficulties is therefore crucial.
To make graphemes easier to read and distinguish between the original and the reversed
pp. 173–183; rec. 2016-02-08; acc. 2016-03-07
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grapheme, we are studying text processing ways and come up with new solutions. This
paper describes an autonomous unit of such a solution – an extension designed for
Chrome web browser, based on our previous empirical studies.
1.1

Phonetic and Anti-Phonetic Languages Restrictions

Phonetic languages have simple rules of pronunciation as opposed to non-phonetic languages. Languages that can be marked as phonetic are Czech, Slovakian, Finnish, less
phonetic ones are Swedish, Norwegian, Turkish or Albanian. Some of the non-phonetic
languages are for instance English or French [4]. To distinguish between more or less
phonetic languages, e. g. language recognition system can be used together with phoneme orthography evaluation data (Fig. 1) [5].

Fig. 1. Language model of phoneme recognition [5] adapted for phoneme-orthographic evaluation of languages and for further testing of usability of text modification hypothesis.

This is only one of the many reasons why different languages need different methods
and approaches to the dyslexia solution and cannot apply general rules to all languages.
We are able to test our solution for dyslexic users also on the mentioned languages,
as they contain problematic letters, which are pronounced phonetically (Table 1).

2

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool for accommodating web text as
sophisticated as our proposed tool. Solutions used by dyslexic users are usually simple
but not as interactive as necessary, not solving the real problems of dyslexia.
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Table 1. The summary of languages and words with problematic (doubled) graphemes and its
phonetic pronunciation – problematic letters do not change the pronunciation (ss→s etc.).

2.1

Plain text

One of the possible solutions tested within a group of people with dyslexia in the English language is the use of plain text with no graphical elements that may distract the
user. The plain text also deals with font size and type (serif vs. sans serif) [6]. It is easy
to change the font in some types of documents but as for technical aspects, still not
every dyslexic user is able to change the font or disturbing visualization of a PDF or a
web page.
2.2

Speech synthesis

Speech synthesis is often used to convert text to audio format [7]. There are studies
which address this problem and propose solutions mainly for English [8, 9] and Spanish
[10]. However, none of these solutions accommodate all aspects of dyslexia, moreover,
due to grammar and word complexity of some languages, these applications are not
helpful in specific societies. These systems are very much used in technologies helping
blind or visually impaired people. A system that detects “difficult words” from a database and offers their synonyms was introduced in Spain and is being used in different
platforms (for laptops, mobile phones, tablets etc.) [11].
2.3

Text4All

Text4All1, designed by Topac [12] is a web page where a user types the url which he/she
wants to visit and it restricts most of the graphics and structures the text in a very simple
way. It may in some cases help a user to remove elements that are too disturbing (e. g.
too many graphics) and make the text heavier (bigger letters, blanks etc.) but it may
also eliminate important parts of such web pages (some graphic elements are crucial in
study materials, instructions and even in daily news, Fig. 2). Because of changing the
font, the web page sometimes causes letter overlapping which is unfortunately the
problem that dyslexia causes (Fig. 3).
1

http://www.text4all.net/dyswebxia.html
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Fig. 2. Web page of BBC accommodated by Text4All – no pictures with articles.2

Fig. 3. Web page of University of Leeds accommodated by Text4All – overlapping text.3

2.4

Fox Replace

The extension for Mozilla Firefox permits changes in web page text by a manual
insertion of any machine readable symbol - such an extra symbol is then always inserted
into a specified place anywhere in a text (e. g. i between m and n). The problem with
such an extension is that the rule that users manually set is applied to all content,
including web page links. The result is that the link reports an error (Fig. 4).
2.5

Open Dyslexic

This is well-known extension at first built for Mozilla Firefox. Now, it is available for
Chrome and Android as well. The idea is based on thickening the grapheme’s curve to
make confusing letters more distinguishable.
As stated before, the main problem of dyslexia dwells in visual attention, making the
similar letters overlap, rotate etc. Thus, thickness of letters does not solve the problem.
Moreover, the same parts of very similarly looking letters are thicker or thinner. Therefore, such text can still be hardly readable. Also, users that tried Open Dyslexic font
have quite divergent opinions arising from their individual needs. “The issue I have
2

3

http://www.text4all.net/do?url=www.bbc.co.uk&styleTextSize=22&op=dyswebxia2&style
TextColor=000000&styleBackground=FAFAC8&colors=000000_FAFAC8&styleTextFont
=original&layout=original&lang=EN&langOp1=DifficultWords&langOp2=replaceNumbers
http://www.text4all.net/do?url=www.leeds.ac.uk&styleTextSize=22&op=dyswebxia2&style
TextColor=000000&styleBackground=FAFAC8&colors=000000_FAFAC8&styleTextFont
=original&layout=original&lang=EN&langOp1=DifficultWords&langOp2=replaceNumbers
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with OpenDyslexic is that it has the bottom heavy theory which I feel does not do anything. You'll still flip the P and Q because they look so similar.”, “. . . it was a relief to
get back to a standard font after trying it out.”4

Fig. 4. Extra symbol is being automatically inserted into web address which results in Error5.

2.6

A Context-Aware Synonym Simplification

This extension for Chrome was meant to be a method that generates more simple synonyms of problematic words based on the context of the sentence. The database of synonyms was taken from Google Books N-gram Corpus and Open Thesaurus and presented in [13]. Authors argue that the extension, due to language mutations of the Corpus and Thesaurus, is easily transferable to other languages. Based on the published
example (Fig. 5), some simplification might be misleading for the reader to understand
the context properly. This can cause problems especially to students when reading study
materials or important information of specific disciplines. Since the authors of the paper
presenting CASSA tested this approach with only three volunteering subjects and do
not present an argument of the functionality in other languages, it is questionable how
practical this extension is in real use.

3

Reading Simplification Based on Grapheme Fragmentation

Our research focuses on building a huge fully-automatized and highly personalized
system that would make digital text more accessible to people with dyslexia and other
reading disorders. In this paper we present one part of such a system that is responsible

4

5

https://nycdyslexiaresearch.wordpress.com/2012/10/12/is-open-dyslexic-font-actuallyeasier-to-read/
www.bbc.co.uk/acc-es-sibi-l-ity, originally www.bbc.co.uk/accessibility
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for the modification of web text. It is a Chrome browser extension and serves as an
external part of the whole system, cooperating with its back-end (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. Chosen words simplified by three different algorithms [13].

The main idea involves changing the visual perception of web pages on the user side.
A hypothesis that inserting a fragmentation sign may help dyslexic users (both with
developmental and secondary dyslexia) was preliminarily studied in Pařilová [14, 15]
and Pařilová, Hladká and Bayer [16]. On ten volunteering subjects it shows that
fragmentation has a potential to improve speed of reading while understanding of
context is not disturbed (Tab. 2). There are no other works studying text fragmentation
for dyslexic users but for instance larger spacing theory shows some improvement in
reading, except in extensive texts it lacks of visual simplicity and intelligibility. Thus,
the motivation for our work is to draw from empirical theories and establish innovative
and significantly individual way of text accommodation.

Table 2. Results of speed reading (and comprehension) testing [14].
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The programming part of our extension is built on JavaScript. The extension works
as follows.

Fig. 6. Cooperation architecture between emerging system, the extension and a user.

3.2

Modification Process

To find the dyslexic user’s needs to accommodate text, we use sets of tests available
from the system (containing a database of similar tests). When a particular ID is sent to
the server with a completed test, the server responds and the result is a matrix of letters
that need to be divided. The “need” is set to a portion of errors made in test (e. g. do
divide top 30 % of errors made in the test, Tab. 3).
The tests look like the following examples (Fig. 7, 8 and Tab. 4).

Table 3. Percentage of user’s error possibly made in tests. Based on above results and set
percentage the extension will modify patterns, e. g. do and mn.

Errors
mn
do
ce
tl

%
73
51
24
1

Fig. 7. Example of the test: Please mark the letter that is reversed.
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Fig. 8. Example of the test: please mark a pair of letters that seem to you not identical in the pair.
Table 4. Example of the test: Please find a word “mnul” (mark all 4 letters).

m

n

u

i

h

n
u

m h
i m

n
l

l
h

l
k

m
h

k n
m i

l
u

Jquery.min.js contains a JavaScript storage jQuery which is used for letter pattern
searching and is implemented in background.js. The extension works on both http and
https.
There are several ways to search for a grapheme pattern in a text, like SHIFT-OR
algorithm, Aho-Corasick algorithm or Levenstein distance. However, we simply use
regular expression advantages – fast processing, simplicity of use, possibility of case
sensitivity adjustment, not too big dataset etc.
Regular expressions search for a defined letter pattern and divide it by the mentioned
fragmenting sign – a dash. The searching runs only inside tags, tags themselves are not
searched so that the visual shape of a piece of text changes but the content does not
(Fig. 9, Fig. 10). Therefore, any text, including hypertext, can be more readable for the
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user but the content of the page stays unchanged and after browsing any link and sub
link is working properly (in contrast with Fox Replace).

Fig. 9. Web page link after extension modification of Czech text.

Fig. 10. Correctly functional web page with no modification of the address.

Text in Finnish after the fragmentation would visually look like on Fig. 11, in Turkish
on Fig. 12, in Bulgarian on Fig. 13, in Norwegian on Fig. 14 and in Swedish on Fig.
15.

Fig. 11. Part of Finnish text from university website.6

Fig. 12. Part of Turkish text from Ministry of foreign affairs website.7

Fig. 13. Part of Bulgarian text from university web page. 8

6
7
8

https://www.helsinki.fi/fi/uutiset/epidemiat-tulevat-puskista
http://diab.mfa.gov.tr/tr/hakkimizda/bakan/
https://www.uni-sofia.bg/index.php/bul/universitet_t
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Fig. 14. Part of Norwegian text from university website.9

Fig. 15. Part of Swedish text from Ministry of affairs web pages. 10

Conclusion
Dyslexia is a part of the cognitive disease group that affects both children and adults of
any age. It can manifest after a surgery, tumors or brain injuries and can be temporary.
However, most people with dyslexia appear to have lifelong lasting problems with
decoding written text. For children it is necessary to train reading, because their brains
are more plastic and accommodate much faster than adults’ brains and their ability to
read better and faster is expectable. But the same advice is true for adults – training is
the only option to help improve reading. There were several attempts to use
technologies for other impairments, for instance text to speech systems and screen
readers [13], and also attempts to develop technology aimed at dyslexia. For web page
reading, it is especially Fox Replace, the extension for Mozilla browser, Text4All web
service and CASSA, the algorithm for simplifying sentences by using synonyms.
However, none of the mentioned solutions is very comfortable or easily editable over
time. The more information we find on the Internet (daily news, study materials, travel
information, e-mail online box etc.), the more we need such a solution.
Our Chrome browser extension, autonomous part of an emerging service, focuses
on individual needs and personalization of web pages. It is able to deal with
transformation of one’s need over time. It allows the user to use the extension on any
computer as the extension is easily switchable and needs only one download. There is
no need to sign up for the service which can be very much appreciated by its users (due
to security of their personal data). This extension can be transferred to different (at least
a little) phonetic languages. The extension is a challenge for further design and
development of dyslexia assistive technology and offers the most up to date help that
users with dyslexia may need while being online.

9
10

http://www.uio.no/studier/admin/eksamen/tilrettelegging/
http://www.regeringen.se/
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